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PREFACE
This report, and the accompanying software, is the result o f research in the field of 
Reliability Engineering, specifically in Life Data Analysis. It concerns the estimation of 
parameter values o f component reliability distributions from a set o f life data of systems 
consisting of series-connected components. Initial focus was on datasets of fully masked 
observations, i.e. where all systems were observed till failure, but no failure causes were 
identified. The initial experimental approach to this problem led to some new methods, 
which showed limited success in estimating the parameter values. A further result was the 
insight that a more analytical and extensive revisiting o f the estimation problem was 
needed. Such a revisit is presented in this report. Consequentially, the research focus 
shifted to the analysis of partially masked and censored system life data, i.e. where some 
failure causes have been identified and some systems have not been observed till failure.
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NOTATION
N  number of observations, i.e. the number o f systems that are placed on test
Nd  number o f observations with configuration d, i.e. the number o f  systems with
configuration d  that are placed on test. Then, N =  Y.Nd, and N  = Nrf, if D = I 
M  number o f observations with unknown (masked) failure cause; M <  N
M]c number o f observations i with a masked failure known to be due to components
of type k, thus VQ'eOSi): C7/[/] = k. Then M^< Qk 
M/d number of observations / with a masked failure due to components of type k or
I. Thus, V(j g OS{): C7/{/] = {£,/}, k  ^  I. The order of k  and I is irrelevant. 
(Similar for larger number o f causes in the masking set.)
M d  number of masked observations i o f configuration d  in a sample
Qk total number o f  masked observations i allocated to failure mode (component
type) k. Note that Qk ^  OOSk and Qk — MQk + Mk 
Qk(t) cumulative number of masked observations i allocated to failure mode
(component type) k  at or before time t, where observations are arranged by 
increasing value o f time till failure t(
MQk total number o f masked observations i allocated to failure mode (component
type) k, where at least one component o f type I & k  occurs in set OSf. MQk = 
Q k-M k
SQk number of system failures caused by component type k in a particular cause
allocation vector can, SQk = MQk + Mk + Ski It is the summed quantity of
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number o f masked observations / allocated to failure mode (component type) k, 
Qk , and number of observations i with known (single) failure cause c/, where 
CTi\ci] = k, Sfc, Thus SQk = Z m k  =Q k + Sfc and Sk ^  SQk < (Sk + OOSk) 
observed subset of components known to contain the true cause o f failure of 
system /, if  a failure occurred. Otherwise, it is an empty set 
number of components of type k  in observed set OSj; thus for observation i, 
calculate #/: (feOSj) o  C7/[/] = k
number o f component types k  in observed set OSf; thus for observation i, 
calculate #k : (OSfk > 0)
number of components in observed set OSj; for observation i, calculate HOSfk 
number of components in observed set OSf, given that the observation i with 
configuration d  is masked. Thus (JOSi I JO Si> 1)
number o f masked sets OSf in the dataset in which one or more components of 
type k occur
number o f masked sets OSi in the dataset in which one or more components of 
type k  occur in combination with one or more components o f a type I ^  k  
number of distinct cause-indication vectors, cijc, for type kr, Vk > 0; If M  = 0, 
then Vk: Vk = 1
total number of distinct cause-indication vectors, ajk, per type k  over all types 
in a dataset; V  = If  M =  0, then V= K
cause-allocation vector for a dataset, where each vector element shows the type 
k  that caused a certain system i to fail, and 0 for censored observations
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A  total number of distinct cause-allocation vectors, can, for a dataset
cik cause-indication vector for type k, where each vector element indicates for
observation / whether the type (is assumed to have) caused the system to fail 
(1) or not (0): (/, For a particular cifc, the equation 'Zrjik = SQk holds
Pk the surface of the overlapping area between the estimated probability density
function (PDF) of component type k k(ty), and the true PDF,fk(Hj)
S  number o f observations with known (single) failure cause; S  < N
Sfc number of observations i with known (single) failure cause c/, where C 7/[c/] =
k~, Sk  ^  S
Srf number o f failure observations i o f configuration d in  a. sample
C number of observations where no system failure occurred (censored) cause; C
< N , M + S  + C = N  
Crf number of censored observations i of configuration d  in a sample
D number o f distinct system configurations being tested; D < N
P number o f batch arrivals, P <N.  This applies to a multiply time (Type I) right-
censored dataset with non-random arrivals 
R[S number of replications for test setting ts
5/ indicator variable denoting failure for system i; 5/ = 1 if  system / failed, 8/ = 0
if system i is censored
Tjik indicator variable denoting failure for system i was caused by a component of
type k, rjik = 1 if system i failed due to a component o f type k, rpk = 0 if system
xvi
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i did not fail at all, or not due to a component o f type k. In the latter case, the 
observation i is censored for type k  
i index for system (observation), / = 1, ..., IV
j  index for component,/ — 1, ..., J[
k index for component types, k=  I, K
d  index for system configuration, d =  1, ..., D
p  index for batch, p  = 1, P. This applies to a multiply time (Type I) right-
censored dataset with non-random arrivals 
a index for cause-allocation vectors, a = 1, ..., A
ts index of test setting
m index of masked observations, m =- 1, ..., M
s index of failure observations, s = 1, . . . ,S
c index o f censored observations, c = 1, ..., C
Cf index of the component causing failure of system i
qic index of the observations of the masked dataset that are allocated to failure
mode (component type) k, = 1, ..., Qfc
vk  index for cause-indication vectors, vjc= 0, ..., V^-1
rts index for replications for test setting ts, r(S = 1, ..., R(S
mosk index over all masked sets in a sample that contain components of type k  in
combination with components of a type I ^  k, mosk = 0, ..., MOS^ 
ot observation type; either censored, failure, partially masked or fully masked
ds[ observed subset of components diagnosed to have caused failure o f system /
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DSf random subset o f components diagnosed to have caused failure o f system i 
Ji number of components in system i, where Jf = U ik
JO d  number of components within configuration d. Note that J[ = JOd, where SCf/]
= d. For given configuration d, JOd = ZOdk 
K  number of component types (classes) tested
K[ number of component types present in system i, which is determined by its
configuration d\ K[ < K; K[ < Ji 
Jik  number of components of type k  in system i
Odk number of components of type k  in configuration d. Note that Jfo = Odh where
SC[/] = d. For a given k, T.Odk > 0, i.e. each tested type k  needs to occur in at 
least one configuration represented in the dataset 
Ty lifetime of component j  for system /
7/ lifetime of system i, also called its Time To Failure (TTF)
T  sum of all system lifetimes in the test, thus T = Z T/
t time expressed in units that relate to the failure process, e.g. hours, #cycles
(on/off)
TIMLE solution time using the IMLE method (in minutes)
T im d  solution time using the IMD method (in minutes)
TUFMD solution time using the UFMD method (in minutes)
TUMMD solution time using the UMMD method (in minutes)
Tmethod solution time using a particular method, i.e. IMLE, IMD, UFMD or UMMD (in
minutes).
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F(ti) cumulative distribution function (CDF) of T\ with parameter vector 9
Fkftij) CDF of Ty with parameter vector 6%, where CTi\f\ = k
R(t[) reliability function o f 7/ with parameter vector 9; R(tj) = 1 - F(tj) = Pr (7/ > t{)
Rk(Hj) reliability function of Ty with parameter vector 9k, where CTi\j~\ = k ; Rk(ty) =
I —Flc(ty) = Pr(7^- > ty)
f(tj) probability density function of 7) with parameter vector 9; f(tj) = dF(tj)/dt[
fk(ty) probability density function of TU with parameter vector 9k, where CTi\j] = k;
fkOif) = dFk(ty)/ d ty
h(tj) hazard rate function of 7/ with parameter vector &, h(tj) =f(tj)/R(t0
hk(ty) hazard rate function of Ty with parameter vector Ok, where CTfij] = k; hk(tij) =
fkOip/R-kOij)
9k the parameter vector of the life distribution of type k components. In case of a
2-parameter WeibulJ-distributed component type, the vector contains a shape 
parameter and a scale parameter a k- 
9 the parameter vector of the life distribution o f a system
9 (the true value of) a parameter of a life distribution
O' the upper confidence limit of a parameter 9
9- the lower confidence limit of a parameter 9
9 k  a linearly pooled estimate o f parameter Ok, a  parameter of the life distribution
of type k  components
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A implies an estimate or an estimator. The estimate can be obtained through
maximum likelihood estimation or otherwise, and is indicated as e.g. (P 
QT  quadratic test statistic used in hypothesis testing of the equality o f R[S
parameters
LT  likelihood ratio test statistic used in hypothesis testing o f the equality o f RfS
distributions
y  the probability that confidence interval limits 6~ and 9~ enclose the true value 9
a  1) the scale parameter of a Weibull system life distribution. This has a positive
value and is often called “characteristic life”, since it is always the 100(1 - e '1) 
= 63.2th percentile. It has the same measurement unit as ty. 2) the level of a 
hypothesis test. This is the probability of rejecting the hypothesis while true
/3 the shape parameter o f a Weibull system life distribution. This has a positive
value and is a dimensionless number 
pe0t the percentage error in the estimate of parameter 9^, as compared to its true
value
Kr [100(1 + x)/2]th standard normal percentile, two-sided
zr [1 0 0 ,f  standard normal percentile, one-sided
tp [100/?]* percentile o f a Weibull probability distribution fitted to 7/
yp  [100/?]* percentile o f a smallest extreme value distribution fitted to ln(7/)
rfkftj) relative magnitude o f a failure density value for component type k  in the sum
of all failure density values of the components in the fully masked observation
i. This is calculated under assumed parameter vectors 9fc
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masking level, M/N. The fraction of a dataset that is (to be) masked: 0 < ml < 1 
masking level for a system with configuration d. This indicates independent 
masking (of component type k)
masking level for a system failure caused by a component of type k. This 
indicates dependent masking
masking level for a system failure with configuration d  caused by a component 
o f type k. This indicates dependent masking, where the masking level also 
depends on the configuration d  of the failing system
dependency variable. In the dependent masking case of two series connected 
exponential components, it is defined as the ratio o f the probability that a 
certain masked set OSf is observed given cf=  1, to that probability given cf = 2 
censoring type of systems with configuration d. In this research, valid 
censoring types are: 1) Uncensored; 2) Singly time censored; 3) Singly failure 
censored; 4) Multiply time censored, with units entering the test population 
randomly within a specific period; or 5) Multiply time censored with non- 
random batch arrivals
time at which the period for generating randomly arriving test units of 
configuration d  ends. This applies to a multiply time (Type I) right-censored 
dataset with random arrivals
test duration of systems with configuration d. It is the time between start of 
observation of the first test unit and the time at which surviving units are taken 
off the test. This applies to a time (Type I) right-censored dataset
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NFrf number o f failures to be observed in a failure (Type II) censored test of systems
with configuration d, after which surviving units are taken off the test 
A T  dp arrival time o f batch p  o f  systems with configuration d. This applies to a
multiply time (Type I) right-censored dataset with non-random arrivals 
BAT dp size o f batch p  of systems with configuration d. This applies to a multiply time
(Type I) right-censored dataset with non-random arrivals 
SCX/] system configuration function o f system /, i.e. SC[3] = 2 means that system 3
has configuration 2
C T ffl component type function of component j ,  i.e. C7j[4] = 2 means that
component 4 in system 3 is a type 2 component 
TTF[qk] time to failure function o f the qtfh  fully masked system failure observation
allocated to component type k, i.e. 77F[4] = 121.5 means that the 4th system 
failure observation that was statistically determined to be caused by a failure of 
component type k, occurred at 121.5 time units after start o f field (test) use 
L a likelihood function
Li contribution to likelihood by system observation /
Lik contribution to likelihood by masked system observation / if a failure is
assumed to be caused by a component o f type k 
A  log-likelihood function. This is the natural logarithm of the likelihood function,
thus A  — ln(Z,)
/lfrmax Maximum /1-value in the Modified Maximum Log-likelihood Method, if the
number of observations in all component type datasets exceeds a minimum
xxii
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fraction o f  N. Thus, /lfrmax is the maximum /1-value if Vk, Qk >( f r * N )  under 
assumption o f Weibull parameter set (oEj, {T j, 0^2, f^2 )  
e  stopping value. This is used to determine when to stop an iterative algorithm
ESSfc sum of the squared errors between component type k  reliability estimates and
their actual values. These errors are calculated for all fully masked system 
observations that are allocated to component type k  
ESS total error sum of squares for a system failure dataset. This is calculated as the
sum of the ESSfc for all types k, thus ESS = £  ESSfc 
/?/MAX estimate o f the system shape parameter resulting from a fit o f one Weibull
distribution to the system life dataset using the WeibullSmith software program 
GFk goodness-of-fit variable for the distribution estimate o f component type k
G F j  total goodness-of-fit variable for the distribution estimates of all component
types under a given cause-allocation vector can\ Thus, G F x — 'ZGFfc 
GFmax maximum value for the total goodness-of-fit variable found over all cause-
allocation vectors can. This indicates that the matching combination of 
distribution estimates is the best fit for the given dataset 
F[ plotting position of observation i on probability paper
Hi plotting position of observation i on hazard paper
A
H  a column vector of first partial derivatives
rr\ the reverse rank of observation i. This is used to determine the plotting position
of observation i on hazard paper 
F  the Fisher information matrix
xxiii
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ABSTRACT
This research presents new approaches to the estimation of component reliability 
distribution parameters from partially masked and/or censored system life data. Such data 
are common in continuous production environments. The methods were tested on Monte 
Carlo simulated data and compared to the only alternative suggested in literature. This 
alternative did not converge on many masked datasets. The new methods produce 
accurate parameter estimates, particularly at low masking levels. They show little bias.
One method ignores masked data and treats them as censored observations. It 
works well if  at least 2 known-cause failures of each component type have been observed 
and is particularly useful for analysis o f any size datasets with a small fraction of masked 
observations. It provides quick and accurate estimates. A second method performs well 
when the number of masked observations is small but forms a significant portion o f the 
dataset and/or when the assumption o f independent masking does not hold. The third 
method provides accurate estimates when the dataset is small but contains a large fraction 
of masked observations and when independent masking is assumed. The latter two 
methods provide an indication which component most likely caused each masked system 
failure, albeit at the price o f much computation time. The methods were implemented in 
user-friendly software that can be used to apply the method on simulated or real-life data. 
An application o f the methods to real-life industrial data is presented.
This research shows that masked system life data can be used effectively to 
estimate component life distribution parameters in a situation where such data form a
xxiv
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large portion of the dataset and few known failures exist. It also demonstrates that a small 
fraction o f masked data in a dataset can safely be treated as censored observations 
without much effect on the accuracy of the resulting estimates. These results are 
important as masked system life data are becoming more prevalent in industrial 
production environments.
The research results are gauged to be useful in continuous manufacturing 
environments, e.g. in the petrochemical industry. They will also likely interest the 
electronics and automotive industry where masked observations are common.
xxv
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The research is entitled “Component Reliability Estimation from Partially Masked and 
Censored System Life Data under Competing Risks.” This title can be broken up into its 
constituting parts: I) Component Reliability Estimation, 2) System Life Data, 3) Partially 
Masked Data, 4) Censored Data, and 5) Competing Risks. After a general description of 
system failure data and their role in system reliability prediction, each part of this title is 
discussed. At the end o f  the chapter, an entity-relationship diagram is presented to 
provide further insight into the research problem. Note that throughout this report, terms 
shown in bold are explained in the glossary on page 194. The report cites references by 
means of the Harvard system and lists them in the bibliography on page 217.
1.1 System Failure Data and System Reliability Prediction
A dataset o f partially masked and censored system life data contains three types of 
observations:
1. Censored. The system is taken offline while still in operational condition. In a 
competing risks situation, i.e. where components are configured such that they are 
logically connected in series, this means that none o f the components failed.
2. Failure. The system experiences a failure o f one o f its components. Diagnostic
efforts led to the identification of the faulty component.
3. Masked. The system experiences a failure o f one of its components. Diagnostic
efforts did not lead to the unique identification o f the faulty component. If  none of 
the components in the system could be identified as unfailed, the observation is 
fully masked. However, if  one or more components were determined to be in
I
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operational condition when the system was taken offline, the observation is called 
partially masked.
There can be more than one cause for the failure o f any equipment or product. Some 
examples are:
• A semi-conductor device can fail at the junction or at a lead,
• A ball bearing can fail because of the failure o f a ball, the inner or outer race,
• The lubricating system o f a car can fail because o f the deteriorated condition o f the
lubricating oil or due to leakage o f the oil through a failing seal.
Most industrial equipment can fail because of failure of any one of its many constituting 
components. The failure data o f such equipment, if available to product designers or 
maintenance engineers, is of great use. It can help in identifying the different causes o f 
failure o f  the product as well as their frequency o f occurrence. Consequentially, 
maintenance engineers can use this information to reduce the failure frequency of the 
equipment in an efficient manner, thereby leading to a more reliable and efficiently 
operating piece of equipment. In addition, this information can be used to design better 
devices that use some of the same components in different configurations.
Observations o f system failure can play an important role in decision-making 
during the design phase of new systems. During that period, several alternative prototypes 
can be designed. The reliability of these alternatives needs to be considered before one of 
them enters into the process development phase where significant investments in 
production processes will be made. Estimates of equipment reliability need to be made in 
order to verify that the alternatives can achieve the system reliability requirements. One
2
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way to verify this is by performing a life test. In such a test, a sample of newly designed 
equipment can be tested and its failures and censoring (unfailed removal) times 
registered. Statistical techniques can then be applied to determine a statistical model or 
reliability distribution, hazard rate or other characterizations of the equipment 
population. Although these tests can be performed under normal field conditions, they 
are generally conducted under extreme conditions, thus accelerating the failure processes 
and life. Such Accelerated Life Tests (ALT) allow the estimates to be made faster and 
with reduced costs as tests under normal field conditions would. The ALT observations 
need to be transformed into observations under normal field conditions through some 
assumed model. This transformation should be such that resulting observations can serve 
as a basis for estimation of equipment reliability under normal field conditions.
Internal life tests cannot be performed in situations where a sample of the newly 
designed equipment is unavailable. This is the case when a reliability estimate is needed 
in advance o f prototype development or when such prototypes will not be developed at 
all. That could occur when building a prototype is expensive, time-consuming or requires 
resources that aren’t available. In such cases, the design engineer is forced to predict the 
reliability o f his equipment design, rather than estimate it from test observations.
Design or reliability engineers generally perform the reliability prediction of an 
equipment design by considering the equipment as a system consisting of many 
components. System reliability prediction is then achieved by: 1) compiling a bill of 
materials listing the type and quantity o f components, 2) determining their configuration, 
3) predicting the component reliabilities in the intended operating environment, and 4) 
calculating the system reliability [Usher et al, 1990; Usher and Hodgson, 1990].
3
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In the first step, a list of components that form the system is made. It is relatively 
easy for a design engineer to produce such a list, as it is a common output o f the design 
process. However, the other steps require more effort to complete.
A piece of equipment or product can be viewed as a system o f connected 
components, any of which can fail. The way components are connected in a system is 
referred to as its configuration. In a simple system consisting o f two components, just two 
basic configurations are possible: parallel or series. If the components are logically 
connected in parallel, then the system will function as long as at least one component is in 
operational state. System failure requires both components to fail. However, if 
components are logically connected in series, the system will fail as soon as the first of 
the components fails. In more complicated systems consisting of many components, other 
configurations, such as x-out-of-y, are possible. Configuration information is readily 
available from schematic diagrams.
Once a list o f components and their configuration information has been collected, 
component reliability information is needed in order to perform a system reliability 
prediction. The calculation of predicted system reliability based on this information can 
be difficult if  the failure processes are interdependent. However, it is much less 
complicated when independence is assumed. Other simplifying assumptions, such as the 
series-system assumption, can be made in many cases in the description o f the 
configuration. For complex systems, this assumption is commonly made to make system 
reliability estimation tractable [Usher and Hodgson, 1990]. This makes the calculation of 
system reliability a relatively easy step [Usher et al, 1991]. Many techniques exist for this 
estimation process, amongst which Monte Carlo simulation and Fault Tree Analysis.
4
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The accurate estimation o f component reliabilities under intended operating 
conditions is arguably the most difficult step in the system reliability prediction process 
[Usher et al, 1990; Usher and Hodgson, 1990; Usher et al, 1991]. The research efforts 
described in this document concern methodological support for this step.
1.2 Component Reliability Estimation
The use o f component reliability estimates (CRE) in both the design phase of new 
systems and the operational phase o f existing systems is described here. The importance 
of these estimates is highlighted. Several complementary sources of CRE are available to 
engineers. The particular strength o f CRE based on internal field experience is discussed.
1.2.1 Estimates in the Design Phase
As described previously, component reliability distribution estimates can be used in the 
system design (and development) phase to predict the reliability o f a new system design 
that uses some existing components in a new configuration, especially when no 
prototypes are available. These predictions provide critical input in decisions regarding 
[Usher and Hodgson, 1990; Usher et al, 1991]:
• Modification to the design of the system,
• Tests and stress screening to perform on the new design and required sample sizes,
• Strategies for bum-in of its electronic components,
• Marketability, i.e. reliability performance claimed in marketing the product,
• Warranty period offered and at which price (based on warranty cost estimates),
•  Liability exposure,
• Number and type o f spare parts to produce, or (recommend to) acquire,
5
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•  Pricing o f the product, and
•  Whether to produce the system at all.
The earlier such predictions are made in the system development stage, the sooner 
these critical decisions and consequential actions can be made, and the more likely it is 
that the system will be a commercial success. Usher et al. [1991] comment on the timing 
o f system reliability predictions during the design phase that “unfortunately, accurate 
(system) reliability predictions are extremely difficult to make, especially in the earliest 
stages o f system development, i.e., when few prototypes are available for testing.”
1.2.2 Estimates in the Operational Phase
Component reliability estimates are also commonly made during the operational phase of 
a system. Reliability engineers use warranty claims data to make reliability estimates to 
revise/update warranty claim budget estimates and to obtain an early warning on 
troublesome parts. This can lead to system design changes, a resulting improvement of 
the reliability of the system and reduced warranty costs. It might also leads to a recall of 
equipment that has already been sold, if  a safety concern exists. A production-planning 
department could use the updated reliability estimates to plan production o f the right 
amount of spare parts and ask the purchasing department to acquire the needed amount 
and type of raw materials. Alternatively, the purchasing department could use the updated 
reliability estimates to purchase spare parts manufactured by a third party.
1.2.3 Importance of Reliability Estimates
It follows from the previous subsections that the accuracy and timing of component and 
system reliability estimates are important ingredients for the economical success of the
6
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organization that produces and sells, or plans to produce and sell, the systems to which 
they pertain. This can be gleaned from the long list o f possible uses of component and 
system reliability distribution estimates during different phases in its life cycle. It can also 
be determined from the financial impact of the decisions based on them. Now that the 
need for CRE is clearly established, the question emerges what these estimates should be 
based upon.
1.2.4 Sources of Component Reliability Estimates
Component reliability information can be obtained from different sources. The following 
sources are discussed here in some detail (see also [Usher et al, 1990; Usher and 
Hodgson, 1990]):
1. Reliability test data from the component manufacturer or vendor,
2. Life tests on the components,
3. Reliability databases,
4. Field experience of the organization with these components functioning in systems 
operating in similar environments.
1.2.4.1 Test Data from the Manufacturer or Vendor
The component manufacturer or vendor generally can provide reliability estimates to the 
purchasing organization. These data are commonly available and accepted at face value. 
However, it is often unclear how (under which operating conditions) these estimates have 
been obtained and how rigorous the components were tested. Their accuracy is 
questionable. Furthermore, the exact conditions under which the components were tested 
likely differ from the conditions under which the components will operate in the intended 
application, limiting their value for reliability prediction.
7
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1.2.4.2 Life Tests
Components can be tested under normal operating conditions or subjected to ALT. For 
highly reliable components, such tests require large samples and can be expensive and 
time-consuming. Though less time-consuming, ALT require costly special facilities to 
accelerate the life o f the component as well as special analytical skills. For highly reliable 
components, a large sample size is required to obtain a small number o f failure 
observations used to draw reliability estimates on. Availability or costs o f these 
components might be prohibitive. In addition, individual component life tests might not 
reflect true component operating conditions [Usher, 1996]. On the other hand, such tests 
allow for total control o f the operating conditions and accurate assessment o f the 
distribution type to use in modeling the reliability behavior.
1.2.4.3 Reliability Databases
The most commonly used sources for reliability prediction are reliability databases 
[Usher et al, 1990]. Next to proprietary databases that large industrial organizations might 
have for their own specific needs, publicly available database for electronic components 
like MIL-HDBK 217D or E, GIDEP (Government — Industry Data Exchange Program) or 
INS PEC might be used. GIDEP also contains some estimates for mechanical 
components.
These databases have some drawbacks of their own. Although many such databases 
are available, they contain a fairly limited variety o f components and consider a limited 
set o f operating conditions [Usher and Hodgson, 1990]. The (instantaneous) failure 
rates under various operating conditions that are listed in the military handbooks assume 
these electronic components exhibit a constant failure rate. This exponential distribution
8
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assumption has led to misapplication and criticism of the values listed in the handbooks. 
Failure rates of newly designed systems could be up to one order o f magnitude larger 
than predicted using the handbooks [Evans, 1983]. Other publications also criticize the 
handbooks [Yellman, 1985; Evans, 1988].
The accuracy o f system reliability predictions based on component reliability 
estimates from reliability databases is limited. This is caused by the conditions under 
which the components will be operating as compared to those on which the estimates 
were based, the assumed type of reliability distribution and the small range of component 
types considered in the databases.
1.2.4.4 Field Experience of the Organization
Unlike the previously discussed sources of component reliability estimates, those based 
on experience of the organization with these components operating under field conditions 
generate estimates after assembly of the components into operational systems. Such 
estimates include the effect such assembly might have on the degradation o f the 
components, as well as any possible effects resulting from the machining, soldering, 
distribution and handling processes that preceded assembly. In addition, human error can 
contribute to component failure. As a result of using non-field data, the previously 
discussed approaches can result in gross overestimation o f system reliability [Usher and 
Hodgson, 1990]
Real-life data exhibit the reliability of components in the non-ideal operating 
environment where failures result from inherent failure processes as well as human errors 
in distribution, handling, assembly or use o f the product. These errors are hard to model 
and their effects are difficult to predict, but they need to be considered to accurately
9
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predict the reliability o f the assembled system. Because of the described drawbacks o f the 
other sources for component reliability estimation, this research focuses on component 
reliability estimation from internal field experience, i.e. historical system life data.
1.3 System Life Data
System life data are field observations of system life that were ended by the occurrence of 
a system failure (system failure data) or another event that caused a functioning system to 
be taken out of the population (termed censored or suspended data). I f  all sample units 
were observed till failure, the dataset is said to be complete. Many life datasets are 
incomplete, as the exact failure times o f some units are unknown and only partial 
information on their failure times has been obtained [Nelson, 1982, p. 7].
Analysis of historical system life data to estimate component reliabilities is useful 
because newly designed systems are to large extent reconfigurations o f similar or 
identical components that were used in previously developed systems [Usher, 1996]. 
Many companies have large amounts of such data from field operation and life testing 
[Usher and Hodgson, 1990]. Therefore, field data of previously designed systems can be 
o f great value in estimating the reliability of newly designed or future systems. 
Component reliability estimates based on such field data can effectively be used to 
predict the reliability of any new configuration o f these same parts and should generate 
more accurate estimates than the ones based on data from previously discussed sources 
[Usher and Hodgson, 1990].
Even at an innovative manufacturer like DaimlerChrysler AG, the percentage of 
previously used technology in newly designed automotive electronic systems was 
estimated to be in excess o f 80% in a 1998 interview of reliability engineers in the
10
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Reliability Engineering department of the Car Development division. For the small 
portion of really innovative new technology components, some o f the other sources 
mentioned need to be used to make reliability predictions. The PARADISE (Prognostic 
Analysis of Reliability and Aptitude for Design Improvement and System Evaluation)- 
Information System1 was specifically developed to support reliability prediction of 
innovative and critical technical systems, although it can support reliability prediction of 
components using established technology as well. For further discussion on this 
information system, see Arts and Knapp [1999].
1.4 Censored Data
System life data can include observations of system lives that were ended by the 
occurrence o f something other than a system failure. These are called suspended or 
censored data. If the failure time of a system is known only to be beyond its current 
running time, the observation is said to be censored on the right, or right-censored. If the 
failure time of a system is known only to be before a certain time, the observation is said 
to be censored on the left, or left-censored. An example of the latter occurs when a 
system is observed to be in failed condition under a particular inspection schedule. This 
research only considers right-censored observations, which are simply called censored 
observations.
Censored observations occur, for example, when an analysis of system reliability is 
made at a point in time when multiple units are still operational in a test or real life 
environment. In a second example, medical experiment participants who decide to
1 Patent Pending, DaimlerChrysler AG.
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discontinue taking the test drugs during an experiment or stop showing up for checkups, 
cause censoring to occur. Reasons for censoring include:
• Time allowed for a test has run out without occurrence o f a system failure,
• A reliability estimate is made at a point in time after market introduction of the 
product at which time the systems are still field operational,
• A subject (or system) has stopped participating in the experiment for other reasons 
than failure,
• One component in a series system failed, causing the life-length observation for all 
other components to be censored as it caused system failure to occur.
If all censored systems have a common running time and all failure times are 
earlier, the dataset is called singly censored on the right. A singly right-censored dataset 
results from a test in which all systems simultaneously enter the test sample and the data 
are analyzed before all units fail. If  the test duration, TDrf, i.e. censoring time, is fixed 
beforehand and the number o f system failures in that fixed period is random, the dataset 
is called singly time censored or Type I censored. If  the test duration, i.e. censoring 
time, is random and dependent on a preset number of system failures to be observed 
dining the test, NFrf, the dataset is called singly failure censored. Such data are referred 
to as Type II censored. In practice, time censoring is more common, while failure 
censoring is more frequently used in literature due to its mathematical properties [Nelson, 
1982, p. 7]. The research presented here considers time, i.e. Type I, censoring only.
Systems can start operation, i.e. enter the (test) population, at different times and be 
taken out of service at various times. This behavior results in a dataset that has censored
12
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observations at miscellaneous running times intermixed with failure times. Such datasets 
are referred to as multiply censored. Multiply censored datasets usually come from the 
field, as systems go into service at various times and have different ru n n in g times when 
the test is ended and data are recorded [Nelson, 1982, p. 7]. The research presented in this 
report considers multiply censored datasets, as they are common in practice.
According to Nelson [1982, p. 1], the fact that life data are usually censored or 
incomplete in some manner is a key characteristic that distinguished life data analysis 
from other areas o f research in statistics. Note that some reliability estimation methods 
ignore suspended observations altogether while others assume they do not exist. This 
statement can also be made regarding the occurrence o f masking in a system life dataset.
1.5 Masked Data
In field operations, a system failure will likely be documented and some indication of the 
cause o f failure might be given. The problem o f detecting the exact individual component 
that was responsible for the system failure has long troubled reliability engineers. It might 
not be possible or efficient within the given operating environment to analyze which 
component failed and resulted in the system failure. Especially in continuous 
manufacturing environments, military systems, aviation systems and trucking or 
transportation systems, it is common to quickly replace the part diagnosed to be the likely 
culprit or replace the entire system by a backup system followed by offline repair. The 
latter procedure allows production to be brought back up to its original level as soon as 
possible, thereby minimizing opportunity costs resulting from missed production volume. 
Note that the results o f diagnostic efforts in offline repair might not be related to (i.e. 
registered as the cause for) the system failure event. This omission complicates system
13
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failure analysis for the reliability engineer, who relies primarily on registered event data. 
In case repair efforts are performed online, diagnostic efforts might not find the failing 
component with certainty within the available timeframe. Consequentially, a number of 
components, amongst which the culprit is suspected to be, could be replaced or repaired. 
Failure observations without a uniquely identified cause are called cause-incomplete or 
masked data and the dataset that contains them is referred to as an incomplete dataset.
Thus, masked data are system failure observations where the cause o f failure has 
been limited to a subset of the components that constitute the system, without uniquely 
identifying the failing one. Some reasons for missing failure cause information are:
• Time required to perform failure analysis,
• Cost of performing failure analysis (both direct and opportunity costs),
• Technical complexity of the analysis work, and
• Loss of information in the communication process between diagnostician and 
reliability engineer.
An example of masking due to loss of information can be found in the bibliography 
[Usher and Walker, 1997]. The authors describe how system operation can lead to 
masked data of microwave tube system failures. This occurs when failure analysis reports 
created by a repair depot do not contain the tube serial number. Diagnostic information 
can therefore not be related to the maintenance reports created when the tube was placed 
into service and the one removing it from service, thus leading to a masked observation.
Two types of masked observations are identified: fully and partially masked. A
fully masked (system failure) observation is a registered system failure event where all
14
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components are suspected o f having caused the failure. Therefore, observations are fully 
masked if none of the components within the system can be confirmed as not having 
caused the system failure. For a fully masked observation, every single one of the 
components within the system is suspected of causing the system failure. No information 
is available on which component has caused the failure or certainly didn’t cause it. On the 
other hand, a partially masked observation has at least one component identified as 
operational at the time of failure of system i, Tf. A subset (smaller than the full set) of the 
components that form the system is suspected to contain the cause of system failure.
A fully masked observation is not to be confused with a fully masked dataset. The 
latter is a set of system observations, which are exclusively partially or fully masked. 
This means that the set contains no system observations that are either censored or 
failures with diagnosed causes.
Usher and Hodgson [1990] state that masked data can represent a significant 
proportion of observations in an industrial dataset. The masking level depends on the 
type of system and the level of failure analysis conducted, i.e. the diagnostic efforts 
exerted in the field upon identification o f a system failure.
Masking can occur on systems consisting o f several components connected in 
diverse configurations. One of these configurations is commonly referred as a competing 
risks situation, and is the configuration assumed in the research presented here.
1.6 Competing Risks
A system consisting of a series of connected components fails as soon as any one of its 
components fails. A failure due to one component yields censoring times for the other, 
still operational, components in the system, which effectively creates K  sets of
15
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independent component life data. Such a situation is called a “competing risks” model. 
Suppose that a system i has a potential time to failure (TTF) from each o f J i components 
o f Ki types connected in series, also called competing risks. The life o f such a system is 
the smallest o f these Jj potential times to failure and thus it would fail when the first 
component failure occurs. In other words, if  TiX,Ta ,Tn ,...,TUj are the potential random 
times to failure for the Jf components (causes), then the system random time to failure, 
Tf, is given by Equation (1):
Such a machine system whose life is the smallest o f the Jf potential times to failure is 
known as a “series system”. Its observed reliability, is the product o f the component 
reliabilities at that time, as shown in Equation (2), where component j  is o f  type k  (i.e. 
CTi\j] =  k). The research presented here concerns methods to estimate component 
reliabilities from masked and censored life data o f series systems.
*(/,)=nxft,)
(2)
Now that the research title and its constituting parts have been discussed, the 
research topic can be further illustrated by taking an Information Technology (IT) 
approach. Such an approach is discussed in the final section o f this chapter.
1.7 Entity-Relationship Diagram
The research problem has a strong information processing aspect to it. Field failure data 
need to be collected, stored and processed to arrive at parameter estimates. Thus, further 
insight into the research problem might be gained from taking an IT-approach to it. In
16
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this section, an IT-approach to the research problem known as Entity-Relationship (ER) 
modeling is taken. ER modeling is a tool commonly used to (see [Rob and Coronel, 
1995, p. 154]):
• Translate different views of data among managers, users and programmers to fit
into a common framework,
• Define data processing and constraint requirements in order to meet the different
views, and
• Help implement the database.
In this research, the resulting Entity-Relationship (ER) diagram is used as a starting 
point for developing an object-oriented software program to study the problem. An ER- 
diagram depicts an ER-model’s entities and relationships. It also displays connectivity 
and cardinality. An entity is a focus about which you want to store data. Typically, it is a 
person, place, thing, concept or event. Connectivity describes the classification o f the 
relationship between entities. Classifications include 1:1, l:m, and m:n. Cardinality 
assigns a specific value to connectivity. It expresses the specific number of allowed entity 
occurrences associated with a single occurrence of the related entity. A theoretical 
description of ER-modeling with examples can be found in the bibliography [Rob and 
Coronel, 1995, Chapter 4]. The reliability estimation situation described in previous 
sections can be illustrated using the ER-diagram shown in Figure 1.1.
A dataset contains the result of an operational test of a number of systems. The 
systems might have different configurations of components or even contain different 
component types, but some of the components should be technically identical in these
17
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distinct configurations, i.e. be o f the same component type. If this is not the case, there is 
no reason to group the observations o f these different configurations in one dataset. 
Namely, such grouping is performed to obtain a larger number o f failure observations of 
a particular component type in a set in order to facilitate reliability estimation.
A configuration concerns several components, which are arranged in series in a 
competing risk situation. The components are of a certain type. Components o f the same 
component type are assumed to have identical reliability distributions under similar 
operating conditions, i.e. their failure behavior is statistically identical.
This concludes a brief overview of general issues underlying this research. Chapter 2 
provides a summary o f the technical literature in this area, leading to the identification of 
a need for further research. Chapter 3 then defines the problems to be addressed. The 
research methodology that was used to solve these problems is discussed in Chapter 4. 
Implementation o f this methodology required that several research issues be addressed in 
operational terms. Chapter 5 describes some of these issues and the decisions that were 
made to enable software implementation o f the research methods. The software 
developed in this research effort was consequently used to test the methods. Chapter 6 
presents the test design and results. In order to demonstrate that the methods have 
practical industrial value in addition to their research value, Chapter 7 shows an 
implementation of the methods to real-life warranty claims data. Finally, Chapter 8 lists 
the conclusions that can be drawn from this research effort and provides 
recommendations for further research on the topic of component reliability estimation 
from partially masked and censored system life data under competing risks.
19
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Before describing the reviewed literature, a remark should be made regarding the notation 
used throughout this research report. In consecutive publications on the topic o f 
component reliability estimation from masked system life data, authors have changed 
their notation to reflect different assumptions made (Usher and Guess, 1989; Usher et al, 
1991; Lin and Guess, 1994). This leads to some confusion. Therefore, a notation was 
developed in the research presented here that has high inherent flexibility. It allows the 
use o f the same notation to describe research made under different assumptions and can 
be found at the start o f this report.
Upon completion o f the literature review, the following guidelines for categorizing 
research in the field of component reliability estimation from series system life data could 
be determined:
1. Knowledge o f the cause of each failure (i.e. absence of masking).
a) None (i.e. fully masked dataset).
b) Incomplete (i.e. partially masked dataset).
c) Complete (i.e. unmasked dataset). Research that assumes complete knowledge 
on the cause o f failure does not require dealing with masked data.
2. Masking probability dependence on the cause of failure.
a) Dependent Masking. The probability of observing a masked system observation 
is larger for failures due to a particular component type than for those system 
failures caused by components of some other type.
20
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b) Independent Masking.2 The probability o f making a masked system observation 
is the same regardless o f which component caused the system failure.
c) No Masking. Research that assumes complete knowledge on the cause of failure 
(1c) does not require handling of masked data. Thus, it makes no assumption on 
the dependence of masking probability on the failing component type.
3. Knowledge o f the time of each failure (i.e. absence o f censoring).
a) None (i.e. fully censored dataset). No research efforts using this assumption 
were encountered in the reviewed literature.
b) Incomplete (i.e. partially censored dataset)
c) Complete (i.e. uncensored dataset)
4. Knowledge o f the underlying component distribution type.
a) None, i.e. non-parametric estimation.
b) Complete, i.e. parametric estimation.
I. Exponential
II. Weibull
III. Other. No other distributions were encountered in the reviewed literature.
IV. Mixtures. Component distributions may come from any of a predefined set 
o f distributions to be decided. Research using this assumption was not 
encountered in the reviewed literature.
2 Some research efforts in the field o f independent masking make explicit assumptions on the size and 
composition o f a masked set [e.g. Usher and Hodgson, 1988], Such assumptions state, for example, that 
when an observation is masked, it is: a) always fully masked; b) always partially masked with a particular 
subset o f components; c) always either fully masked or partially masked with a particular subset of 
components. These assumptions allow for some analytical solution o f the estimation problem for a small 3- 
component system assuming exponentially distributed component lives.
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5. Knowledge o f  parameter values prior to estimation (if parametric estimation, 4b).
a) None.
b) Incomplete. Applications o f the Bayes estimation method use this assumption.
c) Complete. Under this assumption, no parameter estimation problem exists.
To help classify past research along these lines, we introduce a notation inspired by 
that used in queuing theory to describe the estimation problem under consideration. The 
notation has the following structure: KC/MD/T/D/P, where:
•  KC — knowledge of cause, = N for none, I for incomplete, and C for complete
• MD — Masking probability dependence on failure, DP for dependent, (i.e., KC =
DP), IN for fully Independent, and N for none (no masking).
• T — Knowledge o f time o f each failure (presence of censoring), = F for fully 
censored, P for partially censored, U for uncensored data.
• D — Distribution Type of component TTF’s, = N for none (non-parametric), C for
complete (parametric). C may be further qualified by the letter E for exponential, W 
for Weibull, O for other and X for mixtures.
• P -  Prior knowledge of parameter values, = N  for none (unknown), I for 
incomplete, and C for complete.
As an example, the notation “I/IN/P/CW/N” would indicate a problem concerning a 
partially masked dataset, with masking probabilities independent o f component type, 
partial censoring, where all component lives are assumed Weibull-distributed, and no 
prior knowledge o f component distribution parameters is available. One could extend this 
notation for individual problems by concatenating “/CO/TY/N”, where:
22
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•  CO — The number of system configurations being tested. Note that if  CO > 1, the
dataset would be considered “pooled”.
• TY — Total number of component types that occur in the test.
•  N — Number of systems tested, i.e. the number of system observations made.
The research on partially masked datasets (category I/MD/T/D/P) is described in 
three subsections. The first one concerns research assuming exponential distributed 
components (I/MD/T/CE/N). In the second subsection, a research assuming Weibull- 
distributed component reliability distribution is described (I/MD/T/CW/N). The third and 
final subsection of the research on partially masked datasets concerns non-parametric 
approaches (I/MD/T/N/P) that assume no distribution type whatsoever. A review of 
literature on estimation from fully masked sets concludes the chapter (N/MD/T/D/P). 
Note that the problem of parameter estimation from unmasked datasets is well
researched, comparatively noncomplex (see for example [Nelson, 1982]) and falls outside 
o f the scope o f this research, i.e. C/MD/T/D/P is not addressed in this literature review.
Other assumptions are made in research papers, but the above-mentioned ones are 
helpful in quickly categorizing the research efforts. A few comments on the 
categorization should be made at this point:
• Where no knowledge of the underlying distribution type is presumed 
(KC/MD/T/N/N), non-parametric estimation is performed. This does not require 
estimation of parameters. Therefore, no assumption is made on prior knowledge of 
the value of parameters (i.e. assumption 5 is missing, indicated by the letter N in the 
5th position).
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• Research in category KC/MD/T/CX/P assumes lives of components o f type can be 
described by one of a pre-defined set (mixture) o f distribution types. It attempts to 
fit several (combinations of) distribution types to the component life data derived 
from system life data. The best fitting distribution and parameter combination is 
determined.
• If  complete knowledge of parameter values exists, no component reliability 
estimation methods are needed (assumption 5c). Researchers know the value of 
parameters and their distribution types with certainty if  they have created the 
dataset themselves. This is commonly done to test the effect of (dependent or 
independent) masking and/or censoring on the performance (accuracy) o f certain 
parameter estimation methods.
Now that the main differentiators o f past research efforts have been introduced, a
list of common assumptions made throughout the literature on the topic of component 
reliability estimation from system life data is presented.
2.1 General Assumptions
All reviewed research publications on component reliability estimation (CRE) o f masked 
data made the following assumptions, which were also made in this research.
1. The components and systems are 2-state: failed or not failed.
2. All components in each system i are assumed logically configured in series, where
a system failure results from one, and only one, component failure; l-out-of-J/:F 
(i.e. one out o f all components failed, given system failure).
•  T[ = min(7f/, 7f2 , • • Tjjj), i = 1 ,2 ,..., N, under competing risks.
24
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•  Cf  =j, if Ti = T jj,j  = 1 , 2 , j f ,  i = 1, 2,..., N
3. For all systems i, all components j  of type k  have independent identically 
distributed lives Ty (times to first failure). Thus, Ffcftjj) = Fj^tyy) , where (C7/[/] = 
CTx \y\ = A) n  (tjj = f^ ) ;  x  = 1, 2 , IV; y = 1, 2, ..., x * i \ k  = 1,2,
4. All systems i of configuration d  have independent identically distributed lives 7/ 
(times to first failure). Thus, F(tj) = where (<SC[i] = ^Cfx] = d) r \ (// =  rx); x = 
1, 2, . . . ,N ;x ^ i .
5. For each system, the observed quantities are tf, the realized value o f 7/, and OSi c= 
{1,2, ..., J/}, the realized value o f Thus, the system time till failure is assumed 
to be a known quantity, while the cause of failure can be known, or might be 
partially or fully masked. Censored observations are identified by an empty set OSf.
6. Correct identification of system failures; i.e. if a system observation i at time t\ has 
a non-empty set OSi, then a system failure has actually occurred at t\. If  set OSj is 
empty, then the system has not failed at time //, but was taken out o f  the test for 
other reasons (i.e. is censored at ti). Similarly, a component cannot be incorrectly 
identified as defective or non-defective, i.e. no misdiagnosis occurs.
7. Set OSi contains the true cause of failure c/ in case o f partial masking; Vi: ci e  OSi■
8. The masking probability can be dependent o f (system failure) time, but masking 
probabilities conditional on time are not functions o f the life distribution 
parameters.
9. New systems are observed till their first failure or censoring event occurs. Upon 
failure they are replaced as a whole or removed from the population.
25
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This concludes the general description o f the structure o f the research field. In 
subsequent sections, specific categories identified with the categorization method are 
discussed, starting with category (I/MD/T/CE/N). This concerns research o f CRJE from 
partially masked datasets assuming exponential distributed components.
For some subsections, applicable general equations are given. Each subsection 
shows a list of specific assumptions used in most or all o f  the reviewed papers in that 
category. A description o f the different research approaches and their major findings 
follows such a list o f  assumptions.
2.2 Exponential Distributions for Partially Masked Datasets
The 1-parameter Exponential probability density, cumulative failure, reliability and 
hazard distribution functions are given below in Equations (3), (4), (5) and (6), 
respectively, where CT/D'] = k.
Note that in general for continuous distributions, Equation (7) describes the relationship 




\  ( h j  )  ~~ At (6)
(7)
2.2.1 Assumptions
1. Observations are cause-incomplete. Therefore, M >  0.
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2. One configuration is tested, 0 = 1 .  Vz': Ki = K, Jf = 0 /  = constant, Jfe = 0 /£ .
3. The system configuration d  has no more than one component o f type k. Then Mfc
becomes meaningless and 0S/fc cannot exceed 1. Thus, Mfc = 0, OS f t  < 1, if  Vz': Jjfc 
= 1. Since 0 = 1  and Vz': Jfe  = 1, then k  = j .
4. Masking sets are such that at least one observation was not masked. Thus, 3k: Sfc > 
0 or M  < N. Label the j  such that for j  = 1, C7/[l] is one of those k.
5. Masking probability is independent o f the cause of failure.
6. The system consists of two components connected in series.
7. Component life-lengths are exponentially distributed, i.e. fifc = I, h ^ ty )  = A-k- 
Parameter JLfc is the inverse of the scale parameter afc, thus A./c= 1 /
8. All observations are system failures. There is no censoring, C = 0.
2.2.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
From a reliability perspective, a series system of components can be regarded as an 
individual or machine subject to a number of risks, where each component can be 
considered the failure mode (cause o f failure). Miyakawa [1984] assumes there are only 
two failure modes and that data consist of a failure time and an event indicator that 
denotes the cause of failure. The latter might not have been determined, resulting into 
masking. He describes a parametric approach to the problem of estimating component 
reliability functions on uncensored, partially masked system life data. The research effort 
falls in category I/IN/U/CU/N.
Usher and Hodgson [1988] note that Miyakawa’s approach assumes masking is 
always full and that this might not be the case in a real-life environment. In Guess et al.
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[1991], the following quotation taken from Usher’s unpublished dissertation (1987) is 
given: “ ...when large computer systems fail in the field, analysis is usually performed 
such that a small subset of components, perhaps a circuit card, is identified as the cause of 
failure. In an attempt to repair the system as quickly as possible, the entire subset of 
components is replaced and the exact failing component may not be investigated further.” 
Thus, the exact cause of failure might be unknown, but can be isolated to a subset o f the 
components in the system in some cases. The mode o f system failure or some diagnostic 
efforts might have eliminated some components as possible causes of the system failure. 
As the system analyzed by Miyakawa [1984] consists of only two failure modes, a system 
failure cause is either known or fully masked (i.e. all components are suspected of 
causing the system failure). It cannot handle partially masked observations. Therefore, 
Usher and Hodgson [1988] extend Miyakawa’s work to the case o f a 3-component 
system. They find that closed form Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLEs) are 
intractable except under very restrictive assumptions and suggest an iterative, numerical 
approach. This finding is important as it implies that maximum likelihood analysis o f 
partially masked datasets require complex numerical solution algorithms, even when 
components are assumed to be exponentially distributed.
Lin et al. [1993] extend the results o f Usher and Hodgson [1988]. They derive an 
exact, analytical Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) approach to the general case 
of a series system of 3 exponential components with independent masking.
Doganaksoy [1991] extends the results of Usher and Hodgson [1988] by deriving 
several types of approximate confidence interval (Cl) estimation methods for large-
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sample censored and masked system life data in the general case o f a series system of 3 
exponential components with independent masking.
Guess et al. [1991] extend the work o f Miyakawa [1984] by deriving the M l 
likelihood for partially masked and uncensored data. A partial likelihood is presented and 
the conditions for appropriate statistical use are given. These conditions are such that 
when not met, the estimators using Miyakawa’s likelihood might actually fail to 
converge to the desired, true parameters. Thus, they can be inconsistent. Based upon field 
system life data of electronic equipment, a likelihood function is developed for censored 
and partially masked datasets. Through Monte Carlo simulation, the effects o f masking 
on the suggested estimators are researched. A 3-component series system with masking 
levels o f  up to 95% is simulated. The estimators improve with increased sample size. 
However, increasing levels o f masking result in augmented mean square error and bias. 
In absence of masking, the 3 parameter estimators are the standard MLEs with bias 1 / 
(iV-1). Standard MLEs for exponential components are found by dividing the number of 
failures caused by this particular component by the total time on test. Thus, /LA£ = Sfc / T.
Usher and Hodgson [1990] state that the MLE procedure is the most widely used 
estimation method in the area of reliability engineering. Nevertheless, maximization of 
the likelihood function is certainly no easy task. Its complexity depends upon:
• the number o f component types, K, in the dataset,
• the form of the cumulative life distribution for each component type k,
• the number o f observations, N, and
• the masking level, ml, in the sample.
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2.2.3 Superimposed Renewal Process
Hansen and Thyregod [1992] critique that the research by Usher and Hodgson [1988] and 
that of Doganaksoy [1991] only considers a small number o f components and that they 
assume exponential distributions to describe component type life times. The iterative 
approach presented by Usher and Guess [1989] allows for other distribution assumptions, 
but tends to be rather complicated for complex systems with pronounced masking levels. 
The authors proceed by presenting an approximate method that can be used to analyze 
systems with many components and when masking levels are pronounced (e.g. a 33% 
masking level).
Hansen and Thyregod [1992] assume series-systems can be repaired by replacing 
single failing components. Each component is modeled using a Bernoulli thinned renewal 
process (based on counting o f non-masked failures) and the system using a superimposed 
renewal process. The system is not considered renewed at repair, only the replacement 
component is. Therefore, the failure history of a system can be decomposed to a set of 
renewal processes, which can be analyzed individually. This approach allows 
identification of particular components that are responsible for a large fraction o f the 
system failures, and it enables use o f statistical methods on component failure data, thus 
improving system designs. The mean cumulative number of failures (MCNF) at a given 
time characterizes the component renewal process. In order to represent the infant 
mortality phenomenon, a model containing a mix between exponentially distributed 
“weak” components and “standard” components is suggested, with the fraction of 
“standard” components approaching 1. Both non-parametric and parametric approaches 
are presented for estimating MCNF. The former approach does not assume specific
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component distributions, but does not allow for a detailed analysis o f failure times. The 
parametric approach determines component lifetime observations from the system data 
and fits a  lifetime distribution to these data. In addition, components can be stratified into 
types based on similarity o f their lifetime distributions. Estimates can then be performed 
per type, rather than per individual component. Note that the approach used in the current 
research also distills component lifetime observations from system life data and fits 
parametric distributions to component types!
The authors assume that the masking probability is the same for all types of 
components in the system, i.e. independent masking. They also assume that all masked 
observations are fully masked. The observed masking level is used to correct estimates on 
the unmasked data only. Numerical estimation methods are used to find estimates MCNF 
values at different times based upon a mixed exponential lifetime distribution for 
component lifetimes and adjusting for the occurrence of masked observations. Note that 
the current research also uses the assumption of independent masking.
Hansen and Thyregod [1992] admit that the modeling by renewal processes is not 
appropriate for modeling failures o f mechanical parts or other failures that cannot be 
associated with a certain type component. These data can be fitted using a non- 
homogeneous Poison process.
2.2.4 Dependent Masking and The Two-Stage Approach
Lin and Guess [1994] researched the problem o f reliability estimation o f exponential 
components from partially masked system life datasets, where masking probability is 
dependent on the particular cause of failure, i.e. component (I/DP/T/CE/N). An example 
situation where this would apply is for high heat generating components that can sear a
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subsystem black and a corrective maintenance plan that prescribed replacement o f the 
entire subsystem whenever it is black. They suggest checking for dependence o f  masking 
probability through sub-sampling.
In the dependent masking case, the probability that a certain masked set OSf is 
observed given Cf = /, is not equal for all components j  in the set OSf. In systems with two 
series connected exponential components, dependency variable cy can be defined as the 
ratio o f these probabilities. Lin and Guess [1994] show that MLE for parameter A.fc can be 
calculated in this case as a function o f the variables Sfc, M, T  and cy. The equations are 
given and the effect o f dependent masking is shown graphically for the series system 
without censoring. Note that allowing for the case of censoring would only increase the 
value of T, the sum o f all system lifetimes in the test, in their equations. The effect of 
dependency is found to increase with the fraction o f  observations that are masked. This is 
observed regardless of the value of the dependency variable cy. Furthermore, the MLE for 
parameter A.fc were found to be robust against changes in cy for masking levels below 
30%. It is thus suggested to check for dependency only when masking levels are high.
Lin and Guess [1994] validate their equations by comparing MLE o f failure rates 
calculated under the assumption of independent masking, with MLE obtained under the 
dependent masking assumption.
Flehinger et al. [1996] also recognize the fact that the masking probability might 
depend on the specific component that failed and that a system might consist of more 
than two components (i.e. they drop assumptions 5 and 6 above). They focus on go/no-go 
data and state that previous repairs or ages o f  components are assumed to be irrelevant.
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This is equivalent to an assumption that component life-lengths are exponentially 
distributed, should the analyzed data concern lifetime data.
To handle dependent masking, Flehinger et al. [1996] suggest a  two-stage approach 
where an assumed representative sample o f the masked observations in each masking 
group is analyzed until the faulty component is identified. In each masking group the 
stage one status information on each component (failed, operational or unknown) is 
identical. This two-stage process makes statistical inference possible. They discuss how 
to combine information from common tests that provide some masked results with 
expensive second stage resolution procedures.
Sampling of masked sets for resolution in the second stage should be random and 
based on cost of resolution, number of previously resolved and unresolved cases and 
confidence-region estimates of the diagnostic probabilities for various masking groups. 
As techniques for reaching a definitive diagnosis generally are expensive and require 
much time and special tools, only a small fraction o f the masked observations can be 
resolved in the second stage.
The resolution in the second stage provides input for the estimation o f the 
diagnostic probability, i.e. the probability given a specified malfunctioning subset, that 
each o f the masked components is the defective one. These probabilities are normally 
used to support replacement decisions when malfunctions occur. Possible policies are: a) 
replace components in the masked set one at the time until the system is operational 
again; b) replace a fixed number of components with the largest diagnostic probabilities 
in the masked set; and c) replace a minimum number o f components for which the sum of 
diagnostic probabilities exceeds a specified value.
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The authors allocate the masked observations that were not analyzed in the second 
stage in the same proportion in which diagnosis was made in those masked observations 
brought to resolution in the second stage. This allows for estimation o f the defect 
probability o f each individual component type.
Flehinger et al. [1996] state that the maximum likelihood estimation o f component 
reliabilities becomes feasible by assuming that the probability o f masking does not 
depend on the actual component failing, and that component lifetimes are exponentially 
distributed. That approach was taken in previous publications by Usher and Guess [1989], 
Usher and Hodgson [1988], Guess et al. [1991] and Reiser et al. [1995] (category 
I/IN/P/CE/N). In that case, the likelihood function can be factored into two parts, one 
depending on the masking probabilities and the second on the component reliabilities. 
They make the point that if one drops these assumptions, the likelihood function becomes 
“overparameterized” and diagnostic probabilities cannot be determined from these data 
alone.
Note that the two-stage approach is used on go/no-go data, not lifetime data. It 
cannot be used to analyze wear-out or bum-in type of failure behavior. Generalization for 
time-dependent failures is straightforward if one assumes the exponential distribution. It 
is unclear how the approach could be used when other parametric distributions are 
assumed. Furthermore, it assumes that a representative sample of each masking group can 
be brought to resolution in stage 2 or that corrections in the confidence intervals can be 
made through bootstrap analysis. Resource and technical constraints might prevent this in 
practice. The authors state that performance of replacement policies is hard to determine 
for masked groups o f more than 2 components and omit such calculations.
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Reiser et al. [1996] also describe the above-mentioned two-stage approach for 
go/no-go data, but drop the (general) assumption that one and only one component caused 
system failure. Then unresolved masked observations can no longer be allocated to 
specific components based on the fraction o f the resolved masked observations caused by 
each component in the masking group. An iterative procedure is needed. Unresolved 
masked observations are initially allocated based on observations resolved in stage two. 
The sum of observed and allocated data is used to estimate the defect probabilities, 
identification probabilities and masking probabilities. These estimates are consequently 
used to improve the estimate o f diagnostic probabilities starting a next iteration. The 
likelihood equation can also be maximized using a non-linear optimization program.
This approach relates to the Expectation-Maximization algorithm described by 
Dempster et al. [1977]. Each iteration of the algorithm consists of an expectation step 
followed by a maximization step. The latter uses the estimated values as if they were the 
actual values in a maximum likelihood function. Successive iterations increase the 
likelihood and convergence implies a stationary point of the likelihood. Zhao and Xie 
[1994] apply the EM algorithm on partially masked datasets, where masked observations 
are always fully masked. They estimate the parameters of component (i.e. software 
module) lifetimes from software reliability data gathered in a fault detection process, 
assuming the number of detected faults for each component is non-homogeneous Poisson 
distributed.
Reiser et al. [1996] suggest the two-stage approach can be used to avoid 
unnecessary replacements, as it allows determination of the most likely culprit in a
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masked set. It can also provide an indication which components do not meet their quality 
standard.
Note that the problem complexity increases more than exponentially with 
increasing number o f components in the system. Each component can have two true 
states (defective or operational), three stage 1 identification states (defective, operational 
or unknown) and more than one component can fail in each system. Therefore, the 
problem complexity quickly becomes unmanageable. The authors admit that calculation 
o f confidence intervals for the parameter estimates is difficult due to the large number o f 
parameters and the complex form of the likelihood equation. They provide examples with 
2 and 4 component systems.
Further note that from each observed masking group a representative sample needs 
to taken into stage 2 for complete' resolution. In cases with many components and high 
system reliability, this might effectively mean that masking is eliminated by complete 
resolution o f all masked observations in stage 2. This would generate significant costs 
with questionable benefits.
2.2.5 Bayes Estimation
Bayesian methods provide a formal means of including subjective information on product 
or component reliability in the reliability analysis of a system or component. A reliability 
engineer assigns “priors”, i.e. noninformative or subjective distributions, to reliability 
model parameters. These priors express the uncertainties in the parameter distributions. 
Actual data and priors are combined to obtain “posteriors”, i.e. new parameter 
distributions. The combination results in more accurate estimates than those obtained
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from actual data alone. However, the validity o f the resulting estimates strongly depends 
on the validity o f the priors.
Lin et al. [1996] present a Bayes approach to component reliability estimation from 
masked observations of a series system o f 2 exponential components. Prior information 
on the component reliabilities is quantified as a degree-of-belief that failure rates are 
within a certain range, then used in the reliability estimates. Prior beliefs are shown to 
strongly influence the posterior beliefs at completion o f a life test. That is, actual 
observations don’t influence engineers’ opinion much.
Lin et al. [1996] argue that the proposed methodology would work well in 
industrial practice, as it formalizes the inclusion o f commonly used subjective 
information in the estimation process. Its validity is determined by comparison of the 
estimates with the maximum likelihood estimates. Since the approach is computationally 
intensive, the authors propose computerization o f the method.
Reiser et al. [1995] comment that previous research on masked data, e.g. Guess et 
al. [1991], Usher and Guess [1989] and Usher and Hodgson [1988], focused on point 
estimation. In contrast, they discuss a Bayesian analysis assuming exponentially 
distributed component lifetimes and using non-informative priors to arrive at the relevant 
posterior distributions. They suggest that their approach may be extended to other 
distributions, but this would result in more complicated computations. They present an 
example of a two component system and find that the Bayes estimates are identical with 
the MLEs in this particular case. They state that for larger systems writing down the 
posteriors becomes difficult due to the large number of potential masking groups, and 
that they were not able to prove equivalence with MLEs for such systems.
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Reiser et al. [1995] assume that masking probabilities at a particular observation 
time are independent o f the cause of failure (referred to as “independent masking”). This 
means that the probability that a particular subset o f  components is masked at the 
observation time is the same regardless of which of the components in the subset is 
actually the cause of failure. In addition, they assume that the conditional probability that 
the observed minimum random subset of possible causes is OS[, given system failure 
time t [  and cause C[, does not depend on the life distribution parameters. This latter 
assumption is not made in the current research as it is believed that unreliable 
components are more likely to be suspected of causing a system failure and thus to appear 
in a masked set!
This concludes the review of literature in category I/MD/T/CE/N. The next section 
describes research that assumes Weibull-distributed component reliability, i.e. category 
I/MD/T/CW/N.
2.3 Weibull Distributions for Partially Censored/Masked Datasets
The 2-parameter Weibull probability density, cumulative failure, reliability and hazard 
rate functions are given below in Equations (8), (9), (10) and (11), respectively, where
CTA;] = k.
Fk(Su) = l - e (9)
(10 )
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Assuming component type lifetimes are exponentially distributed, it can be shown that 
the MLE for the failure rate o f each type exist in closed form as the number o f observed 
component type failures divided by the total time on test. However, if  lifetimes are 
assumed to be 2-parameter Weibull-distributed, no simple closed-form MLEs for the 
shape and scale parameters can be found. Closed-form MLEs can be found under 
extremely restrictive assumptions only. Therefore, numerical estimation procedures are 
needed to maximize the likelihood function over the parameter space [Usher and 
Hodgson, 1990].
2.3.1 Assumptions
1. The system consists of two components connected in series.
2. Observations are cause-incomplete. Therefore, M >  0.
3. One configuration is tested, D = 1. Vz': K{ = K, Ji = 0 \  = constant, = O j £•
4. The system configuration d  has no more than one component of type k. Then Mfc 
becomes meaningless and OSfe cannot exceed 1. Thus, Mfc = 0, OS/£ < 1, if  Vz:
= 1. Since D = 1 and Vz: Jfc  = 1, then k  = j .
5. Masking sets are such that at least one observation was not masked. Thus 3k: S/c> 0 
or M < N . Label the j  such that for j  = 1, C7f[l] is one of those k.
6. Component life-lengths are two-parameter Weibull-distributed with shape
parameter /?£ and scale parameter afc, thus dfr = (oft, /?£). Parameter is the
inverse of the scale parameter ajc, thus = 1 / ofa.
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7. Masking probability is independent o f the cause of failure.
8. All observations are system failures. There is no censoring, C — 0.
2.3.2 Iterative Maximum Likelihood Estimation (IMLE) method
Usher and Walker [1997] identified a systematic bias o f the MLE method on partially 
masked datasets. They simulated and studied a series system o f five IID-Weibull 
components with different shape parameter values. Shape parameter estimates were found 
to be positively bias by 1-10%, while their scale parameter estimates also exceeded the 
true value by 5-10%. This bias occurred even when the sample contained few to no 
masked observations. The bias in the shape parameter estimate became larger when the 
portion o f masked observations in the dataset exceeded 40%. The research falls in 
category I/IN/P/CW/N.
Usher and Guess [1989] mention the intractable nature o f calculating MLE of 
component reliabilities from masked system life data, even in the exponential case. 
Available numerical procedures are criticized for their complexity and for the amount o f 
time required for their application and to obtain results. In addition, many do not 
guarantee convergence. They suggest an iterative solution procedure that starts with a 
non-parametric estimation of reliability values per component. In the second step, an 
assumed parametric (Weibull) distribution is fitted to these non-parametric points using 
least squares. The estimates are used to revise the plotting points for the non-parametric 
function. In turn, these are used to obtain revised parametric estimates. These steps are 
repeated till convergence is achieved. The suggested method is tested with a numerical 
example and the resulting estimates are compared with those obtained using MLE. The 
suggested method needed only 4% o f the computation time for the example data. It is
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proposed as a replacement or as a way to find good starting points for maximum 
likelihood estimation procedures.
Usher [1996] notes that little previous research effort had been exerted to find MLE 
and confidence intervals for Weibull components from masked data. Research had 
focused on exponential components up to that point. He suggests this was the result o f the 
intractable nature o f the likelihood function for that case. Usher [1996] then derives a 
likelihood function for CRE of Weibull components based on masked system life data 
and describes the Iterative Maximum Likelihood Estimation (IMLE) method that can 
solve the resulting equation (see Appendix A on page 220). The suggested IMLE method 
can handle censored data. Usher comments that the procedure suggested by Usher and 
Guess [1989] is cumbersome, that the resulting MLE are incorrect and that the estimates 
do not allow for direct evaluation of their confidence intervals. Usher [1996] computes 
confidence intervals o f MLE for an example system of 2 components.
The suggested IMLE method treats all masked observations as censoring times, 
calculates a starting point MLE for each component type separately, and maximizes the 
likelihood functions o f each components type in following iterations. The likelihood 
function per component type contains the parameter estimates o f all K  component types 
in the dataset. In each iteration, the MLE of all parameters obtained in the previous 
iteration are used to find better estimates for 6% The procedure needs at least 2 failure 
observations with known cause per type and will fail when applied to fully masked sets.
Usher [1993] presents an iterative technique for maximizing the likelihood 
expression for a series system of many Weibull components o f several different types
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(shown in Appendix A on page 220). Components are categorized by functional 
similarity. Failure observations consist of a system time to failure, Tf, and a vector 
indicating the number of components of each type, OSffc, in the observed set OSf. The 
method is illustrated with a small set o f simulated circuit-pack system failure data from a 
sample o f a thousand systems. The large majority of the observations are censored. 
Calculated confidence intervals are very wide, “ ...almost to the point o f rendering the 
estimates useless” [Usher, 1993, p. 324]. The statement is made that strong inferences 
about component reliabilities using the presented iterative method, can only be made if 
more than the observed handful of failures per component are available. The example 
given by Usher is displayed in the next section, as it will be used here to demonstrate a 
need for further research.
2.3.3 An Example of a Partially Masked Dataset with Few Masked Data
Usher [1993] illustrates his IMLE method (see page 220) with a simulated example of 
1000 circuit-packs placed into service for one year (about 8000 hours). Each circuit pack 
system consists o f 5 types of series connected components: 56 Capacitors, 1 Resistor, 12 
BiCMOS, 1 Oscillator, and 5 Connectors. A total of 22 failures were observed. O f these, 
6 were partially masked and 2 fully (see Table 2.1, Source: [Usher, 1993]). The 978 
surviving units were removed at various censoring times during the test (see Table 2.2).
2.3.4 Dissimilar Systems
In [Usher et al., 1990], research is described on the estimation o f component reliabilities 
from a sample of systems with different configurations (D > 1), where each configuration 
can contain more than one component of type k. It is assumed that no observations are 
masked (M =  0). The model pools system life test data from different types of systems by
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Table 2.1: Simulated Circuit-Pack Data
System i System Time To 
Failure, Ti, (hrs)
Number o f  Components per Type 























Table 2.2: Censoring of Circuit-Pack Data, Source: Usher [1993]
Censoring 
Times (hrs)
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categorizing their components in some manner (e.g. by functional similarity) into types. 
Components o f the same type are assumed to be HD-Weibull distributed. Their 
parameters are estimated using a MLE approach. The research falls in category 
C/N/P/CW/N.
Dissimilar system observations are pooled because it is unlikely to observe failure 
o f every component type in a life test, even at high sample sizes. The model was 
implemented as a computer program at IBM. Its implementation is described in more 
detail in a later publication by the same authors [1991]. They found that “...the method is 
computationally intensive and requires a large and well-maintained database o f system 
life data to be effective.”
The model allows reliability prediction of newly designed products based on life 
test data o f systems containing several similar components with assumed identically 
distributed lives. Practical application showed its usefulness in predicting the effects of 
distinct environmental conditions, and its value in identifying system configurations that 
need to be stress-tested or burned in. The work falls in category C/MD/P/CW/N.
Research concerning non-parametric approaches, is described next, specifically 
subcategory I/IN/U/N/N.
2.4 Non-Parametric Approach to Partially Masked Datasets
Miyakawa [1984] and Lin et al [1996] describe non-parametric approaches to the 
problem o f estimating component reliability functions on uncensored, partially masked 
system life data. The research effort falls in category I/IN/U/N/N.
2.4.1 Assumptions
1. Masking probability is independent o f the cause of failure.
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2. One configuration is tested, D =  I. Vi: K[ = K ,J[=  O j = constant, = Oik-
3. The system configuration d  has no more than one component o f type k. Then Mfc 
becomes meaningless and O Sfkcannot exceed 1. Thus, Mjc= 0, OSfk < 1, if V/: Jfk 
= 1. I f D = 1 and V/: Jik=  1, then k= j.
4. The system consists o f two components connected in series.
5. Masking sets are such that at least one observation was not masked, thus 3k: Sk>  0.
Label the j  such that for j  = 1, C7/[l] is one of those k. All observations are system 
failures. There is no censoring, C = 0.
6. In the parametric approach, component life-lengths are exponentially distributed, 
thus pk  = 1, hfcftij) = A-k- Parameter I k  is the inverse of the scale parameter c%, i.e. 
Z k = l /  ock-
2.4.2 Kaplan-Meier Estimation
The Kaplan-Meier estimator can be used in the C/MD/U/N/N category, where no 
masking is present, to estimate the component reliability function, R-kOij)- But when 
perfect knowledge on failure cause is not available to estimate R.k(Hj) as in category 
I/IN/U/N/N, the problem emerges as to how to use the observations 7/, where i is (fully) 
masked. Miyakawa [1984] discusses solutions for this problem. Its solution requires the 
assumption that the cumulative failure density functions of the components have 
continuous and smooth failure rate functions. He proposes several iterative estimation 
methods and shows they are improvements to the Kaplan-Meier estimator using 
simulated data that contain 50% masked observations.
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2.4.3 Non-Parametric vs. Parametric Approaches
Nelson [1982, p. 235] notes that non-parametric methods that describe life data are 
normally less efficient than parametric methods designed for particular distributions. This 
means that their confidence intervals are wider. Standard non-parametric confidence 
limits for the variance or standard deviation o f any continuous distribution do not exist, 
although some alternatives for measuring distribution spread have been developed. 
However, non-parametric methods can be applied easily. Further, and in contrast to 
parametric methods, their accuracy cannot be affected by incorrectness in the distribution 
assumption. Nevertheless, parametric methods are common in engineering applications. 
Their popularity is explained by the higher precision o f the generated information and the 
possibility to extrapolate beyond the range of the collected data.
Now that the literature on partially masked datasets has been reviewed, literature on 
estimation from fully masked sets is presented (category N/IN/P/CW/N).
2.5 Fully Masked Datasets
If an observed system failure occurred where all components are suspect o f causing the 
failure, the observation is considered fully masked. No information is available on which 
components certainly did not cause the failure. Datasets consisting entirely o f these 
observations could be analyzed to determine underlying component distributions. Arts et 
al. [1997] describe such research, which was performed as part o f this research effort. 
This concerns research in category N/IN/P/CW/N. Some standard software packages have 
modules that address this problem. They are briefly discussed as well. The assumptions 
that are commonly made in this research category are described next.
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2.5.1 Assumptions
1. The system consists of two components connected in series, where the system fails 
as soon as any one of these components fails. Simultaneous failure o f the two 
components at the exact same time cannot occur.
2. One configuration is tested, D =  l.V i:  K{ = K, J[ = O j = constant, J\k  = Ojfc.
3. The system configuration d  has no more than one component o f type k. Then Mfc 
becomes meaningless and OSifc cannot exceed 1. Thus, Mfc = 0, OSfk < 1, if  Vi: Jfc 
= 1. Since D — 1 and V/: J fk = 1, then k  = j .
4. All observations are system failures with known failure time 7/, and therefore no 
censored observations were made. However, the cause of failure of each 
observation is fully masked. Then, S  = C = 0, and M = N .
5. The probability of masking is independent of the cause o f failure.
6. Component life-lengths are two-parameter Weibull-distributed with shape 
parameter /?£ and scale parameter afc, thus Ok = (afo fifd- Therefore, the location 
parameter, present in three-parameter Weibull distributions, is set at 0. This 
assumption, that components have no “safe life” period in which they cannot fail, is 
common in reliability problems.
7. Upon repair, systems will behave as good as new when returned into field service.
2.5.2 Introduction to Fully Masked Datasets
One of the most commonly used techniques to analyze failure data resulting from
competing failure modes acting on a machine or a product is the MLE method (described
in more detail later on). It has been used in the past by researchers to estimate:
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• the relationship between life and stress for each failure mode,
• the life distribution at any stress with all modes acting, and,
• the life distribution that would result if certain failure modes were eliminated.
Moeschberger and David [1971], as well as Nelson [1982] analyzed failure data
from a single population with competing failure modes using the Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation technique. These methods require that the failure mode (cause) be identified. 
However, Nelson [1982] showed the use of the MLE method to the case when the failure 
modes are not identified as well.
Zhao and Xie [1994] study the use of the EM algorithm on fully masked system life 
datasets. The data concern number o f software faults detected per test period. They 
conclude that maximum likelihood estimates for super-positioned non-homogeneous 
Poisson processes of these data do not result in unique solutions if only system test data 
are used. No maximum likelihood estimates of parameter values of component lifetime 
distributions can be obtained if  no additional information is given! Despite the extensive 
research conducted on the theory of competing risks, it has not yet been developed to a 
stage allowing accurate estimation of parameter values of component lifetime 
distributions from fully masked system life datasets.
2.5.3 New Methods
As part of this research, efforts were made to solve the problem of component reliability 
estimation from fully masked system life datasets. Several methods were developed and 
implemented into a C software program (see [Kemighan and Ritchie, 1988]). The 
software was used to test the methods and preliminary results were published [Arts et al.,
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1997], The reference shows the use o f the MLE method to estimate the distribution 
parameters o f two Weibull failure mode distributions from uncensored, fully masked 
system life data. The results were compared with those obtained in experimental runs 
using some techniques developed as part of the research. The accurate estimation of 
distribution parameters of fully masked system life datasets would be very useful in 
improving machine reliability in an efficient manner, both from the viewpoint o f a 
manufacturer as from a user perspective.
Through the MINESS-method of Arts et al. [1997], estimates o f both shape and 
scale Weibull parameter values are obtained upon allocating masked data points to 
distributions. A component failure cause is assigned to each system failure observation. 
This step could be considered the “unmasking” of masked observations. The allocation 
is based on the relative magnitude of the failure densities at the masked system failure 
times calculated using assumed parameter values. Note that the MINES S method does 
not attempt to maximize the number of correct assignments o f each individual 
observation to one of the possible failure modes. A larger number of correct cause 
allocations does not necessarily result in better component distribution estimates.
The MINES S method assumes different combinations o f parameter values and 
determines their goodness-of-fit. The accuracy of the estimation is gauged by minimizing 
the total error sum of squares over all observations. Preliminary results on simulated data 
suggest that this method generates relatively accurate estimates of parameter values. 
However, testing has been limited in scale and censored observations have been ignored. 
Further details on this research effort can be found in Appendix B. Fully Masked Data”.
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As this effort resulted in the methods for partially masked and censored datasets 
described in later chapters, the reader is advised to review the appendix first.
Abemethy [1993] mentions that failure modes with high hazard rates early on in the 
life of the system, will “cover” failure modes, which would have occurred later on. These 
modes might never occur as the system fails for other reasons first. The WeibullSmith 
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software was developed based on his research 
[Fulton Findings, 1993]. It contains a module called “Bi-Weibull” which attempts to 
determine component reliability functions from fully masked system failure data. Arts et 
al. [1997] describe some results of applications of this module to simulated datasets (see 
page 226).
ReliaSoft Corporation [1997] developed the COTS software Weibull++. Its 
reference manual devotes a chapter to “Multiple Population (Mixed Weibull) Analysis”. 
It highlights the importance o f mathematically describing each failure mode in such a set 
separately. The method is illustrated with an example of a life test where the systems are 
observed till failure, inspected to determine the failure mode that occurred and segregated 
into sets based on failure mode. Therefore, it assumes no censored observations and no 
masking. Sets are a mixture of Weibull distributions, not a result o f competing risks 
acting on the system. The software uses a modified Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 
when performing non-linear regression on a Mixed Weibull distribution.
2.5.4 Maximum Log-likelihood Estimation Method
Previous research efforts on the topic o f CRE from fully masked datasets o f two- 
component systems used the general MLE method. The following approach was taken. A 
fully masked failure observation of a system of two series connected components must be
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the result- of a failure due to failure mode (i.e. component type) 1 or 2. Therefore for each
observation two cases exist:
I . The first failure mode caused the failure.
2. The second failure mode caused the failure.
The likelihood contribution under the assumption that the first case applies, Z.//, can be
calculated as shown in Equation (12) by multiplying the reliability function value of the
surviving component type 2 with the PDF-value of the failing type 1 at time f/.
(12)
Similarly, Z/2 can be calculated by switching the numbers 1 and 2 in this equation. More 
generically, this assumed likelihood contribution can be found using Equation (13).
Since every masked system failure is caused by one failure modes, every failure 
observation can be classified as follows by the most likely failure mode:
1. If  L n  > Lf2, then assume failure mode 1 occurred.
2. Else, assume failure mode 2 occurred.
Thus, the component with the highest likelihood contribution under the assumption it did 
cause the system failure, is the most likely cause of system failure or the most likely 
failure mode for that observation. Equation (14) shows the general calculation of the 
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The total likelihood L o f the dataset, assuming vectors ff'ir. can be calculated as the 
product o f all likelihood contributions Li (Equation (15)), since the sample units are 
statistically independent. This value is maximized for the data assuming different sets of 




(  N \
M AX(h) = ln(z) = in |
(16)v  /=.
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CHAPTER 3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
For repairable industrial equipment that can fail due to any o f several possible component 
failures, it is not always physically possible or economically desirable to determine for 
each system failure which component failure occurred. As a result, masked failure data 
are collected. In addition, data can be censored if  systems are taken out of the population 
without failing.
This chapter describes the motivation for this research and describes its objectives. 
It starts with a description of the growing importance and complexity of making CRE and 
o f basing them on system field observations. It is argued that the occurrence of masking 
in industrial field data has become commonplace and that masking levels of field data 
have increased in recent years. The chapter continues with a discussion o f commonly 
used MLE approaches to component reliability estimation from partially masked system 
life data. Drawbacks o f these approaches are highlighted. In this maimer, the need for a 
new approach is identified. The research objectives are specified at the end o f the chapter.
3.1 Importance, Complexity and Trends
Masking and censoring processes often complicate the analysis o f field system life data. 
They hide the exact cause of system failure or failure has not been observed altogether. 
Observations consist of partial information on the cause o f failure and the observed 
length of the system’s life, which may or may not have ended by a failure event.
Knowledge o f the distribution o f times till component failures is hidden in the 
masked and censored system life data. Estimation o f component reliability distributions 
from these data is beneficial when some of the same components are going to be used in
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systems with different configurations operating under similar conditions. It allows 
reliability engineers to anticipate and simulate the failure behavior o f this new system and 
simplifies “what i f ’ analyses. In addition, maintenance engineers can use such 
information in the system’s operational phase to adjust warranty budgets or suggest 
redesigns. Usher and Hodgson [1990, p. 27] state that “With the rapid pace o f technology 
today, especially in the electronics industry, it is essential that accurate reliability 
information be obtained as early in the design process as possible. The information can 
ultimately affect the decision to even produce the system at all.” They continue by stating 
that accurate system reliability predictions are hard to determine when prototypes are not 
yet available. Therefore, reliability engineers generally rely on analysis o f historic life 
data o f systems containing components that constitute the new system design.
Component reliability estimates obtained by analysis o f field system life data are 
very useful for industrial organizations as they reflect the reliability o f components after 
installation into an operational system. They account for degradation induced by part 
distribution, handling and assembly, which follow component manufacturing, and are 
based upon actual operational conditions. A database of component reliabilities in certain 
types o f systems might be used to predict the reliability o f new configurations of these 
components [Usher, 1992]. The many applications of such estimates, mostly to support 
tactical and operational decision-making, have been outlined in Chapter 1.
Industrial organizations have realized the importance and advantages o f basing 
component reliability estimates on field data. Usher [1993] reports that many have begun 
to implement computerized algorithms designed to estimate component reliability from 
analyzed system life data and “ ...many companies have already implemented
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sophisticated tracking and failure analysis systems that are easily capable of generating 
the data required to obtain estimates o f component reliability.”
Due to increasing opportunity costs of system downtime, the time allowed for 
online failure analysis is shrinking. Rising complexity of technical systems makes 
detailed failure analysis more complicated. Technicians performing initial field failure 
analysis are working with only basic diagnostic tools. They can sometimes determine the 
exact cause o f failure, while at other times only limiting the cause to a particular set of 
components. As a result o f  these developments, more system life data are being masked 
[Usher, 1993]. The modular nature of today’s complex systems further fuels the 
increasing occurrence o f masked data [Reiser et al., 1995].
In the presence of masked data, the failure process of the system cannot be 
decomposed into the simple component processes. Therefore, MLE of component 
reliability parameter values cannot be performed based on the ordinary non-homogeneous 
Poisson process models. They have to be estimated based on the overall likelihood 
function with many unknown parameters, which limits the usefulness of common 
techniques for maximizing a multivariate function [Zhao and Xie, 1994].
Few researchers have addressed the problem of estimating component reliabilities 
from masked system life data, as can be gleaned from the literature review (see Chapter 
2). Hansen and Thyregod [1992] make the following statement regarding research on 
system life data in the presence of masking: “ ...Although this appears to be a quite 
common situation in practice, only very few publications have addressed this topic.” 
Drawbacks of approaches described in these published researches are discussed next.
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3.2 Drawbacks of Common Approaches to Partially Masked Datasets
Many authors describe MLE approaches to the problem o f estimating component 
reliabilities from partially masked system life data (see for example Usher and Hodgson 
[1988], Lin et al. [1993], Usher [1993] or Usher [1996]). The likelihood function that 
these authors apply is briefly presented in this section, followed by a critique on its 
accuracy and on the manner in which this is evaluated.
3.2.1 Likelihood Estimation Method for Analysis of Partially Masked Datasets
For independent system lives, the likelihood function L is a product of the contributions 
of each system observation i, as was shown in Equation (15). The contribution to the 
likelihood by system observation /, Li , can be calculated as shown in Equation (17) 
below [Usher, 1993, p. 322; see also Usher, 1992, p. 20].




( W , )
( 17) ;
A few comments can be made with Equation (17):
The likelihood contribution of a censored observation i (where 8/ = 0) is the product 
of the reliabilities o f all its components at time t[.
The likelihood contribution of a failure observation / with known failure cause c/ is 
the product of the reliabilities of all surviving components with the PDF-value of 
the failing component type at time tj. This is the case where 8/ = 1 and OSffc = 1 for 
C7/[c/] = k, OSffc = 0 for all other k.
3 The equation assumes that the failure is caused by a component o f type k, thus C7/[c/] = k.
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When no masking is present in the dataset, the (log-)likelihood can be maximized 
separately for each type k.
The equation for £ / can be simplified using the fact that the hazard rate function of 
a component type is calculated by dividing its probability density function by its 
reliability function (see Equation (7)). The simplification is shown in Equation (18).
• Equation (18) clearly shows that the likelihood contribution of a system failure 
observation i with known single failure cause Cj can also be calculated as the 
product o f the reliabilities of all its components with the instantaneous hazard rate 
o f the failing component type at time t[.
• If  system observation i is masked at time tj, the product of the reliabilities of all its 
components at time tf is multiplied by a weighted sum o f the hazard rate o f each of 
the component types k  represented in the masked set OSj. The weight is O S ^  the 
number of components of type k  that are in the masked set.
3.2.2 Systematic Bias
Guess et al. [1991] and Usher and Walker [1997] identified the existence of a positive 
bias on shape and scale parameter estimates in the MLE method described above and 
applied to partially masked datasets. However, they did not identify the cause of this bias. 
An example can illustrate both the use o f Equation (18) and help to identify the cause of 
the inherent bias o f the MLE method applied to masked sets. Assume that the failures 
listed in Table 3.1 have been observed during the test described on page 42.
(18)
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Table 3.1: Example Observations
i Tj (hrs) OSik
X 199 (3,0,0,0,4}
X+l 199 (1,0,0,0,0}
Note that one observation is partially masked, while the other has a known failure cause. 
By chance, both observations occurred at the same number of hours in field service. 
Equation (18) can now be used to calculate the likelihood contribution for observations X 
and X+l.
5
£ r = [{3 * /z, (199) + 4 * /z5 (199)}]' * f j  Rk(! 99)y "
*-1 (19)
Lx+l = [{l * (199)}]' * Rk (199)y'r*1*
*=» (20)
Since systems X and X+l have the same configuration, V&: J x k ~ J x +  I k  ^ d  the second 
portion of the products in Equations (19) and (20) are identical. As hazard rate functions 
are non-negative, it can easily be seen from the above equations that the likelihood 
contribution of the masked observation is larger than that of the observation with known 
cause, and that this is independent o f which hazard rate function parameters apply!
It can be concluded that the suggested MLE method for partially masked data has 
the undesirable feature of attaching more value to uncertain as to certain cause allocation 
information. This introduces a systematic bias into CRE from masked and censored 
system life data. Next to this systematic bias, some other drawbacks of research efforts on
the application of the MLE method to partially masked data can be identified. One such
drawback is the estimation of parameters based on infeasible failure cause allocations.
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3.2.3 Infeasible Solutions
Usher [1993] proposes the following log-likelihood function for Weibull component type 
k, displayed as Equation (21).
N
i = i
In ± O S ,* & -
f t  >p , ' (  t  >A '
— r  *J  ik
<a k )
(21)
A few comments can be made about Equation (21):
• The likelihood contribution of a censored observation / (where Vk: OSifc = 0) 
requires calculation of ln(0), which is undefined.
• A value of (-1) appears to be missing in the exponent of the In-portion o f the 
equation (compare Equation (18)).
• The summation index was changed to I from the original k, in order to show that 
this sum is to be calculated over all component types for a given type k.
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A remaining drawback of this log-likelihood function is that it requires simultaneous 
maximization over all (component type) reliability distribution parameters. In a real-life 
system, this can result in a complex optimization problem over many parameters [Usher, 
1993]. Usher attempted to solve this equation for the example circuit-pack system 
mentioned in the previous section, with the use of a simulated annealing approach. After 
many hundreds of thousands of iterations, the simulated annealing approach found
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parameter estimates with a smaller, thus worse, log-likelihood value than those obtained 
using the much faster IMLE approach, which is shown in Appendix A on page 220.
The first step o f the IMLE method is to revise the dataset by treating all masked 
system failures as censoring times. This allows separation o f the dataset for each 
component type and independent estimation of distribution parameters for each type. 
However, it also has a drawback. Although each o f the component type datasets is 
feasible, the resulting combination of component type datasets is infeasible! Consecutive 
steps in the IMLE method do not guarantee that improved estimates are based on feasible 
combinations of component type data. Parameter estimates are not based on a diagnosis 
which component most likely caused each masked observation and might well be based 
on infeasible data combinations. Known system failures are assumed to not have failed. 
CRE based on such infeasible sets must, therefore, be incorrect.
Analysis of Equations (17), (18) and (22) also shows there is a disconnect between 
the MLE method and the original system dataset. In these equations, the hazard rates of 
all components in the masked dataset are summed. The product o f the reliabilities of all 
components present in system i is calculated and the two values are multiplied to find L[. 
If  the product of the hazard rates in the masked set were to be used instead o f the sum, it 
would correspond with an assumption that all components in the masked set failed 
simultaneously and caused system failure. If only one of the hazard rates in the masked 
set was to be used instead o f the sum, it would correspond with an assumption that this 
one caused system failure. But a sum of the hazard rates does not correspond to a real-life 
occurrence. One o f components in the masked set failed, that much is known. 
Unfortunately, which one that was is unknown.
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3.2.4 Verification of the Accuracy of Parameter Estimates
The validity o f  using a certain estimation method in a particular situation depends on the 
accuracy o f its resulting estimates given the availability o f suitable input data. Several 
authors (see for example Usher and Hodgson [1988]) have compared the accuracy o f their 
parameter estimates on masked datasets using a form o f the MLE method, with those 
obtained if  the dataset were not masked. Lin and Guess [1994] compare MLE on systems 
with dependent masking with those obtained if  independent masking incorrectly were to 
be assumed. Lin et al. [1996] compare their Bayes point-estimates with MLE estimates 
for validation. These approaches investigate the effect o f (dependent) masking on the 
estimates obtained through the MLE method or Bayes estimation method. However, it 
does not address the more important question whether the parameter estimates approach 
the true population parameter values. Researchers took this approach despite the fact that 
actual distribution values were available on the simulated dataset.
A notable exception to this finding was the work by Usher and Walker [1997]. 
They confirm the existence of a systematic bias of the MLE method (see Equation (17)) 
on masked observations. They found that shape parameter estimates were positively 
biased by 1-10% as compared to their true value, and that scale parameter estimates were 
also positively biased by 5 to 10%. However, their findings are based on average 
parameter estimate values for 100 simulated datasets with the same population settings. 
The average estimates for the shape and scale parameter were compared separately to 
their true values. This ignores their combined effect, which might create a bias that differs 
from the observed individual biases. An example of this combined effect occurs when a 
positive bias on one estimate is partially offset by a negative bias on the other estimate.
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3.2.5 Exponential Distributions
A final drawback of common approaches to CRE on partially masked datasets is 
the assumption of the underlying component distribution type. Nelson [1982, p. 3 & 18] 
states that reliability engineering research flourished in the 1950s and 1960s, but that 
reliability data analysis mostly employed the over simple exponential and Poisson 
distributions. The exponential distribution has often been misapplied to situations 
requiring a more complex distribution, since fitting an exponential distribution to data is 
uncomplicated. The exponential distribution assumption continued to be commonplace in 
research on masked system life data during the 1980s and 1990s. Many authors 
performed research on the analysis o f masked system life data o f a series system of 
exponential components or have demonstrated a new method assuming exponential 
distributions [Miyakawa, 1984; Usher and Hodgson, 1988; Guess et al., 1991; 
Doganaksoy, 1991; Lin et al., 1993; Lin and Guess, 1994], Exponential distributions 
require estimation o f only one parameter, thus greatly simplifying computation 
complexity o f CRE. However, reliability behavior that displays increasing or decreasing 
failure rates cannot be described well using exponential distributions, which assume 
constant failure rates. Normal distributions can only describe behavior with strictly 
increasing failure rates. Lognormal distributions can describe increasing, decreasing and 
relatively constant failure rate behavior. They have a failure rate that starts at value zero 
at time zero. Their failure rates increase with age to a maximum value and then reduce 
back to zero. Few products display such failure behavior in real life [Nelson, 1982, p. 34]. 
Gamma distributions have a hazard function that decreases or increases with age to a 
constant value. Again, such failure behavior is rare in real life [Nelson, 1982, p. 47].
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Two-parameter Weibull functions, on the other hand, do allow description o f increasing 
and decreasing failure rate behavior in addition to behavior that displays a constant 
failure rate. They are extremely flexible in fitting data. As they are able to describe such a 
wide range o f reliability behavior, Weibull distributions are commonly assumed in the 
field o f reliability engineering, particularly as a model for product life [Nelson, 1982, p. 
36]. Nelson [1982, p. 37] states that “for the special case P = 1, the Weibull distribution is 
the simple exponential distribution, which was once widely used as a product life 
distribution but later found to be inadequate for many products. The more flexible 
Weibull distribution is now widely used, partly because it includes the familiar 
exponential distribution. ... For much life data, the Weibull distribution is more suitable 
than the exponential, normal, and extreme value distributions. Try it first.” In general, the 
statement can be made that “the distribution should be chosen from experience or an 
understanding of the physical phenomena [Nelson, 1982, p. 108].” Nelson [1982, p. 36] 
further indicates that the Weibull distribution might be suitable to describe the failure 
behavior o f  a series system of independent identically distributed (IID) components with 
non-negative lives. He makes the same statement in regards to the smallest extreme value 
distribution [1982, p. 40]. It should be noted here that when a behavior can be described 
by a Weibull distribution, the natural logarithm o f its life times would display an extreme 
value distribution.
Yellman [1985] comments that errors in reliability predictions result from two 
primary sources: inadequate probabilistic models and inadequate basic-event data. In the 
case of reliability estimation from system life data, inadequacy o f the assumed model is
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an important source of error. Assumption o f an exponential distribution without 
verification would result in such an error.
In conclusion, a  growing necessity for CRE from partially masked system life data 
under competing risks exists, while currently accepted MLE approaches show several 
drawbacks. Thus, a need for a different approach to this problem exists.
3.3 Research Objectives
The objectives of this research are:
1. Develop a method for unbiased parameter estimation of IID-Weibull distributed 
component reliability distributions from partially masked and censored system life 
datasets under competing risks.
2. Validate the accuracy of the developed method by comparing the parameter 
estimates with actual values on simulated datasets.
3.3.1 Extensions
The following extensions to the described objectives have also been worked on:
1. Compare the method with the commonly proposed Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation approach (see Equation (18)).
2. Implement the method in software.
3. Develop a method for sets with a large number of masked observations, i.e. M >  15.
4. Apply the method to real-life industrial data.
5. Explore the development of a method that can handle misdiagnosis o f the cause of
system failure.
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CHAPTER 4. METHODOLOGY
As described in Section 3.3 “Research Objectives”, this research focuses on the 
development and validation of a method for parameter estimation o f EED-Weibull 
distributed component reliability distributions from partially masked and censored system 
life datasets. These components are connected in series, creating a so-called “competing 
risks” situation. This chapter describes the methodology developed for the research 
problem. A general approach to this theme is described first. This approach is then taken 
to create a new method that was subjected to extensive testing. The algorithm used in this 
method is described and a validation method of the resulting parameter estimates is 
described. The research steps are described at the conclusion of this chapter.
4.1 General Approach
The approach to the estimation problem aims at avoiding the drawbacks of other 
approaches as identified previously (see page 56). Its elements are described here.
4.1.1 Parametric Estimation and Verification
Component reliability function estimation in the case of competing risks can be 
performed through the assumption of a particular underlying distribution for each of the 
components and the estimation o f parameter values for each of the distributions. 
Alternatively, non-parametric estimators o f reliability functions can be made, where no 
particular distribution is assumed. Guess et al. [1991] used a parametric approach to 
component reliability estimation from partially masked system life datasets for 2 reasons:
1. Parametric models are widely available and used in engineering settings, and
*
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2. Parametric reliability estimators can be a lot more efficient than non-parametric 
ones. The asymptotic efficiency o f an estimator is defined here as the asymptotic 
value of the variance o f the mean square deviation divided by the square of the 
expected value of the mean square deviation (adopted from Huber [1981]).
In agreement with these statements, this research focuses on development o f a parametric 
estimation method.
The accuracy o f the estimates in vector 6^ is measured by simultaneous comparison 
with the actual values, as well as separate parameter-wise comparison. Actual parameter 
values are normally available only when simulated data are used to validate a method.
4.1.2 Weibull Distributions
Evans, [1983, 1988] and Yellman [1985] critique the military handbooks, among others, 
for assuming that the reliability distributions of electronic components follow an 
exponential distribution. In contrast to exponential distributions, 2-parameter Weibull 
functions do not need to assume constant failure rates and can describe diverse failure 
behavior. Therefore, it is assumed here that the failure distributions o f components can be 
described with 2-parameter Weibull functions. The research focuses on development and 
testing of a new approach to the estimation of the shape and scale parameters of IID- 
Weibull distributed component reliability functions from masked, or masked and 
censored, system life data.
4.1.3 Numerical Estimation
Usher and Hodgson [1988] describe some closed-form solutions for the MLE o f a series 
system of three exponential components and propose a numerical procedure for obtaining
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MLE in the general case. They state that “The general likelihood expression can be used 
with various component life distributions, e.g. Weibull, lognormal. However, closed-form 
MLE will most certainly be intractable and numerical methods would be required.”
Although Lin et al. [1993] show for the same case that exact MLE can be found 
analytically, they admit that the procedure is “ ...lengthy and cumbersome to find 
manually” and suggest using computer code to solve the resulting equations. In addition, 
they state that this derivation can be complicated.
Technological advances have indicated a duplication o f processing power of 
personal computers every 18—24 months. This enables new, computation intensive 
methods to be developed for, and used in, industry. Usher [1993, p. 324] admits that 
“ ...estimating component reliability from masked system life data is computationally 
intensive and requires large amounts of data to be implemented in real industrial setting. 
However, the computational aspects are becoming less and less of a problem as 
technology advances.” In this research, numerical estimation will be performed using 
computer code running on state-of-the-art personal computers.
Now that the general approach to the research problem has been defined, thoughts 
on a newly developed method can be presented. The method is suitable for partially 
masked datasets containing a small absolute number o f masked observations.
4.1.4 Pooled Data
Usher [1992] states that a common problem in the estimation o f component reliabilities 
from system life data is that an insufficient number o f observations o f component failures 
exists. Estimation of a component reliability distribution requires at least one failure 
observation per distribution parameter, i.e. a minimum of two for a  2-parameter Weibull
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distribution. The number of parameters to estimate depends on the number o f components 
per system, JOd, and the assumed form o f the component life distribution. If  no a-priori 
information is available, that means that each component must have caused at least 2 
system failures in order to be able to estimate its reliability distribution function. As it is 
unlikely that each component present in a system configuration will cause the same 
number o f system failures, the number of failure observations must greatly exceed 2*JOd 
to meet this requirement. Therefore, the estimation o f component reliability distributions 
from partially censored and masked series-system life data usually requires large sample 
sizes. Usher and Hodgson [1990] and Usher [1992] suggest two possible solutions to this 
problem:
1. Categorize the components based on their similarity and performance 
characteristics, particularly those affecting reliability, and assume that all 
components in a given category have identically distributed lives. This reduces the 
minimum observed number of failure observations to 2 per category, i.e. 2 per 
component type k. For electronic systems, M3L-HDBK 217D could be used to find 
appropriate categorizations.
2. Assume that component life is independent o f the system configuration d  in which 
it is used. This allows pooling of life data o f  systems with different configurations 
that contain several technically identical components.
Although this second assumption is a strong one, Usher and Hodgson [1990] state it 
may reasonably be made for many industries and mention the electronics industry as an 
example. They note that in a manufacturing environment with vast product lines, this 
raises the question, which set of historical system life data to pool for a reliability
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prediction o f a new product. They suggest a Group Technology approach might be used 
to arrive at such a set.
With suggestion 1 above, component reliability estimation would still require 
observation o f two system failures for each o f the K  component types. As system failure 
observations are unlikely to be distributed uniformly over the K  component types, this 
could then require a very large number of system observations in order to observe failures 
o f each component type. Therefore, pooling o f life data o f different systems is desirable 
even when components are categorized by type. In this research, distributions are fitted to 
component types k, rather than individual components j ,  and pooling of life data o f 
systems with different configurations d  is supported in both theory and its software 
implementation, i.e. D > 1. This provides greater flexibility as the model can be used to 
estimate a single component distribution (JO] = 1), a standard competing risks situation 
(y d , k, Odk = 1)> as well as more complex pooled datasets (D > 1 and 3d, k, Odk ^  1 )•
4.2 Unmasking Data
Unmasking is the process o f allocating one cause to each masked system failure 
observation in a given masked dataset. This is done by assigning a component type k  
found in set OSj as the cause for failure of system /, where observation i is masked. The 
methods developed in this research involve unmasking of masked system life data. The 
procedure is illustrated with the previously described example from Usher [1993].
4.2.1 Reasons to Unmask Observations
In cases where the number of masked observations is small, like in the example described 
on page 42, exhaustive cause allocation of masked system life observations to particular
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component types might be feasible. This process of cause allocation is referred to as 
unmasking, as it attempts to determine which component type most likely failed.
Cause allocation is performed to obtain feasible solutions. It is argued here that 
parameter estimation based on feasible solutions will result in more accurate estimates
perform such cause allocation and that their estimates are based on infeasible solutions.
A second reason to unmask the dataset is that it allows for independent estimation 
o f parameter values for each o f the component types. After allocating system failure 
causes, system observations can be dissected into suspended and failure observations per 
component type. A failure cause allocated to one component type k  yields censoring 
times for the (Kj — 1) other, still operational, component types in the system. It effectively 
creates K  independent sets of component type life data. Parameter estimation can then 
proceed per component type, unaffected by observations on the other component types. 
For Weibull component types, this means that only 2 parameters have to be fitted at a 
time, rather than (2*K) simultaneous fittings. This can be done using Equation (23).
Note that in the case of unmasked observations, indicator 77/yt is the same as OSfk and can 
be replaced by the latter in (23). Nelson [1982, p. 340] describes a method to find MLE 
for the Weibull parameters for this case. Finally, it is noted that the log-likelihood 
function for unmasked Weibull component type data shown in Usher [1993] should be
than those on infeasible solutions will. It was noted previously that MLE methods do not
(23)
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questioned. It appears to allow ln(0) to occur and omits (-1) in the exponent o f the hazard 
rate function. Equation (23) corrects these problems and is suggested as its replacement.
4.2.2 The Unmasking Procedure
The masked observations from the example shown on page 42 are displayed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Masked Observations
i Ti OSfk JOSi KOSi
2 44 {3,0,0,0,2} 5 2
4 199 (3,0,0,0,4} 7 2
5 450 (0,1,0,1,0} 2 2
6 689 (0,1,0,1,0} 2 2
12 1550 {56,1,12,1,5} 75 5
15 2876 {56,1,12,1,5} 75 5
17 3999 {1,1,0,0,0} 2 2
22 7122 {1,1,0,0,0} 2 2
From the fourth column in Table 4.1 can be gleaned that cause allocation o f all masked 
observations in the dataset to individual components would generate 5 * 7 * 2 * 2 * 7 5 *  
75 * 2  * 2  = 3.15 million unique vectors. A total of 10 parameters need to be estimated, 
namely one scale and one shape parameter value for each o f the 5 component types. 
Testing goodness-of-fit for an assumed vector of 10 parameters for each of these unique 
vectors would be a huge task. As this would have to be repeated for different assumed 
parameter vectors, this approach seems too calculation intensive even with a small 
number o f masked observations.
Usher [1993] assumes that those components that are occurrences of the same 
component type have life lengths that are independent and identically distributed Weibull 
random variables. Therefore, it is irrelevant from a statistical viewpoint which component 
j  of type k  failed. The only relevant knowledge is that the failing component is of type k
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and that all components of this type are independent and identically distributed Weibull 
random variables. This assumption enables a reduction in the calculation effort.
From the fifth column in Table 4.1 it can be gleaned that cause allocation of all 
masked observations in the dataset to individual component types, i.e. unmasking, would 
generate A — 2 * 2 *  2* 2 * 5 * 5 * 2 * 2  = 1600 unique vectors. For each unique vector 
can, a test o f the goodness-of-fit for an assumed vector of 10 distribution parameter 
values would be performed. Such a test is quite manageable with state-of-the-art 
computers. However, this unmasking would have to be repeated for different assumed 
distribution parameter vectors &%.
A further simplification results from the fact that for masked system observations in 
which a certain component type k  occurs, only one consideration is relevant for the 
estimation o f its component reliability distribution parameters: did it cause this system 
failure, yes or no? Unmasked data are used to estimate the parameters o f the five different 
Weibull distributions. Suppose we are only interested in obtaining parameter estimates 
for the third component type, k  = 3. A look at the third column of Table 4.1 reveals that 
components j  o f type k  = 3 only occur in masked observation sets 12 and 15. Therefore, 
the 1600 unmasked vectors can for the dataset only result in 4 basic cause indication 
alternatives (i.e. distinct vectors cif) for component type 3. These are: a) caused 
observations 12 & 15; b) caused observation 12 but not 15; c) caused observation 15 but 
not 12, and d) didn’t cause observation 12 nor 15. Thus, a parameter estimation effort 
could be made for each of the 4 distinct cause-indication datasets for type 3. Each of the 
1600 distinct cause-allocation vectors for the system dataset would result in one o f these
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4 basic cause-indication vectors for type 3. In a similar manner, the number o f 
occurrences o f other type k  components in the masked observations shown in Table 4.1, 
can be determined. They are listed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Component Type Occurrence in Masked Sets
k Occurrence in 
Masked Set OSi
OOSfc vk
1 2, 4, 12, 15, 17, 22 6 64
2 5, 6, 12, 15, 17, 22 6 64
12, 15 2 4
4 5, 6, 12, 15 4 16
5 2, 4, 12, 15 4 16
Note that the number of distinct cause-indication vectors for type k, Vfc, can be 
calculated from OOSfc. This is the number of masked sets OSi in the dataset in which one 
or more components of type k  occur (see Equation (24)).
Vk =2oos< (24)
Summing over all values Vfc shown in Table 4.2, the total number of distinct cause- 
indication vectors for all types in a dataset, V, can be determined to equal 164. This 
means that for the given example, 164 feasible and distinct component type datasets 
(CTDS) can be created. Independent from other datasets, Weibull parameters can now be 
fitted to these CTDS and a measure of goodness-of-fit, e.g. error sum of squares, can be 
determined. Now that the approach towards masked observations has been described, the 
approach towards censored observations is discussed.
4.3 Censoring
First o f all, it should be noted that estimates based on a complete dataset, where all 
systems ran till failure, are more precise than estimates from censored datasets with the
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same number of observations. Censoring is often unavoidable and even desirable in 
industrial practice, however, when test results need to be reported within a fixed time 
frame. Nelson [1982, p. 247] notes that the reduced precision of estimates based on 
censored datasets is usually small for those statistics o f greatest interest in real-life, 
namely estimates of low percentiles and high reliabilities. In this research, censored data 
are an unavoidable consequence of the system configuration.
A system consisting o f a series of connected components fails as soon as any one o f 
its components fails. A system failure due to one component yields censoring times for 
the other, still operational, components in the system, which effectively creates Kf 
observations of independent component life data. Each system observation thus creates 
Jik  observations of component type k. This approach is generally taken in research on 
component reliability estimation from system life data (e.g. [Usher, 1992]). Nelson 
[1982, p. 351] mentions that this approach is valid if:
1. The failure time for each component in the system is statistically independent o f 
those o f all other components. Note that this is always the case under the competing 
risks assumption.
2. A parameter of a distribution of another component has the same value; this fact is 
ignored in the estimation of the parameter for the component.
Therefore, a test results in K  sets of observations, where each set contains life times 
for components o f the same type. Note also that each set can contain a different number 
of component life observations due to differences in the number of components o f each 
type in the system configuration. As a result, a competing risks situation will always 
result in multiply censored datasets for each component type under the assumption that a
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system is replaced as a whole or removed from the population upon failure and that 
failures actually occur. This statement holds even when the system dataset is singly time 
or failure censored or when it is uncensored, i.e. when all systems are observed till 
failure! Obviously, it also holds in case the system dataset is multiply censored. 
Therefore, the methods developed in this research need to be able to estimate parameter 
values from multiply censored component type datasets. They are described next.
4.4 Unmasking Few Masked Data (UFMD) Method
In this section, the UFMD method is introduced. It is a numerical method to estimate the 
values of 2-parameter Weibull distributions of component type lifetimes based on 
partially masked and censored system life datasets. Datasets can contain observations of 
systems with different configurations that have some component types in common (i.e. 
pooled data). The method unmasks the masked observations in all feasible combinations 
o f cause allocations. Per feasible combination, it determines the parameters that generate 
the maximum log-likelihood value for each unmasked, thus separable, multiply censored 
component type dataset. The optimal solution results from the cause allocation that 
generates the highest sum of all log-likelihood values over all component types. The 
UFMD method consists o f the following steps:
1. For each masked observation /, determine for each type k  the number of 
components o f its type in the masking set, i.e. the value of OSfe.
2. For each masked observation i, calculate KOSf, the number of component types 
represented in masking set OSf.
3. Determine the number of distinct and feasible cause-allocation vectors: A = FT KOSj
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4. For each component type k, determine the number o f masked sets OS[ it is 
represented in, OOSfa
5. For each component type k, determine Vfa the number o f distinct cause-indication 
vectors cifa.
6. Calculate V, the sum o f all K  values Vfc in the dataset. This is the number o f feasible 
and distinct component type datasets.
7. If  V is large, e.g. > 1E05, stop. The method is not suitable for this set. Else proceed.
8. For each cause-indication vector cifa determine the Weibull parameter vector Ofr = 
(afa fik) which provides the best fit.
9. Register the goodness-of-fit value, GFfa of this vector Qfa and relate it to vector cifa.
10. For a distinct and feasible cause-allocation vector caa, determine the matching 
cause-indication vectors cifa for all types k.
11. Sum the GFfa to find GFfa
12. If  GFfa > GFmax, then replace GFmax by GFfa and register vector con, and 
matching set {ci; , ..., cifc }, as the cause allocation vector providing the current 
best-fit parameter set {&j , . . . ,  6] £ }.
13. Proceed until all A vectors can have been considered. The best parameter estimates 
are those that resulted in GFmax, and the most likely causes for each of the masked 
observations can be found from the matching cause-allocation vector caa.
4.4.1 Estimation of Weibull parameter vector 9^
Step 8 o f the UFMD method requires that for each cause-indication vector cifc, the
Weibull parameter vector Ofr = (afa f3£) that provides the best fit is determined. This step
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is performed using an MLE method as such methods are versatile, apply to most 
distributions and types of data,' and have good statistical properties, even for small 
samples [Nelson, 1982, p. 4 and p. 313]. Nelson [1982, p. 340] provides several functions 
that allow 2-parameter Weibull estimation of the system life distribution from multiply 
censored datasets using MLE. They can be adjusted to allow for pooled datasets or series 
systems with multiple occurrences of particular component types, resulting in Equations 
(25) and (26). Usher [1992] uses similar functions in his computer program.
Note that these equations were derived from the log-likelihood function Ak  and its
Pk need to equal 0 at the (unique) MLE o f 0k- They can be combined to eliminate ak, 
resulting in Equation (25), which can be solved iteratively. The resulting MLE of fik  is 
then used in Equation (26) to obtain the MLE of ak­
in step 9 o f the UFMD method, a goodness-of-fit value GFk needs to be stored. As 
the MLE method was used to fit distribution parameters to separated and unmasked but 
partially censored component type datasets, the log-likelihood value Ak, evaluated at the 
MLE of &k= be used as the measure o f goodness-of-fit o f a certain parameter set. Its
N






first order derivatives. The first order derivatives of the log-likelihood function to ak and
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function, previously shown in Equation (23), can be rewritten into Equation (27). It 
should be noted here that under both the UFMD and UMMD methods, the optimal MLE 
parameter estimates {0j, ... , Ofr) are obtained from the feasible set {cij, ... , ci^}, and its 
associated cause allocation vector can, which provides the maximum value o f A  = Z/l£-
4.4.2 An Illustration of UFMD Step 10
A total of 20 circuit pack systems with configurations as described in Section 2.3.3 “An 
Example o f a Partially Masked Dataset with Few Masked Data”, were tested for 10,000 
hours. Twelve system failures occurred and three o f  those resulted in masked 
observations. The simulated test results are displayed in Table 4.3.
Unmasking resulted in a feasible cause-allocation vector shown in the fourth 
column. For each vector can  a total of K  vectors c/£can be derived. Table 4.4 shows these 
vectors for the example dataset. Note that vector can has (M+S) non-zero elements, 
which is the number of systems that failed during the test, and that this number equals 
TJSOfc for the derived vectors cifc (see Equation (28)).
Alternatively, a feasible combination of vectors c/£ occurs when Equation (29) holds. In 
that case, a vector can can be derived from the combination of vectors cife. This approach 
presents a combinatorial problem.




i=I ,=1 V*=l /  k=1
K
S ,= Y dTJac (29)
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Table 4.3: Example Data for a Circuit Pack Systems Test
i Ti (hrs) OSik CTilcH
1 129 (1,0,0,0,0} 1
2 694 (3,0,0,0,2} 5
3 1074 (0,0,1,0,0} oJ
4 2199 (3,0,0,0,4} 1
5 2950 (0,0,0,1,0} 4
6 3809 {56,1,12,1,5} 2
7 4783 (1,0,0,0,0} 1
8 5804 {0,0,0,0,1} 5
9 7512 (0,0,0,1,0} 4
10 8203 (0,0,0,0,1} 5
11 9478 (0,1,0,0,0} 2
12 9732 (0,0,1,0,0} 3
13 10000 {} 0
14 10000 {} 0
15 10000 {} 0
16 10000 {} 0
17 10000 {} 0
18 10000 {} 0
19 10000 {} 0
20 10000 {} 0
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Table 4.4: Example Derivation of cik
i Tf (hrs) OSik CTi\ci\ oil ci2 £13 £14 ci‘
1 129 {1,0,0,0,0} 1 l 0 0 0 0
2 694 {3,0,0,0,2} 5 0 0 0 0 1
3 1074 {0,0,1,0,0} 3 0 0 1 0 0
4 2199 {3,0,0,0,4} 1 l 0 0 0 0
5 2950 {0,0,0,1,0} 4 0 0 0 1 0
6 3809 {56,1,12,1,5} 2 0 1 0 0 0
7 4783 {1,0,0,0,0} 1 1 0 0 0 0
8 5804 {0,0,0,0,1} 5 0 0 0 0 1
9 7512 {0,0,0,1,0} 4 0 0 0 1 0
10 8203 {0,0,0,0,1} 5 0 0 0 0 1
11 9478 {0,1,0,0,0} 2 0 1 0 0 0
12 9732 {0,0,1,0,0} 3 0 0 1 0 0
13 10000 {} 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 10000 {} 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 10000 {} 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 10000 {} 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 10000 {} 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 10000 {} 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 10000 {} 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 10000 {} 0 0 0 0 0 0
SQk - - - 3 2 2 2 J
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4.5 Unmasking Many Masked Data (UMMD) Method
The UFMD method exhaustively estimates parameter values for all V feasible cause 
indication vectors and determines the optimal solution out o f  all A cause allocation 
vectors. When a partially masked and censored dataset contains a large number of 
masked observations, the UFMD method will likely show some limitations. The number 
o f  feasible cause indication vectors increases rapidly with increasing number o f masked 
observations and/or their set sizes. An improvement in calculation speed is desirable. 
Therefore, another method was developed that might better be able to handle datasets 
with a large number of masked observations M. This method is called the Unmasking 
Many Masked Data (UMMD) method.
The UMMD Method functions in the same manner as the UFMD method with one 
modification. Unlike the UFMD method, it uses the assumption o f independent masking 
in the analysis to reduce the number o f calculations made. Rather than proceeding 
through all A vectors can to see which cause allocation vector generates the highest 
summed likelihood value, only a subset of those vectors is considered. The subset 
concerns all distinct and feasible cause-allocation vectors can, whose matching cause- 
indication vectors cifc for all types k  contain a  proportion o f allocated failures that 
approximates the actual proportion observed to be due to type k  amongst the system 
failure observations (see Equation (30)):
S  M
Hansen and Thyregod [1992] discussed a somewhat similar approach. They correct 
the failure intensity estimate of an exponential distribution based only upon identified
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failures by multiplying with a factor close to (1 + M l S) in order to adjust for the masking 
effect. They assume independent masking as well.
4.6 Accuracy of Estimates
The validity o f the UFMD and UMMD methods can be derived from the accuracy o f the 
estimates they generate. Determination of the accuracy of an estimated parameter vector 
requires knowledge o f the true parameter vector Bfa = {afa /?£). Parameter estimates 
should be evaluated jointly, as discussed in Section 3.2.4 “Verification of the Accuracy of 
Parameter Estimates”. The following approach was used (see Figure 4.1).
Actual PDF
----------► Time
Figure 4.1: Measuring Accuracy of Parameter Estimates
If you would picture the actual component type probability density function (PDF), 
and overlay the PDF based on best parameter estimates determined after 
unmasking, f~fa(tij), the appropriateness of the fit should relate to pfa the surface of the 
overlapping area o f the probability density functions. The value of pfc would range from
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0, for a total misfit, to 1, for the utopian perfect estimation, and indicates the accuracy of 
the estimates. The accuracy o f parameter estimates could also be expressed as a 
percentage ranging from 0 to 100%. The size of the overlapping area, pfe can be 
calculated by integration of the minimum value o f the actual and estimated PDF function 
at a point in time over time, as shown in Equation (31).
P t  =  j M w ( / ; y / , 4 ) ) * s , s (31)
For interval data, calculate the value as the sum over all intervals of the minimum of 
the estimated PDF value and the average o f the actual PDF values at the interval limits.
Another indicator of the estimation accuracy is the percentage error in each 
parameter estimate compared to its actual value (see e.g. [Usher and Walker, 1997]). This 
will be discussed in some more detail in Section 5.5 “Performance Indicators”.
Note that in this research, the accuracy o f parameter estimates is determined by 
comparison with the true population values used to create the dataset, where this 
information is available. It is unclear how the accuracy of component reliability 
parameter estimates can be measured if the true population parameter values are missing.
Finally, note that the equations presented in the following subsections are 
modifications o f equations presented by Nelson [1982]. The modifications enable 
analysis o f pooled data and systems with multiple occurrences of some component types.
4.6.1 Confidence Intervals for Parameter Estimates
A confidence interval indicates the uncertainty in an estimate. For 2-sided IQOf/o 
confidence intervals, lower limit 0~ and upper limit  enclose the true value Q with a 
high probability y  (see Equation (32)). The confidence interval width indicates whether
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the estimate is accurate enough to be useful in practice. The upper and lower limits o f 2-
sided confidence intervals for both parameters can be calculated using Equations (33) and 
(34). In case o f one-sided confidence intervals, Kr is replaced by zY in both equations.4
The real uncertainty of estimates generally exceeds the uncertainty expressed in a 
confidence interval, due to invalid modeling assumptions and data collection methods. 
Above-mentioned confidence limits are based on asymptotic (large-sample) theory for 
maximum likelihood estimators and confidence limits. They provide good
these limits tend to be narrower than exact limits. Exact limits have been developed for 
few distributions and only for single Type II censoring [Nelson, 1982, p. 314]. They have 
not been tabulated for multiply censored data [Nelson, 1982, p. 334].
4.6.2 Variance of Parameter Estimates
In order to determine confidence intervals for parameter estimates from unmasked system 
life datasets, it is necessary to determine the variance of both the scale and the shape
“Note rha.tK0 .9 0  = 1-645, K q 9 $  =  1.960, z o .9 0 ~  1-282, z o . 9 5 =  1-645 and zo .9 7 5  = 1.960 are the most
commonly used values.
5 How large depends on many factors, such as the distribution, what is being estimated, and the confidence 




approximations when the number of failures in the sample is large5. For small samples,
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parameter estimates (see (33) and (34)). For this purpose, the variance-covariance matrix 
needs to be determined. This is the inverse o f the true Fisher information matrix, F. 
Therefore, F  needs to be determined first. For the 2-parameter Weibull distribution, it is 
defined as given in Equation (35). The maximum likelihood estimate o f the variance-
(37). Note that from Equations (36) and (37), it follows that terms a /2  and a ? / are 
identical, i.e. a /2  = a2/-
In order to calculate terms a / / ,  a /2 , a2 / (= a/2), and a22 in the matrix, the log- 
likelihood function A  needs to be determined. From Equation (16), it follows that this is 
the sum of the log-likelihood contributions A/ over all observations in the system life 
dataset. Equation (38) provides the likelihood contribution of a censored system 
observation and Equation (39) shows that of a system failure observation. They can be 
combined to Equation (40) that results in log-likelihood contribution Equation (41).
covariance matrix is shown in Equation (36). It can be calculated as shown in Equation
(38)
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Taking the derivatives to a  and /? of these first order derivatives and multiplying by (-1), 
provides the terms of the Fisher matrix. These terms are shown in Equations (44), (45), 
(46) and (47).
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By entering Equations (44), (46) and (47) into Equation (37), the variance of the MLE o f 
system parameters can be obtained. Here, however, estimates o f component type distribu­
tion parameters and their variances are of interest. Therefore, the covariance matrix, as 
shown in (48), needs to be calculated using the Fisher matrix in equation (49). Equations 
(50), (52), and (54), simplified to equations (51), (53) and (55), provide its terms.
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Now that the functions needed to calculate variances o f the MLE of parameter 
values have been defined, the manner in which they are used to determine confidence 
intervals can be described.
4.6.3 Weibull Distribution Percentiles and Confidence Intervals
Define tp as the [100/?]* percentile o f a Weibull probability distribution fitted to system 
observations T\, an&yp as the [100/?]* percentile o f a smallest extreme value distribution 
fitted to ln(7f), the natural logarithm of the system observations. Then Equation (56) 
describes the MLE o f the desired distribution percentile tp using the maximum likelihood 
parameter estimates for a  and J3 [Nelson, 1982, p. 345]. The upper and lower limits o f a 
2-sided confidence interval on Weibull distribution percentile tp can be calculated using 
Equations (57) and (58), respectively. In case of one-sided confidence intervals, replace 
KY by zY in both equations.
The equations for calculation of C~p and t~p require estimation o f the variance of the 
estimate of yp, the matching percentile of the smallest extreme value distribution fitted to 
ln(7/). This variance can be calculated using the results o f the variance-covariance matrix, 
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4.6.4 Weibull Reliability Estimates and Confidence Intervals
A reliability estimate of a component o f type k  at time t, can be determined using
Equation (10) and estimate The reliability o f the system with configuration d  can 
then be estimated as the product of the reliabilities o f all its series-connected components, 
as shown in Equation (2). This function can be rewritten into Equation (60).
*=i
(60)
Nelson [1982, p. 347] shows how a confidence interval can be determined for the 
MLE o f  the reliability function o f an extreme value distribution. The relationship o f this 
distribution with the Weibull distribution was used to derive confidence intervals for the 
MLE o f the Weibull reliability function. Define as given in Equation (61). Then the 
lower limit o f the 100/% confidence interval is found by Equation (62) and the upper 
limit by Equation (63). Use Equation (64) to obtain an estimate of the variance of uk-
Uk = Pk * In
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4.6.5 Approximate Confidence Intervals on Any Function of the MLEs
Based on the work of Nelson [1982, p. 383], Usher [1992] describes the functions needed 
to generate confidence intervals on any function of the MLEs of distribution parameters. 
This includes the distribution percentiles and reliability functions described above, but 
also applies to hazard functions, probability density and cumulative distribution 
functions. The approach can be illustrated with the (system) cumulative distribution 
function. Its MLE is calculated using Equations (65) and (60).
F(f) = l - * ( f )  (65)
Equation (65) shows the MLE point estimate o f the fraction of systems that is expected to 
have failed by time t. Note that this equation is a function of Op, k =  1, ..., K. The variance
estimate o f F(t)  can be obtained using the column vector of first partial derivatives, H ,
A . A
and its transpose, H  , evaluated at 0 k using Equation (66).
var F(t)
V /
= H * F  * H (66)
where F  is the local estimate of the variance-covariance matrix for parameters Op. It is
block diagonal with blocks as shown in Equation (48). Equation (67) shows vector H  .
H  = dF(t) dF(f) dF(t) dFjt)
^ 9a, ’ da K ’ dpK ,
(67)
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The variance estimate o f F (t) can now be used to determine confidence limits on F(f),
assuming sample sizes are large enough that ln[F(t)] is approximately normally 
distributed ensuring positive limits [Nelson, 1982, p. 384; Usher, 1992]. Then 
approximate positive lower and upper confidence limits on a 100?-% confidence interval 
are given by Equations (70) and (71).
F(r)





Note that from these confidence limits on the system cumulative distribution function, the 
approximate confidence limits on the system reliability function can be derived using 
Equations (72) and (73).
R^(t) = l - F - ( t )  (72)
R~(t) = l -F_( t )  (73)
4.7 Graphical Analysis
In addition to a numerical analysis, dataset plots can provide further insight into 
population reliability behavior. In Weibull probability plotting o f complete datasets, 
failure observations are plotted on probability paper and the analyst locates the plotting
line to minimize the deviations between the line and the plotted points. A valid plot with
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many observations should approximately follow a straight line, while a plot o f a small 
sample might be erratic, especially in the tails. A curved plot indicates that the 
distribution does not fit the data well. Outlier points, those observations that are 
extremely out o f line with the others, should be reviewed. Their quality is suspect and 
they might be discarded upon analysis o f the cause for this outlier. Such analysis helps to 
improve data quality and data collection. Furthermore, a plot can be used to present the 
fitted distribution and confidence limits.
For cumulative distribution functions, so-called “midpoint” plotting positions are 
used. They are calculated as shown in Equation (74).
100 -Q -0 .5 ) 74.
N
These positions are justified as follows. The first position represents the first (100 / N)% 
o f the population, which is the population that falls in the interval running from 0, or (100 
* 0 / N)%, to (100 * 1 / N)%.  The midpoint o f this interval is given by Equation (74), for 
i — 1. This equation holds for all other intervals, including the last (100 / N  )% of the 
population that falls in the interval between (100 * (N - 1) / N)% and 1, or (100 * N  f 
N)%. Its midpoint is 100 * (N - 0.5) /  N)%. The following method can be used to plot 
complete and singly censored life data:
1. Order all observations from smallest to largest.
2. Assign a rank to each observation. Earliest observation gets rank 1.
3. Calculate probability-plotting positions for failure observations only.
4. Plot the failure times on hazard paper.
5. Assess the data and assumed distribution.
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6. Draw a straight line through the plotted data.
7. Obtain the desired information.
The shape parameter /? is estimated from the slope o f the fitted line. The estimate of
Weibull probability paper is based on Equation (9), which can be re-written into 
Equation (76). It has a log data scale.
Note that a Weibull plot generally shows more than an exponential plot, especially 
in the lower tail o f the distribution. This lower tail is usually the part that is of greatest 
interest to the analyst [Nelson, 1982, p. 111]. Nelson [1982, Chapter 3] further describes 
hazard plotting of complete and singly censored data.
4.7.1 Plotting Multiply Censored System Life Data
For hazard plotting of multiply censored life data, the cumulative hazard function is 
introduced. It can be described as in Equations (77), where -oo < t < °o, and (78).
For plotting multiply censored life data, the cumulative hazard function, which might 
exceed 100%, is preferred over the cumulative distribution function, as it is easier to work
a  is obtained using the fact that it is always the 63.21 percentile point (see Equation
(75)).
(75)
log(f) = log(a)+ — log(— ln(l —
\ P  J
r n (76)
(77)
R(t) = e~HU (78)
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with cumulative hazard paper than with probability paper. The following method for 
hazard plotting of multiply censored system life data was developed. It is largely based 
on the method described by Nelson [1982, Chapter 4].
1. Order all N  observations i from smallest to largest.
2. Assign a reverse rank rr/ to each observation. The earliest observation gets rank N.
3. Indicate whether an observation was censored or not, 8[.
4. Calculate a hazard value /z'YT’j) = (100 / rrj)% for failure observations only. This is 
the observed instantaneous failure rate.
5. Calculate the cumulative hazard value H*(Tj) for each failure observation.
6. Determine the plotting points Hi as the midpoint between the cumulative hazard 
value H A(T)  o f the failure observation and that o f its predecessor.
7. Select the hazard paper o f an assumed theoretical distribution, e.g. Weibull, and 
mark a time scale on the vertical axis that encloses the data.
8. Plot 7 / o f each failure observation vertically against its hazard plotting point ///.
9. If  plotted failure times lie roughly on a straight line, draw this line through the
points. Otherwise, return to step 7 and select different hazard paper. Make a non- 
parametric fit if no theoretical distribution fits adequately.
10. Obtain the desired information, e.g. distribution parameter values.
Weibull cumulative hazard plots have double logarithmic scales. They use an approach 
similar to probability plotting in calculating plotting positions (see Equation (74)).
The plot allows estimation o f the cumulative percentage failing, F(T). This method 
assumes that the life distribution o f censored systems equals that of systems that run
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beyond the censoring time. This assumption is invalid if  units are removed from 
operation once they look like they’ll fail soon. Modified plotting positions were used as 
they provide a more accurate approximation o f distributions fitted by MLE [Nelson, 
1982, p. 135].
A plot of life data o f series systems consisting o f (the same number of) components 
with identically distributed lives, can be used to estimate the parameter values of the 
underlying distribution. Use the approach described above to estimate values of a  and P  
from the hazard plot of system life data. Note that p  = /?£, but a  ^  afc if  the system 
contains more than one component. Equations (2), (10) and (78) were used to derive 
Equation (79). It allows estimation o f using information gleaned from the hazard plot 
o f system life data.
« .  = “ * ( 0 . . ) ' " ’ (79)
4.7.2 Plotting Multiply Censored Component Type Life Data
As this research focuses on component reliability estimation from system life data 
through unmasking of masked observations, a plotting method for component type data 
would be useful. K  datasets of multiply censored component type life data result from 
unmasking partially masked and censored system life data. The method for hazard 
plotting o f multiply censored system life data, described in the previous section, can be 
used to develop a plotting method for such data. Hazard plotting of multiply censored 
component type life data can be performed using the following method:
1. Order all N  observations / from smallest to largest.
2. Indicate whether a component of type k  caused a system failure or not, tjh'c.
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3. Determine the number of components of type k  in system i, Jjfc.
4. Assign a reverse rank 777 to each system observation. This is calculated as rrf = 
YJik, where the Jfe  value of the current observation is summed with all 
observations that have a larger value of T[.
5. Calculate a hazard value h*(Tj) = (100 * 77/fc/ 7*77)%, which will exceed 0 for failure 
observations caused by type k  component only. This is the observed instantaneous 
failure rate.
6. Calculate the cumulative hazard value W (Tj) for failure observations with 777^  = 1.
7. Determine the plotting points Hi as the midpoint between the cumulative hazard 
value W (Tj) of the failure observation with 77/^ = 1 and that o f its predecessor (or 0 
if it has none).
8. Select the hazard paper of an assumed theoretical distribution, e.g. Weibull, and 
mark a time scale on the vertical axis that encloses the data.
9. Plot T{ o f each failure observation that was caused by a type k  component vertically 
against its hazard plotting point Hi on the horizontal axis.
10. If  plotted failure times lie roughly on a straight line, draw this line through the 
points. Otherwise, return to step 8 and select different hazard paper. Make a non- 
parametric f i t  if no theoretical distribution fits adequately.
11. Obtain the desired information, e.g. distribution parameter estimates.
Note that a system failure / caused by a component l ^ k ,  results in Jik  observations in the
component type k  dataset with 777^  = 0, i.e. causes censored observations for component
type k  as the system was not operational long enough to fail by a component of type k.
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The method can be illustrated with the example from Section 4.4.1 “Estimation of 
Weibull parameter vector d£ \ Unmasking has resulted in a feasible cause-allocation 
vector can shown in Table 4.5.
The feasible cause-allocation vector can is shown in the third column of Table 4.5. This 
vector is used to determine hazard-plotting positions for components o f type k  = 5. Under 
the assumed cause-allocation vector, only three plotting points were obtained for the 
hazard plot of type 5 component distribution. Note that a total of 100 components of type 
5 were tested in the 20 systems and 3 o f them were determined to have failed. Due to the 
small number of failure observations, i.e. plotting points, the actual plotting of the 
calculated hazard points is omitted here.
4.7.3 Interpreting Hazard Plots
Equation (78) displays the relationship between cumulative hazard H(t) and reliability 
R(t). Since F(t) = 1 -R(t), the percentage of systems failing by a given age can quickly be 
determined using a hazard plot. The percentiles of a distribution can be read using the 
probability scale on the top of the paper. From the desired percentage, go down to the 
fitted line and continue to the corresponding point on the time scale. Alternatively, deduct 
the desired percentile from 1 to find the matching reliability value and enter use Equation
(78) to find the matching value of the cumulative hazard. Enter the plot at that value of 
H(t), go to the fitted line and continue to the time axis to find the time value.
The shape parameter can be estimated from Weibull hazard paper by drawing a 
straight line through the circled dot on the upper left of the paper and parallel to the fitted 
line. The estimate is the point where the line crossed the scale at the top of the paper.
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Table 4.5: Calculation of Hazard Plotting Positions for Component Type 5
i Ti (hrs) CTilci] m s Ji5 rrt h?(T0 H^fTj) Hi
1 129 1 0 5 100 0
2 694 5 1 5 95 0.0105 0.0105 0.0053
3 1074 3 0 5 90 0
4 2199 1 0 5 85 0
5 2950 4 0 5 80 0
6 3809 2 0 5 75 0
7 4783 1 0 5 70 0
8 5804 5 1 5 65 0.0154 0.0259 0.0182
9 7512 4 0 5 60 0
10 8203 5 1 5 55 0.0182 0.0441 0.0350
11 9478 2 0 5 50 0
12 9732 3 0 5 45 0
13 10000 0 0 5 40 0
14 10000 0 0 5 35 0
15 10000 0 0 5 30 0
16 10000 0 0 5 25 0
17 10000 0 0 5 20 0
18 10000 0 0 5 15 0
19 10000 0 0 5 10 0
20 10000 0 0 5 5 0
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The Weibull scale parameter estimate can be found at the 100% value of H(t), 
where R(t) = e"1 and F(t)= 1- e"1 =  0.632 (see Equations (75) and (78)). I f  no Weibull 
hazard paper is available, one can use double logarithmic paper to find Weibull parameter 
estimates. After finding the scale parameter, Equation (80) can be used to estimate the 
shape parameter. Note that this equation holds for all points on the fitted line where t ^  a  
and positive, i.e. it does not hold at the 100% value of H(i) nor at H(t) =  0. The equation 
can be found from Equations (10) and (78).
P  = » (80)
(ln(r)-ln(a))
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CHAPTERS. IMPLEMENTATION
As can be gleaned from the previous chapters, life data analysis o f  systems with series- 
connected components is complex and laborious. Therefore, the UFMD and UMMD 
methods were developed into a sizable software solution. The IMLE method, as described 
by Usher [1993], was also coded into a C++ software program (see Schildt [1994]). These 
methods were used to analyze the same datasets. The results could then be compared on 
different performance criteria.
5.1 Data Generation
Actual distribution values need to be known in order to be able to compare the accuracy 
o f parameter estimation by the UFMD and UMMD methods with that resulting from 
application o f the iterative maximum likelihood estimation (IMLE) method suggested by 
Usher [1993]. Furthermore, they are needed verify the validity o f estimates provided by 
any o f these methods. For this reason, a data generation module was created. It allows the 
user to specify the parameter vectors to use in generating masked and censored datasets. 
These datasets were then created using Monte Carlo simulation. A data generation 
module was created that provides great flexibility to the user to generate censored and/or 
masked system life data and emphasizes user-friendliness. Data flow diagrams for the 
data generation module are shown in Appendix C on page 250.
5.1.1 Software Features
The flexibility and user-friendliness of the data generation module is shown in the 
following features. It has the ability to:
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1. Specify the generation of a pooled set, i.e. containing systems o f different configui- 
rations with (partially) identically distributed components in different quantities.
2. Create datasets containing any practically relevant number o f configurations, 
component types and/or observations.6 It can generate datasets o f any desired size 
and complexity.7
3. Specify the number o f observations to generate for each configuration individually.
4. Export observations to a file in different selectable formats.
5. Generate pooled datasets where components of the same type k  are not identically 
distributed. This enables sensitivity analysis on the identical distribution 
assumption used when pooling data.
6. Generate datasets with a masking level that depends on the component type k, i.e . 
dependent masking, as well as datasets that assume independent masking. This 
enables sensitivity analysis on the independent masking assumption.
7. Specify different masking levels for identically distributed components dependent 
on their configuration in the case o f generating pooled datasets.
8. Specify the size of the masking set when an observation is masked, or have the 
system randomly select a size. In case of pooled datasets, this size selection can be 
different for observations depending on their configuration.
9. Generate system observations assuming any of 5 different censoring types.
6 Naturally, the larger the number o f configurations and component types specified, the bigger the amount
o f input the user needs to provide. This will also result in an increase in the time needed for the software to
generate and export the dataset.
7 This statement is based on data type definitions used in the program. It has not been tested as such.
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10. Create pooled datasets where observations with different configurations have 
different censoring types.
11. Report selections back to the user on-screen.
12. Enable the user to exit the data generation module at several steps in the data 
generation process.
13. Derive certain input data from previously entered user input. In these cases, the 
software makes the derivation without questioning the user unnecessarily.
14. Provide the user with menu options to select from, where applicable.
15. Reduce data entry errors by explaining applied terminology.
16. Inform the user once menu selections are made that generate datasets not supported 
by the analytical methods.
17. Perform extensive error checking on entered data. Where possible, the user gets a 
second chance to enter correct (i.e. feasible) input.
18. Read batch arrivals to the test population from a file.
19. Export generated observations to a file and save it in readable format. The data can 
be imported at a later point for analysis.
20. Export user-provided settings used in generating datasets in readable format to a 
separate file including brief descriptions. The number o f datasets generated with 
these settings (i.e. the number of replications) is stored. This allows subsequent 
analysis to import the settings once and perform analysis on any desired (number 
of) dataset(s) created with these settings.
21. Allow immediate analysis of datasets once they are generated. Before generating 
the dataset, the user is able to specify that it should be analyzed using different
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methods upon creation. The software will automatically generate the dataset and 
immediately perform the analyses. The results are exported to different files. The 
software takes over once the user completes providing the required input.
5.1.2 Censoring Types
The data generation module handles different types of censoring. Regardless o f the 
censoring type, ctrf, o f the system life data with configuration d, a multiply censored 
dataset will result for component types. This statement holds even when the system 
dataset is singly time or failure censored or when it is uncensored, i.e. when all systems 
are observed till failure! Obviously, it also holds in case the system dataset is multiply 
censored. The methods developed in this research are able to estimate parameter values 
from multiply censored component type datasets.
The user is able to select from the following censoring types for each configuration 
d  in the dataset, ctd, or indicate that censoring type is the same for each configuration:
1. Uncensored.
2. Singly time censored.
3. S ingly failure censored.
4. Multiply time censored, with units entering the test population randomly within a 
specific period.
5. Multiply time censored with non-random batch arrivals.
The software queries the user for additional input depending on the selection made. This 
concerns data such as the test duration, TDd, the size and arrival time of a batch p, or the 
number o f failures to be observed till censoring, NFd-
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Next to various censoring types, the module needs to be able to generate datasets 
that are subject to different kinds of masking.
5.1.3 Masking
A user can specify any level o f masking for each configuration d  in the dataset between 0 
and 1, inclusive. Such masking level can be specified to depend on configuration d, 
component type k  (i.e. dependent masking), or both. The size of the masking set should 
an observation be masked, MJOSid, can also be specified. The user can select:
1. A specific, fixed size larger than 1 and no larger than Odk-
2. A random size. Such sets can have between 2 and Odk elements. If  an observation 
has all components in the masked set OSf, it is called a fully masked observation.
3. Always fully masked.
Upon determining the value of MJOSjd, the specific components to enter the set are 
determined. The component causing the system failure is automatically entered into the 
set. Other components are selected based on their generated time to failure, ty. The 
(MJOSid-1) components with the smallest value of ty  are entered into the masked set.
5.2 UFMD Method
The method systematically calculates A  for each o f A vectors can. For each vector caru it 
determines and finds the matching vectors elk and sums their Ak- These log-likelihood 
values are obtained for the MLE &k- Step 8 of the UFMD method requires this estimation 
of parameter vectors 6k for each of the cause-indication vectors cik- Equations (25) and 
(26) are used to estimate 0k. The left-hand sum (LHS-value) o f Equation (25) is 
independent of parameter estimate (3k and can thus be calculated once for each vector cik-
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The right-hand side of Equation (25) is a monotone function o f /?£• This allows the use of 
fast numerical estimation methods, like Golden Section Search. It needs to be solved 
iteratively.
For each s, i.e. system failure observation /, with occurrence time 7/, the value of 
ln(Tf) is calculated once and stored. The value o f Jfe  depends on the system configuration 
d  and, therefore, can be determined and stored for each observation. Introduce v£, an 
index for cause-indication vectors cz£- The applicable value o f MOfc for vector v£ is 
stored, which can be used to determine the value o f SQfc Then, the left-hand sum (LHS- 
value) o f Equation (25) can be calculated and stored for vector v£. The calculation of the 
MLE o f fik. requires the iterative calculation o f the right-hand portion (RHP) of Equation 
(25). This is done through Golden Section Search on the parameter interval between Pm in 
= 0.01 and Pmax  ~  30. Note that these limits are somewhat arbitrary. They were chosen 
such that the most commonly observed parameter values in industrial practice are 
enclosed by them.
5.2.1 Data Quantity Check
Only when at least 2 failures were observed at different times for each component type k, 
a 2-parameter Weibull distribution can be fitted to the component type data [Nelson, p. 
392], As a result, the program implementation checks for each vector c i t h a t  at least 2 
failures occurred, i.e. SQjc> 1, before calculating MLEs.
5.2.2 Starting Values
As the interval between Pmin and Pmax is purposely chosen to be much wider than 
needed for most shape parameter values observed in practice, and because this will likely
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lead to an unnecessary reduction in solution speed, an attempt is made to reduce the width 
o f the initial interval. The starting, i.e. first trial, values will be Pmin =1-5 and pmax = 
4.5, and calculation o f the RHP-value for the limits of the shape parameter interval are 
avoided. These calculations are only performed if  the starting values indicate that they do 
not enclose the MLE pPfr.
5.2.3 Stopping Criteria
Iterations should be stopped when estimates are sufficiently close to the MLE values. A 
commonly used stopping criterion in maximum likelihood estimation is the 
improvement in the log-likelihood value as compared to the value obtained in the 
previous iteration. When this improvement is less than a stopping value, s., e.g. 10'3, then 
the iterations are stopped as the method is believed to have converged on the MLE for the 
given data (see Equation (81)).
AA < s  (81)
Another common stopping criterion is based on the change in the trial parameter value as 
compared to the value used in the previous iteration. When this difference is less than a 
small stopping value, e, then the iterations are stopped as the method is believed to have 
converged on the MLE for the given data (see Equation (82)).
A0 < s  (82)
The UFMD method uses this stopping criterion on the iterative shape parameter
estimation algorithm. The stopping value, s, defaults to 10"4. However, the user can
specify a different stopping value, namely 10'3, 10'5, or 10"6. Compared to the default 
value, these will reduce, respectively increase, the accuracy o f the parameter estimates
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and TjjfmD’ Note that the order o f magnitude o f the stopping value equals the number of 
decimal places precision of the resulting parameter estimates. Nelson [1982, p. 392] 
mentions that the stopping value should be a small fraction, not larger than 10'3, of the 
standard error of the corresponding estimate. Therefore, the UFMD method 
implementation implicitly assumes that the standard error of the shape parameter estimate 
exceeds 1.
In addition, the UFMD method uses a stopping criterion based on Equation (25). If 
the difference between the left-hand side and right-hand side values in that equation is 
less than stopping value £-for a given trial value o f (3k, than the trial value is considered to 
be the MLE of (3k and further trials are halted. This criterion would be met during a 
Golden Section Search when a trial value in the remaining area of uncertainty 
accidentally (virtually) equals the MLE. Therefore, further reduction of the area of 
uncertainty using Golden Section Search is unnecessary and the search can be halted.
5.2.4 Fixed and Variable Portions of Cause-Indication Vectors
Every cause-indication vector cifc has V  elements, namely one (binary) element per 
observation in the set. At least (C + S) elements of these vectors are common between all 
vectors for a given component type k. Differences only occur for those masked system 
observations which contain at least one component o f type k in the masked set OSf, thus 
for OOSk elements (OOSk < M). This fact is used in the software implementation. The (N  
- OOSk) elements that do not vary between c[k vectors are stored once in a separate 
object. Different cause-indication vectors cik ° f  the same type k  only contain the OOSk 
elements that might vary. This reduces data replication and increases solution speed.
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5.2.5 System Parameter Estimates
For each dataset, an overall MLE fid is determined based on only the life data for the 
system configuration d  that failed most often. This is the configuration d  that contributed 
the largest summed total of failure observations, Sd, and masked observations, Md, to the 
dataset. An overall MLE scale parameter estimate cd is determined using fid. Nelson 
[1982, p. 354] notes that such a rough analysis of system life data, where cause of failure 
is simply ignored and a maximum likelihood fit o f a single distribution to the series- 
system life data is performed, might provide sufficient information for practical purposes 
within the range o f the data. However, such an approach can be misleading when 
extrapolating outside the range of the data. Furthermore, it would provide only very 
rough estimates o f the component reliability distributions. Nevertheless, for illustrative 
purposes, the MLEs cdd and fil'd are determined for each system configuration d.
5.3 UMMD Method
The UMMD method implementation performs the same data quantity check, uses the 
same starting values and stopping criteria as described for the implementation of the 
UFMD method. It also stored the fixed portions of cause-indication vectors separately.
The approximation in Equation (30) concerns small differences caused by the use 
of integer values only. Note that Mfc can readily be determined from the data. Therefore, 
Equation (30) can be rewritten as shown in Equations (83) and (84):
± - M k +1
J
(83)
V k : MQk > 0 (84)
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If  the value o f M k  for some type k  is such that no cause-allocation vector can can be 
found that meets these constraints, then we conclude that masking levels depend on the 
component type and the UMMD method cannot be used to come to a solution. The 
assumption o f independent masking does not hold for such a dataset!
5.4 IMLE Method
As before, a data quantity check is made in advance o f maximum likelihood estimation to 
ensure that sufficient failure times have been observed. However, starting values are 
determined on the modified dataset with all masked data changed into censored ones.
In the third step o f the IMLE procedure (see Appendix A) improved estimates for 
the parameters are obtained using the starting values obtained from the modified dataset. 
This step can only be performed if  sufficient failure times were observed for all 
component types tested. In order to avoid run-time error, a check is performed to 
determine whether this criterion is met. Usher [1993] shows the likelihood function for 
component type k  that is to be optimized in this step (see Equation (21)). However, this 
function clearly has several mistakes in it, as discussed in Section 3.2.3 “Infeasible 
Solutions” . Furthermore, Usher does not mention how this improvement step is actually 
made, making it very difficult to duplicate his results.
Using Equation (86), the corrected version of Usher’s component type likelihood 
function can be rewritten to the form shown in Equation (85).
V i: S.. = 0
Vi :S ,=  1
(85)
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f t  Y ~ l *= 'ZQS.'h.M
l= l j*kv a,
(86)
This uses the fact that in each iteration, the scale and shape parameter estimates 
obtained in a previous iteration are used for all component types other than k in Equation 
(85). Therefore, C/£ is a constant in that equation for a given known or masked system 
failure observation i. The values o f afc and fik, on the other hand, are changed in step 3 o f 
the algorithm in order to maximize Afc A Gradient Search approach was taken to 
determine the values o f afc and /?£ in each iteration. The gradient for was determined 
for both censored and uncensored system failure observations and is shown in Equation 
(87). Equation (88) shows the gradient for /?£, where y(t{) is determined from Equation 
(89) and x(tj) from Equation (90). The Gradient Search was halted for a particular 
iteration as soon as the stopping criterion (Equation (91)) was met, where (2*K) is the 
number o f parameters to be estimated and s  was set at 10'3. It was determined that 
possible convergence problems would result in endless loops. Therefore, an extra 
stopping criterion was developed. The search would automatically be halted if Equation 
(91) had not been met after 50,000 cycles.
d a k tT
r
( f ) fit (  t  ^ fit ( f  >2 fit N
-P ko sik h + J i k ^ i k h + d ik  P f i ^ i k
V < a k , < a k  , < a k ;
a . Cikf + PkQSjk
r  t \ P ^
\ a k J
V/ : 8, = 1
Jnik
( P k \ MU J <a k J
fit
V /: S t = 0
(87)
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Steps 4 through 6 of the algorithm are implemented as described in Appendix A. 
Combining the logarithmic values of Equation (18) and (15) results in Equation (92), 
where A(x) is the log-likelihood value obtained in the xth iteration o f the algorithm. 
Equation (93) shows the stopping criterion. In order to avoid possible convergence 
problems that would result in endless loops, the algorithm was automatically halted if 
Equation (93) had not been met after 20,000 iterations.
N (
Aw = | >
(=1 k=\ * f h <  ('<)'”i=l
a_m _  a/*'1) < e
(92)
(93)
Note that iterative procedures are more likely to converge to a solution when initial 
starting values are close to the maximum likelihood estimates. Convergence speed also
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increases with reduced difference between starting and MLE values [Nelson, p. 392]. At 
low masking levels, this difference will be small for the IMLE method.
5.5 Performance Indicators
Nelson [1982, p. 195] states that unbiasedness is a reasonable property o f an estimator, 
but not an essential one. He proceeds by stating that the spread o f the estimator should be 
small and a useful biased estimator has a small bias compared to its standard error. The 
spread is measured by the distribution variance Var(0*0 or its square root, standard 
deviation o(#*/fc), which is called the standard error o f the estimator. In general, 
estimators are useful when they are (almost) unbiased and have small standard errors. The 
following indicators will be used to gauge the performance of the methods studied in this 
research.
1. The sampling distribution8 o f statistic p k
2. The sampling distribution of the percentage error in parameter estimates, pe0t
3. The mean square error (MSE) o f which is closely related to pe0t
4. The variance of
5. The sampling distribution of the computation time, Tmethod- AH calculations were 
performed on a 700 MHz Pentium III computer with 128 Mb RAM.
6. The frequency with which (orfc J3p) falls within the 95% two-sided confidence 
interval of both estimates
8 This is calculated over the estimates obtained from many datasets generated with the same parameter 
settings.
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For a particular estimate, the value ofpk can be calculated in the following manner.
1. thenpfc= 1. Stop.
2. Find all intersections t*x  o f fj£f) and i.e. all times when fk(t*x) =f'k£t*x), 
where x  = 1, 2. Register the number of intersecting points as X, which is 1 or 2.
3. Calculate Fj<(t*x) and F*k(t*x), x  = 1,2.
4. If  > F*f£t*j), use Equation (94) to calculate pfc else use Equation (95).
For each dataset, the value o f pe6i for each k  is obtained from Equation (96). Note
that the true parameter vector = (afa fifc) is required input for this calculation and is 
known for generated datasets.
The percentage error is calculated separately for afc and /?£ for each component type k  for 
each dataset. The average value and standard deviation of this indicator can be 
determined for each k, where the better method results in estimators with a smaller 
average value and smaller standard deviation.
The MSE o f indicates the combined effect o f bias and variance in an estimator. 
It can be calculated as shown in Equation (97). Equation (98) shows the relationship 
between the MSE, variance and bias of an estimator.
Stop.
Pk = 1+K  ; ) -  F„ (t;)+( x  -  l f c  (/•) -  f;  ifl)] 
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For large sample sizes, the sampling distributions of many statistics approximate a 
normal distribution. Therefore, the mean and standard error of the statistic would specify 
its distribution. Furthermore, the normal distribution can generate useful approximate 
results when exact results are unknown or too difficult to obtain [Nelson, 1982, p. 196]. 
Nelson [1982, p. 313] also mentions that the cumulative distribution function o f a 
maximum likelihood estimator is close to a normal one whose mean equals the quantity 
being estimated and whose variance is no greater than that o f any other estimator. This 
statement holds under commonly met conditions on the distribution and data and for 
“large” sample sizes. In this research, a normal distribution o f the maximum likelihood 
estimators is assumed, but verified through graphical techniques. Note that an unbiased 
estimator with normal sampling distribution will generate estimates within 2 standard 
errors of the true value with 95% probability.
5.6 Output of the Analytical Modules
Usher [1992] mentions the importance of accurately deriving the failure and censoring 
times for a given component j  from the sample of system life data. He continues by 
stating that the approach for obtaining these data is straightforward, but extremely tedious 
and prone to error. Even a complete set of system life data, i.e. where all units ran till 
failure, leads to multiply censored component data. Categorizations o f components 
according to type, and pooling of systems with different configurations, further
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complicate this derivation. Consequently, it was decided that the software 
implementation o f the UFMD method should automatically generate the plotting points 
on hazard paper per component type that can be derived from the vector can that 
maximizes A. The software outputs these points per dataset into a separate file! Upon 
running a UFMD analysis on a certain system lifetime dataset, all plotting points (f/, Hj) 
for each component type k  are printed to a file with the “.cth” extension. Similarly, all 
plotting points (tf, Hj) for each configuration d  in the dataset are printed to a file with the 
“.haz” extension. The output generated by all analytical (i.e. UFMD, UMMD and IMLE) 
software modules is shown in Table 5.1.
Usher et al. [1990] developed a software program that is able to estimate the 
reliability o f categorized electronic components from pooled system life data and predict 
the reliability of new configurations of these components. They implemented it at IBM. A 
simplified version, WeibSys.Bas, is shown in Usher [1992], It allows: 1) Input o f pooled 
series-system life data; 2) Output of the resulting multiply-censored life data per 
component type k; 3) Maximum likelihood estimation of afc and 4) Determination of 
confidence intervals on different quantities of interest; and 5) Prediction o f  the reliability 
o f new configurations o f the same component types. The software implementation in this 
research supports functions 1 through 4. In addition, it can handle masked system life, 
provides plotting data and generates some further statistics (e.g. pfc). It has extensive error 
handling capability, automates much of the data entry and has high flexibility. It does not 
have predetermined maximum values of K  and D, such as WeibSys.Bas. Furthermore, 
this research implementation allows generation of Monte Carlo simulated system life
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Table 5.1: Output from Analytical Software Modules








1 P h Ak / r V
2 P ~k9 Pk <2* A
j P~k r l° n o can
4 P k U 12r P n o {&! ,
5 pePt Up n o A
6 Var (JT0 r P N
7 cfk RAktf) 13 M
8 a~k R~kt0 S
9 c r k R ~ m C
10 <*k Vk m l14
11 Pe°t SQk Tmethod
12 Var(cO0 Sk D
13 Cov(cfk, F k ) Mk K
9 All confidence limits on parameter estimates, distribution percentiles and reliability estimates at set times 
are calculated for 2-sided 95% confidence intervals as well as 2-sided 90% confidence intervals.
10 Both 90 and 95% 2-sided confidence limits will be determined.
11 True values for both shape and scale parameters and their percentage error values, are only (determined 
and) printed when true parameter values are input to the program, i.e. on Monte Carlo simulated data.
12 Calculated for/? = (1, 5, 10, 20, 36.8, 50, 63.2, 80, 90, 95, 99}.
13 Calculated for t =  (1, 10, 102, 103, 104, 10s, 106}
14 The observed value o f the masking level, determined as M / N .
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datasets. Note that WeibSys.Bas unnecessarily generates additional entries in the 
component type data file, as it provides separate entries for one component type failure 
observation and several censored component type observations, if they are derived from 
one and the same system failure observation.
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CHAPTER 6. TESTING AND RESULTS
This chapter describes the test efforts exerted on the UFMD, IMLE and UMMD methods. 
It starts with a theoretical discussion of a few topics in testing theory followed by a 
description of the test designs. Tests on the IMLE method led to the development o f the 
IMD (Ignore Masked Data) method. This new method is briefly discussed. Some output 
generated by using the analytical methods on Monte Carlo simulated datasets is presented 
and knowledge derived from them is described.
6.1 Test Design Issues
This section starts with a brief discussion of the use of hypothesis tests or confidence 
intervals. Secondly, the use of pooled estimates for generating parameter estimates and 
confidence intervals is described and considered. Finally, two methods for verification 
that samples come from the same distribution are discussed.
6.1.1 Hypothesis Tests vs. Confidence Intervals
Parameter estimates made with the UFMD and IMLE methods, or with the UMMD and 
IMLE methods, can be compared to each other and to their true value. A hypothesis test 
that indicates that the estimated distribution shape parameters are the same using the 
different methods could be made. The alternative to the hypothesis is that two or more of 
the shape parameters fik  are different. The hypothesis is a two-sided or equality 
hypothesis. The hypothesis is verified using a test statistic, a function of the test data. If  
its observed value is beyond the upper or lower 5% (i.e. the significance level) point on 
one-sided tests, it is determined to be a statistically significant difference. Note that a 
statistically significant difference, i.e. a convincing difference, does not need to be
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practically significant, i.e. important in real life. In practice, reliability engineers need to 
focus on differences that are both o f statistical and practical significance. If  an observed 
important difference is not statistically significant, more data are needed to determine 
whether the difference is real or due to random sampling variation [Nelson, 1982, p. 493].
The 95% 2-sided confidence level o f the parameter estimate can be used to 
determine whether a difference is statistically significant at the 5% significance level. If 
it contains the true value under the null hypothesis, then the hypothesis cannot be rejected 
and the interval is consistent with the specified value. Similarly, if the confidence interval 
on the difference o f two parameter estimates contains zero, the null hypothesis is 
accepted. For simultaneous confidence intervals on corresponding parameters o f 2*K 
distributions, the null hypothesis is accepted if  all such intervals contain zero [Nelson, 
1982, p. 437]. Nelson [1982, p. 493] states that confidence intervals are often more 
informative than hypothesis tests, as their widths are indicative of the precision of the 
sample estimates. For this reason, they are generally preferred over hypothesis tests and 
are used in this research.
6.1.2 Pooled Estimates
The analytical methods were applied to R[S system life datasets which were generated 
using the same setting ts. For each dataset, statistically independent ML estimates B^k and 
their asymptotic variances, Var(#*£), were obtained for k  = 1, ..., K; B = or, /?. These 
estimates can be indexed as B^k\rts\ a^d their variances as V a r T h e i r  maximum 
log-likelihood values can be indexed as A$rts\- The R-ts samples can then be pooled to 
generate {6  / , . . . ,  9 k )> the linearly pooled estimates o f the common parameter values
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{9 j , ..., Ok ) ■ The linearly pooled estimate 6*k  for a distribution parameter 9fc in setting 




v J e , \ i]
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( 100)
v V, V J y
These estimates can be used following validation o f the cumulative distribution 
assumption o f the estimator and upon validation that the sampled populations do not have 
significantly different parameter values 9^. The cumulative distribution assumption is 
validated by plotting the R(S estimates 9*k on normal paper and verifying the fit. A 
hypothesis test for R[S sample comparisons can be used to validate that the samples come 
from the same population. Note that though this is a given in Monte Carlo simulations, 
such a test might reveal that the 6^k of some samples are outliers and should be omitted. 
The approximate lower and upper confidence limits for the pooled estimator Q*k in 
setting ts can be determined as shown in Equations (101) and (102).
The accuracy of these confidence limits increases with the number of observed failure 
times. Exact limits are not tabulated for partially censored samples of Weibull 
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Nelson [1982, p. 525] notes that this estimator 0* is a biased estimator. However, 
it is approximately unbiased with a cumulative distribution that is close to a normal one 
with a mean o f and a variance V ar(^ ), if  each 6*fa. comes from a large number of 
observed failure times. Because the latter generally does not hold for component type 
datasets, particularly not for those generated with the test settings used in this research, 
due to competing risks and high system reliability, the approach is not used here to find 
confidence intervals for parameter estimates obtained with the different analytical 
methods.
6.1.3 Sample Comparison
Two methods are described here:
1. The quadratic test statistic for equality o f parameters, and
2. Likelihood ratio test that distributions are identical.
6.1.3.1 Quadratic Test of Homogeneity of Parameters
Nelson [1982, p.531] describes a method to compare R(S samples with respect to their 
population parameters using a quadratic test statistic QT. The null hypothesis is that #&[l] 
= ...=  Ok[Rts] for a given setting ts. The alternative states that #£[x] ^  6fc[y] for some 
samples x  =^ y. The quadratic test statistic is given in Equation (103).
Note that the pooled estimate from Equation (99) is used in the calculation o f QT. Under 
the null hypothesis, QT is approximately chi-square distributed with Rfs~ 1 degrees of
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freedom. If  the alternative holds, the test statistic tends to have a higher value. Therefore, 
if  Equation (104) holds, the null hypothesis is accepted at the 100 <2% significance level.
(104)
If  Equation (104) does not hold, the alternative is accepted. In that case, the individual 
confidence intervals on &"k\.rts\ can be inspected to find those sample estimates that are 
significantly different. Nelson [1982, p.532] notes that the accuracy o f the chi-square 
approximation increases with the number of failure times in the samples and that the 
exact distribution o f QThas not been tabulated for censored samples.
6.1.3.2 Likelihood Ratio Test of Homogeneity of Distributions
Nelson [1982, p. 538] describes a method to compare R[S samples with respect to all their 
population parameters using a likelihood ratio test statistic LT. The null hypothesis states 
that a£[l] = ...=  ocfc[R(S\ and /%[ 1] = ...=  fik[Rts\ f°r a given setting ts, i.e. that all R(S 
distributions of component type k  are identical. The alternative states that a&[x] =£ affy] 
and/or /%[x] ^  /3$y\ for some samples x  ^ y .  The likelihood ratio test statistic is given in 
Equation (105).
l r  = 2(At [l] + ... + A1K ] - A ,J ) (105)
The value A  k  is the maximum log-likelihood value obtained when fitting one Weibull 
distribution with parameters (a*£, /?*&) to the pooled data of the R(S samples, treated as 
one large sample. Note that for the UFMD method (and similarly for the UMMD 
method), such parameter fitting can only be done when the samples are pooled after they 
are unmasked due to the correlation of Tufmd with the number o f masked observations.
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If  the null hypothesis holds, test statistic £7* has a  distribution that is approximately 
chi-square with 2*(i?/^-l) degrees o f freedom. If the alternative holds, the test statistic 
tends to have a higher value. Therefore, if Equation (106) holds, the null hypothesis is 
accepted at the 100 <2% significance level.
L T < X \ l- c c ,2 R lx~2)  (106)
If  Equation (106) does not hold, the alternative is accepted. In that case, the individual 
confidence intervals on 0*klrts] can be inspected to find those sample estimates that are 
significantly different. The accuracy o f the chi-square approximation increases with the 
number of failure times in each sample. No simple guideline exists which indicates when 
the chi-square approximation is satisfactory. As a result, the level of the test differs from
а. In practice, an approximation is better than no test, so analysts are left with no other 
choice but to use it. An advantage of likelihood ratio tests is that they apply to most 
statistical distributions and models, as well as to most types of data [Nelson, 1982, p. 534 
and 547]. Nelson [1982, p. 539] mentions that in industrial application, an analyst might 
wish to use several methods, such as likelihood ratio tests, inspection of separate 
confidence intervals or quadratic tests, to determine whether samples come from identical 
distributions. Nelson [1982, p. 549] gives a more thorough theoretical review of 
likelihood ratio tests. In this research, confidence intervals and histograms were used to 
verify that samples are taken from identical distributions.
б.2 Test Design
Tests were designed with the objective to:
1. study the effect of masking on estimation accuracy and speed for each method.
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2. compare the estimation accuracy and speed o f the methods at given masking levels 
with each other to determine which method performs better.
3. demonstrate the ability of the software and methods to handle pooled data o f non­
trivial system configurations with two-parameter Weibull distributed component 
life distributions.
The latter objective was achieved by avoiding testing o f systems with simple 
configurations, such as 2- or 3-component systems with different exponentially 
distributed components. The latter are commonly found in literature on this topic, as 
previously discussed in this report (see [Miyakawa, 1984; Usher and Guess, 1989; Reiser 
etal., 1995; L inetal., 1996]).
For each test setting, ts, values o f the number of: a) replications, R(S; b) 
configurations, D ; and c) component types, K, need to be determined. In this research, 
two groups o f tests were performed:
1. a group that generates datasets with a low fraction of failure and masked 
observations (< 35%) and thus a'high fraction of censored observations, and
2. a group that generates datasets with a high fraction of failure and masked 
observations (> 65%) and a low fraction of censored observations.
6.2.1 Test Settings Generating Low Failure Fraction
Five tests were performed where only the masking level was varied between test settings. 
For all five tests, R(S — 100 datasets were generated containing observations of D = 2 
configurations with K  = 3 component types each.
In addition, configuration-specific parameters need to be determined for each test 
setting. Configuration-specific parameter values for all test settings were identical with
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the exception of the masking level. Table 6.1 shows the configuration-specific parameter 
values for test setting ts = 1. The software allows values o f D > 104. If  D > 2, additional 
columns with values will appear in this table. The masking levels for the different test 
settings are shown in Table 6.2. Refer to Section 5.1.3 “Masking” for a description of 
possible settings for generating masking set sizes. Finally, depending on the value o f ctrf 
in the test setting, additional parameters need to be set to generate correctly censored 
observations (see Appendix C on page 250). For all 5 test settings, these censoring 
parameter values were identical. They are shown in Table 6.3. The row labeled 
“Filename” concerns the name of the file containing batch arrival time and quantity 
information. It is used if  ctd = 5, i.e multiply time censored set with non-random batch 
arrivals. Refer to Section 5.1.2 “Censoring Types” for a description o f possible censoring 
type settings.
6.2.2 Test Settings Generating High Failure Fraction
Seven tests were performed where only the masking level was varied between test 
settings. For all seven tests, RfS =100 datasets were generated c o n ta in in g  observations of 
D = 1 configuration with K  = 3 component types each. In addition, the values for the 
configuration-specific parameters were determined for each test setting as shown in Table
6.4 for test setting ts = 1. Configuration-specific parameter values for other test settings 
are identical with the exception of the masking level. The masking level for the seven 
different settings increased from 0 till 60% in steps of 10%. Finally, as the value of ctd  in 
the test setting equals 2, i.e. singly time-censored data are analyzed, the value of the test 
duration, TDd, needs to be determined. It was set at 2.5* 104 time units for all 7 test 
settings.
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Table 6.1: ts =  1 Configuration-Specific Parameters — Low Failure Fraction
d 1 2
{Odl, OdK) (1 ,3 , 1} (2, 1,3}
Nd 40 60
KPdU • • • >  PdfCi {0 .8 ,13 ,2} {0.8 ,13 ,2}
{ocdl, . . . ,  adK} {6.5* 105, 3.75* 10s, 2*105} {6.5* 105, 3.75*105, 2* 105}
mid 0 0
MJOSid random size random size
ctd 4 4
Table 6.2: Masking Level mld Per Test Setting ts — Low Failure Fraction
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{ATd j ,  . . . ,A T dp } Not Applicable Not Applicable
{BATd j ,  . . . ,  BATdp } Not Applicable Not Applicable
Filename Not Applicable Not Applicable
NFd Not Applicable Not Applicable




{pdl, •••> PdK) {0.7, 1.25, 1.8}
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The 100 datasets were generated for each test setting using Monte Carlo simulation. 
They were analyzed using the UFMD, IMLE, IMD and UMMD methods. Resulting 
estimates could thus be compared to the true value of the distribution parameters. 
Findings could then be studied in order to draw conclusions on the accuracy and speed of 
the researched methods. Appendix D shows a sample o f the output files generated in 
these tests.
6.3 Tests on Datasets With Low Failure Fraction
Table 6.5, Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 show estimation accuracy and total run time in 
minutes for each o f the presented methods. Speed of convergence is determined by many 
factors, such as computing power, dataset, starting values, stopping value and fitted 
distribution (i.e. number of parameters to estimate). These were controlled in the test 
design, so that comparison is possible. All tests were performed on a Pentium III personal 
computer with 700 MHz clock speed and 128 Mb RAM.
Since initial tests of the IMLE method indicated that convergence is not guaranteed 
for many test settings, a new method is introduced at this point. As Table 6.7 shows, the 
IMLE method did indeed converge for the presented test settings in this section after the 
stopping criteria were loosened. The IMLE method performed well in this case. However, 
it failed to converge on many other sets even with loose stopping criteria. Furthermore, 
the IMLE results did not represent that combination o f parameters that generated the 
highest value of the log-likelihood function used in the method. The maximum MLE 
value observed during the iterations and the matching parameter estimates were stored as 
the best value. It was noticed that the IMLE method continued passed the solution with
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Table 6.5: Estimation Accuracy and Time of the UFMD Method




1 0.68662 300 0
2 0.68081 300 0.13333
3 0.67827 299 1.0833
4 0.63600 300 150.40
5 0.61627 19215 192.0316
Table 6.6: Estimation Accuracy and Time of the UMMD Method




1 0.68662 300 0
2 0.68795 293 0.083333
3 0.68686 296 0.71667
4 0.647746 296 156.53
5 0.635006 185 141.48
Table 6.7: Estimation Accuracy and Time of the IMLE Method




1 0.68639 300 0
2 0.70534 294 1.3000
3 0.70426 291 3.0167
4 0.68739 279 7.9334
5 0.69654 150 8.9000
15 Note that test ts = 5 was interrupted after 66 datasets had been completely analyzed. Therefore, the 
maximum possible number o f parameter vectors to be estimated is 66 * 3 =  198, while this maximum 
equals 300 for the other test settings.
16 Note that this is the total time needed for analyzing 66 datasets, rather than the 100 sets analyzed for the 
other test settings.
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the highest MLE value and eventually, after many additional iterations, converged on a 
different solution with a lower iog-likelihood.
The IMD (Ignore Masked Data) method is introduced here. As its name indicates, it 
ignores any masked observations and treats them as if they were censored. This 
simplification leads to extremely fast estimation. Table 6.8 shows the estimation accuracy 
and total run time in minutes for the IMD method. The estimates with this method were 
all completed within 1 second. Therefore, run time entries in Table 6.8 are all rounded to 
0 minutes.
Table 6.8: Estimation Accuracy and Time of the IMD Method




1 0.68662 300 0
2 0.69335 298 0
3 0.69187 297 0
4 0.66184 293 0
5 0.64716 190 0
The accuracy o f the methods is measured here by the average p k  value o f the component 
type distributions estimated. The number o f distributions that could be estimated with 
each method is shown as well. Note that the IMLE method could not estimate parameters 
for some o f the datasets, especially at high masking levels. This concerned datasets with 
few known failure observations. This provides some explanation for the fact that the 
average p k  value o f the estimated component type distributions is higher than those for 
the other methods. Note that the UFMD method was able to estimate parameter values for 
the largest number of component types. Further note that for the UFMD, UMMD and
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IMLE methods, estimation time increased with increased masking levels and estimation 
accuracy was lower for higher masking levels.
Several performance indicators were presented in Section 5.5 “Performance 
Indicators” for use in the estimation o f the bias of an estimator. The percentage error in 
each parameter estimate is such an estimator. These estimates are not Normally 
distributed, as it has an absolute minimum value o f—100% but no such limit for positive 
error. This was verified using histogram plots o f the percentage error values obtained for 
each o f the 100 datasets. It was determined that a median value of the percentage error 
data would be a more appropriate indicator of bias. Therefore, these data are displayed in 
Table 6.9, Table 6.10, Table 6.11 and Table 6.12. In addition, the Mean Square Error 
values are given for both estimates, as well as the asymptotic variance of the parameter 
estimates. The difference of these values is the bias o f the estimator. For the sake of 
brevity, only the values applicable to the parameter estimates o f the first component type 
are shown and matching tables for component types 2 and 3 are omitted.
Note in Table 6.9 and Table 6.10 that the bias of the UFMD and UMMD method is 
small in comparison to the variance o f the estimates for both parameters. For scale 
parameter estimates, the bias ranged from 1.6% till 10.4% of the asymptotic variance. 
The bias for the shape parameter estimate range from 2.7% till 22.3% of the variance. 
Furthermore, the bias does not appear to be affected by the masking level. Table 6.11 
shows that for IMD scale parameter estimates, the bias ranged from 3.7% till 15.5% of 
the asymptotic variance. The bias for the shape parameter estimate ranged from 2.7% till 
25.7% of the variance. The percentage error median values show a positive bias o f the 
IMD method at higher masking levels for the scale and shape parameters. This indicates
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MSE ( f ^ f ) Var(/T i)
1 5.3921 2.9901E12 2.7090E12 2.5101 0.048478 0.047189
2 -18.801 3.2563E13 3.2030E13 9.5236 0.076066 0.062196
3 -20.786 1.3357E12 1.2916E12 8.0392 0.058139 0.050999
4 4.3202 7.9280E12 7.5979E12 7.5926 0.090251 0.078780
5 -36.609 1.3584E12 1.3322E12 11.347 0.13766 0.11783
Table 6.10: Estimation Bias of the UMMD Method
ts Pe«>
(%)
USE(aT'i) Var (<2*/) PeP<
(%)
MSE ( P i ) Var(/T i)
1 5.3921 2.9901E12 2.7090E12 2.5101 0.048478 0.047189
2 -19.564 3.3058E13 3.2529E13 8.86725 0.074918 0.061986
3 -8.0058 1.0161E12 9.5610E11 2.38075 0.058874 0.054670
4 -26.228 6.4046E12 6.1196E12 -13.823 0.097634 0.088520
5 -15.840 4.5223E12 4.2259E12 4.1425 0.15077 0.13845
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Table 6.11: Estimation Bias of the IMD Method
ts Pe«<
(%)
M SE < ^/) Var(a'A/) Pepx
(%)
MSE (/T-i) Var(y(Tj)
1 5.3921 2.9901E12 2.7090E12 2.5101 0.048478 0.047189
2 -7.9251 8.7117E12 8.3977E12 9.7168 0.085023 0.067615
3 4.3202 1.3979E12 1.2147E12 10.175 0.061992 0.052101
4 21.962 6.6852E13 6.2181E13 8.2628 0.11501 0.099950
5 51.979 8.5626E12 7.4168E12 6.3916 0.10748 0.091300
Table 6.12: Estimation Bias of the IMLE Method
ts Peax
(%)
MSEfo'V) Var( c f i ) PeP,
C%)
MSE (p^i) Var(f i )
1 48.249 2.9748E12 2.6939E12 15.119 0.048633 0.047322
2 -17.430 1.8658E12 1.8260E12 9.8062 0.076166 0.061231
3 -15.067 1.0291E12 9.6136E11 5.4933 0.055991 0.050836
4 -22.145 3.0686E12 2.8618E12 3.1603 0.069590 0.063846
5 -14.300 2.2480E12 2.0740E12 1.6247 0.050964 0.046940
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that the IMD method systematically overestimates reliability o f component types at high 
masking levels. This is, o f  course, explained by the fact that the method treats masked 
system failures as if  they did not fail. Table 6.12 shows that the IMLE method provides 
estimates with little bias even at high masking levels. The bias is notably smaller than 
obtained with the IMD method. Therefore, consecutive iterations appear to succeed in 
reducing bias by improving upon the initial, biased estimates.
Table 6.13, Table 6.14, Table 6.15 and Table 6.16 show for each component type 
the frequency with which (<2fc, /?£) both fall within the 95% two-sided confidence 
intervals of the parameter estimates generated with the UFMD, UMMD, IMD and IMLE 
methods. The values between parentheses in each table indicate the number of component 
type k  distributions that the method could generate estimates for. Clearly, the UFMD 
method can estimate the biggest number of distributions. This is explained by the fact that 
this method does not require the existence of a minimum of 2 known failure observations 
caused by a certain component type in order to be able to estimate its distribution 
parameters. The IMLE method, on the other hand, does require that the component type 
caused at least 2 known failures in the dataset in order to be able to make parameter 
estimates. Table 6.16 shows that IMLE cannot make estimates for a large number o f sets 
when masking levels are high. The tables clearly show that an increase in the masking 
level causes a decrease in the fraction of 95% confidence intervals that enclose the true 
parameter values. Thus, the true value of / for  both confidence intervals is much smaller 
than 95% at high masking levels. The observed frequencies are all less than 95 because 
the research simultaneously considers the confidence intervals o f both parameters.
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Table 6.13: Frequency True Values in 95% Confidence Intervals with UFMD
k / t s 1 2 3
ia. 90 (100) 88 (100) 88 (100)
2 84 (100) 85 (100) 81 (100)
3 88 (100) 82 (100) 85 (99)
4 75 (100) 77 (100) 81 (100)
5 46 (64)17 50 (64) 45 (64)
Table 6.14: Frequency True Values in 95% Confidence Intervals with UMMD
k / t s 1 2 3
1 90 (100) 88 (100) 88 (100)
2 82 (98) 80 (98) 80 (97)
3 85 (99) 81 (99) 82 (98)
4 69 (99) 72 (98) 79 (99)
5 40 (62) 44(61) 44 (62)
Table 6.15: Frequency True Values in 95% Confidence Intervals with IMD
k / t s 1 2 3
1 90 (100) 88 (100) 88(100)
2 80 (100) 85 (100) 80 (98)
3 78 (100) 81 (99) 85 (98)
4 53 (100) 68 (96) 81 (97)
5 30 (66) 39 (60) 41 (64)
Table 6.16: Frequency True Values in 95% Confidence Intervals with IMLE
k / t s 1 2 3
1 90 (100) 88 (100) 88(100)
2 72 (98) 79 (98) 73 (98)
3 69 (97) 75 (97) 60 (97)
4 56 (93) 52 (93) 53 (93)
5 35 (50) 30 (50) 22(50)
17 Note that test ts  = 5 was interrupted after 66 datasets had been completely analyzed. Therefore, the 
maximum possible number o f parameter vectors to be estimated is 66 rather than 100 for the other settings.
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6.4 Tests on Datasets With High Failure Fraction
Table 6.17, Table 6.18 and Table 6.19 show estimation accuracy and total run time in 
minutes for the UFMD, UMMD and IMD methods. The IMLE method did not converge 
on the datasets with masked observations. Its output is omitted for this reason.
Total runtime for datasets with a high failure fraction and high masking levels is 
large for the UFMD and UMMD methods. As problem complexity increases with the 
number of masked observations in the set, these methods require significant analysis time 
at high masking levels. Note that the IMD method can only estimate parameter values for 
two-thirds of the datasets at the 60% masking level, much less than the UMMD and 
UFMD methods. However, its calculation speed is unbeatably fast.
The average p k  value reduces with increasing masking levels for all methods. This 
is explained by the higher uncertainty in such masked sets. At higher masking levels, the 
accuracy of the UMMD method exceeds that o f the UFMD method. This can partially be 
explained by the fact that the UFMD method estimates distributions for almost all 
datasets, including those with only a few known failure observations. The accuracy of 
estimates for such sets will be relatively low. The additional estimates will therefore 
reduce the average pk  value for the method. A further explanation for the lower average 
Pk  value for UFMD estimates lies in the fact that the datasets are generated with the 
independent masking assumption. The UMMD method uses this knowledge to consider 
only those cause-indication vectors that meet the independent masking assumption. The 
fact that it generates more accurate estimates than the UFMD method on such datasets, 
therefore, confirms expectations.
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Table 6.17: Estimation Accuracy and Time of the UFMD Method




1 0.77019 292 0
2 0.73632 29 6 0
3 0.71033 300 0
4 0.69574 300 1.2167
5 0.66630 300 10.150
6 0.64963 300 226.45
7 0.61933 294 254.90
Table 6.18: Estimation Accuracy and Time of the UMMD Method




1 0.77019 292 0
2 0.74078 295 0
3 0.71782 296 0
4 0.72156 279 1.5333
5 0.69917 275 10.067
6 0.67436 281 221.15
7 0.64268 259 422.4718
Table 6.19: Estimation Accuracy and Time of the IMD Method




1 0.77019 292 0
2 0.74401 288 0
3 0.73805 277 0
4 0.71364 273 0
5 0.70992 252 0
6 0.65927 237 0
7 0.66746 208 0
18 This value is larger than expected due to an operating system problem. Upon rebooting UMMD analyses 
completed within about 70% o f the time needed for the UFMD analyses on the same datasets.
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The average p k  value for IMD estimates is close to the value obtained with the 
UMMD method even at high masking levels. This result is explained by the fact that the 
UMMD method estimated about 20% more distributions at high masking levels and that 
these additional sets contain few known failure causes. The o f these datasets will likely 
be relatively low, thus reducing the average p k  value.
The median values of the percentage error for all estimated parameters and for each 
o f the methods are shown in Table 6.20, Table 6.21 and Table 6.22. As in tire previous 
section, only the values applicable to the parameter estimates of the first component type 
are shown and matching tables for component types 2 and 3 are omitted. The tables show 
the Mean Square Error (MSE) values for both parameter estimates, as well as their 
asymptotic variance. The bias of the estimator can be calculated as the difference between 
these values. Note that the absolute value o f the MSE for the scale parameter obtained 
with the IMD method is much larger than the matching value obtained using UMMD. 
Furthermore, the median percentage error value of the scale parameter estimates with the 
IMD method increases with the masking level. These facts indicate a positive bias on the 
scale parameter estimate with IMD, i.e. overestimation o f reliability. Also note that the 
absolute value of the MSE for the scale parameter obtained with the UFMD method is 
larger than the matching value obtained using UMMD. The same is true for the shape 
parameter estimates at high masking levels. Median percentage error values of the scale 
parameter estimates with the UMMD method are also smaller than the matching ones 
obtained using UFMD. Bias of the shape parameter estimate using UMMD is smaller 
than those obtained using UFMD at high masking levels.
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Table 6.20: Estimation Bias of the UFMD Method
ts Pe«>
(%)
MSEfo'V) Var (o f i) PePx
(%)
MSE (JT'i) Var ( j r n
1 -4.1236 1.1280E12 1.0941E12 3.4012 0.087779 0.083852
2 -9.6282 3.0507E11 2.8449E11 5.0109 0.11782 0.11006
3 13.850 6.5093E14 6.4229E14 5.6578 0.18091 0.16662
4 -4.5324 3.8519E12 3.6896E12 1.0994 0.19297 0.17801
5 17.718 6.5348E11 5.9445E11 5.5052 1.7514 1.6802
6 36.136 5.2234E15 5.1079E15 5.8923 1.0042 0.96834
7 75.342 4.8743E12 4.3712E12 6.2184 6.6904 6.5010
Table 6.21: Estimation Bias of the UMMD Method
ts Pe«, 
(%)
MSEfo*/) Var( of / ) pePl
(%)
MSEf/?A/) Var(/T/)
1 -4.1236 1.1280E12 1.0941E12 3.4012 0.087779 0.083852
2 -12.320 1.4524E11 1.3676E11 5.6328 0.11973 0.11042
3 -0.86476 6.5092E14 6.4239E14 9.2646 0.15214 0.13774
4 -4.3182 3.8165E12 3.7081E12 2.9187 0.21068 0.19171
5 5.5601 2.8585E11 2.5554E11 -3.2012 1.4440 1.4158
6 1.4674 6.7921E12 6.4609E12 3.0372 0.21898 0.21063
7 7.0787 1.1892E12 1.1012E12 6.9935 0.26947 0.23853





M S E ^ A/) Var(/T /)
1 -4.1236 1.1280E12 1.0941E12 3.4012 0.087779 0.083852
2 -0.2220 3.1589E11 2.9052E11 5.2612 0.10910 0.10026
3 17.814 6.5652E14 6.4651E14 7.7189 0.17436 0.15559
4 17.777 3.2811E16 3.2476E16 5.9432 0.21547 0.18909
5 70.810 3.6317E12 3.4124E12 11.166 0.20466 0.18689
6 102.52 1.5433E15 1.5176E15 8.5122 1.0091 0.94624
7 110.67 3.1415E14 3.0082E14 21.196 0.26464 0.21503
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Table 6.23, Table 6.24 and Table 6.25 show for each component type the frequency 
with which (oft, /?£) both fall within the 95% two-sided confidence intervals o f the 
parameter estimates generated with the UFMD, UMMD, IMD and IMLE methods. 
Values in parentheses indicate the number o f component type k  distributions that the 
method could generate estimates for. As noted in the previous section, the UFMD method 
can estimate the biggest number o f distributions. The IMD method could estimate the 
smallest number o f distributions, especially at high masking levels, as too few known 
failure observations exist in such datasets. Note that the frequency of enclosure o f the true 
values in the 95% confidence intervals reduces with increasing masking level. 
Furthermore, the UMMD method outperformed the IMD method on absolute frequency 
o f enclosure. The UFMD method generated even higher frequencies o f enclosure o f both 
true parameter values in the confidence intervals as it is able to estimate more 
distributions.
6.5 Results
The tests generated many results. They are listed here.
1. On simulated datasets, the accuracy of the tested methods was measured through 
simultaneous comparison o f the two estimated Weibull parameters with their actual 
population values, i.e. the p k  value. This provides a better measure of accuracy in a 
competing risks situation than the commonly used measure of percentage error o f 
each single parameter estimate, since such errors can partially cancel each other out.
2. The accuracy of parameter estimates obtained with the UFMD, UMMD and IMD 
methods did not show a statistically significant difference for the tested settings.
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Table 6.23: Frequency True Values in 95% Confidence Intervals with UFMD
k / t s 1 2 3
1 91 (100) 82 (98) 81 (94)
2 89 (100) 77(100) 77(96)
3 84 (100) 72 (100) 76 (100)
4 85 (100) 72 (100) 73 (100)
5 86 (100) 55(100) 66 (100)
6 82 (100) 46(100) 69 (100)
7 81 (98) 31 (98) 60 (98)
Table 6.24: Frequency True Values in 95% Confidence Intervals with UMMD
k / t s 1 2 3
1 91 (100) 82 (98) 81 (94)
2 89 (100) 76 (100) 75 (95)
3 84 (100) 76 (100) 72 (96)
4 80 (96) 68 (94) 66 (89)
5 82 (96) 47(91) 54 (88)
6 74 (97) 37 (94) 60 (90)
7 66(91) 43 (86) 42 (82)
Table 6.25: Frequency True Values in 95% Confidence Intervals with IMD
k / t s 1 2 3
1 91 (100) 82 (98) 81 (94)
2 84 (100) 73 (98) 70 (90)
3 77 (100) 63 (94) 64 (83)
4 67 (100) 52 (93) 61 (80)
5 67 (95) 42 (83) 53 (74)
6 57 (95) 21 (75) 44 (67)
7 43 (90) 21 (67) 28 (51)
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3. Tests o f the IMLE method showed no guarantee that the outer loop (steps 4 and 5) 
and its inner loop (step 3) converge to the optimal solution o f the likelihood 
equation used in this algorithm. Convergence depends on the stopping criterion 
used. The IMLE algorithm shows anomalous behavior close to the solution. In 
consecutive iterations, the likelihood value does not monotonously improve as 
examples in literature suggest (see [Usher, 1993], [Usher, 1996]).
4. The vague description of the IMLE algorithm by its creator (see [Usher, 1993]) 
does not foster replication o f test results. Nevertheless, after discussions with a 
fellow reliability researcher and an independent code review, the statement can be 
made that the validity of the IMLE results presented in literature is questionable and 
that the IMLE method does not show general applicability.
5. As it ignores masked data and treats them as censored observations, the IMD 
method provided its estimates faster than the UFMD and UMMD methods, 
especially when the number o f masked observations is large.
6. As the UFMD method exhaustively searches for the best parameter vectors for all 
feasible combinations o f cause allocations of the masked observations, it becomes 
too slow when the number o f masked observations exceeds roughly 15. Its limits 
can be reached even at a smaller number o f masked system observations when 
masking sets contain many components.
7. The IMD method fails if  fewer than 2 known-cause failures of a component type 
have been observed. No estimates o f that component type can be obtained. This is 
not true for the UFMD and UMMD methods.
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8. The UMMD method can provide estimates o f component type cumulative 
distribution parameters if  a  component o f this type is known to have caused at least 
one system failure. Additionally, it should appear in the cause set o f at least one 
masked observation.
9. The UFMD method can provide component type parameter estimates even if  no 
system failure is known to be caused by a component o f that type. However, 
components o f that type should appear in the cause sets o f at least two masked 
system observations.
10. The UMMD method showed no systematic bias in its estimates. As the UFMD 
method does not use the assumption o f independent masking, it tends to allocate 
masked system failures to the component type that caused the largest number of 
failure observations as this improves the total Iog-likelihood value.
11. Unlike the solutions generated by the IMLE and IMD methods, the UFMD and 
UMMD output provides a  statement which component most likely caused each 
masked observation.
12. The UMMD method did not show a dramatic improvement in calculation speed in 
comparison to the UFMD method. Both methods have the undesirable property that 
their calculation time increases exponentially with increased number of masked 
observations / increased masking set sizes.
13. Generation of the cause-allocation vectors in step 10 o f the UFMD and UMMD 
method and derivation o f the matching cause-indication vectors takes up the bulk of 
the time needed to run these methods on a dataset. If  this step were to be avoided, 
the solution speed o f  the methods could be significantly improved. This change
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would, however, mean that the causes of masked observation would no longer be 
allocated to a specific component in a solution, but only to a component type.
14. The UMMD method did not show a significant improvement in (the mean and 
standard deviation of) calculation time Tmethod compared to the UFMD method, 
although parameters are estimated for fewer cause-indication vectors. This indicates 
that the selection of cause-indication vectors that meet the independent masking 
assumption takes about the same amount o f time as is required for parameter 
estimation o f  the remaining cause-indication vectors.
15. Due to its fast calculation time without significant loss o f accuracy, the IMD 
method is recommended for datasets with a relatively small fraction o f masked 
observations and at least 2 known system failures for each component type. Thus, it 
is recommended to ignore masked observations when they form a small fraction o f 
the dataset.
16. The UMMD method is recommended when the dataset is small but contains a large 
fraction of masked observations. Furthermore, it is recommended whenever it is 
desired to obtain information which component type most likely caused each 
masked observation.
17. The UFMD method is recommended when the number of masked observations is 
small but forms a significant portion of the dataset and/or when the assumption o f 
independent masking does not hold. The latter statement is a result of analysis on 
real-life industrial data presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7. DEMONSTRATION: A CHARGING AND
STARTING SYSTEM
This chapter describes a case study performed on heavy duty (Class 8) tractor-trailers 
used in interstate hauling within North America. The case study will be used to 
demonstrate performance o f the presented algorithms on a real-world problem.
7.1 Objective
The objective o f the case study is the illustration o f a method for component reliability 
estimation from censored & masked system life data under competing risks, through 
application to a real-life warranty dataset. The illustration is expected to:
• demonstrate the operational value o f the developed method to industry, and
• extend or improve the methods developed here.
The following approach was taken to achieve this objective.
7.2 Approach
1. Identification of an appropriate real-life system. The system needs to fulfill several
criteria:
• The system is responsible for a significant amount o f warranty costs, i.e. is a  real 
business problem,
• It can be described by a competing risk situation of several components,
•  Multiple system failures have occurred,
• At failure or censoring events, a measure of use, e.g. number of days in 
operation or mileage since new, was documented.
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• Causes of some of these failures have been identified,
2. Description of the example system, its operating environment and any related 
assumptions. Determination o f the data that need to be obtained.
3. Analysis and description of the process that leads to masked observations.
4. Selection or development of the method to apply to this case.
5. Collection and validation of system failure data. The latter concerns a review o f  the 
quality of the collected data.
6. Application of the method to the dataset resulting in a fitted model.
7. Validation o f the model.
8. Analysis of the results and learning.
• Conclusion from the results and development of recommendations.
• Provision of feedback to the responsible staff members.
The findings obtained at each o f the above steps are described next in separate sections. 
7.3 Identification of an Appropriate System
The first step of the approach requires the identification of an appropriate real-life system. 
This case study regards a popular type of Class 8 tractor truck used for long-distance 
hauling throughout North America. The Charging and Starting System of this tractor 
consists of several different components with distinct failure modes and rates. The major 
components, as defined in this study, can be considered to be in series as the system, fails 
on a given day if any single one of these components fails. Several system failures had 
occurred. The time of the failure, i.e. occurrence date, was registered in most cases and 
could reasonably be estimated in others. The mileage at failure was registered and a  note
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was made o f the parts that were consequentially replaced. The causing component might 
be amongst these replaced parts. Warranty claims on problems with the Charging and 
Starting System are amongst the largest service cost items on this type o f  tractor. 
Therefore, the study focuses on lifetime distribution parameter estimation of the major 
components o f this system.
An alternator is a major component of the Charging and Starting System. As the 
truck manufacturer changed its alternator supplier in December 1998, trucks 
manufactured on or between January 4 and March 1, 1999 are studied. Data were 
collected on June 18, 1999. The March date was chosen because it allows study of a 
significant sample size, here two months worth o f production (i.e. 3832 trucks). 
Furthermore, it leaves enough time for the sales and distribution processes to be 
completed and the trucks to be put into field service well in advance of the censoring 
date. Trucks enter the test population as soon as they become operational. The March date 
allows several months o f time for operational use of the trucks’ Charging and Starting 
System, which might lead to the observation of enough failures of each of the studied 
components to be able to estimate their reliability distribution parameters.
7.3.1 The Maintenance and Warranty Claims Process
Trucks are operated by individual owner-operators or by fleet owners. Consequently, 
repairs are performed at two distinct types o f repair centers:
1. Dealerships. The majority o f truck dealerships in North America are privately 
owned. These organizations focus on selling trucks, parts and providing service on 
the vehicles.
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2. Fleet service shops. Freight carriers with fleets o f up to several thousand vehicles 
tend to have their own service centers. An agreement with the manufacturer allows 
them to directly submit any warranty claims that might result from system failure 
during the warrantee period.
Note that dealerships derive a  large portion of their revenue stream from performing 
service work. The same can be said for fleet service shops, as long as the work is 
performed under warranty coverage. In those cases, the manufacturer pays the resulting 
claims.
7.3.1.1 Dealerships
When a trucker enters a dealership with a service request, a repair order is opened. It is 
used to track the progress on service work. A number of complaints might be listed under 
that order that could result from different, unrelated failure events. Under the repair order, 
the dealership will document the time required to do the service work, which spare parts 
were used, what caused the complaint and what the technician has done to correct the 
problem.
The technicians do not enter warranty claim data themselves. Instead, an 
administrative staff member o f the dealership will perform this documentation effort. Due 
to this hand-off, the quality of the description of the failure event and analysis efforts 
varies, although time and parts information is accurate.
The person responsible for data processing in the dealership assigns a damage code 
to the event, based on the verbal description or handwritten notes o f the technician. On 
components that fail relatively frequently, damage code assignments were found to be
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correct in about 75% o f all reported cases in a recent audit. Standard repair times have 
been defined for some damage codes.
7.3.1.2 Fleet service shops
Warranty claims submitted by fleet service shops tend to contain no other information 
describing the failure event than their damage code. These claims don’t provide much 
clarification what caused the failure or what was done to correct it. Submitted claims 
often contain entries in the required fields only. Those fields include the truck serial 
number, mileage, event dates, damage code, standard repair time code, and failed part. 
Note that the truck system configuration record, created upon completion o f its 
production and subsequently stored, is not updated based on repair/replacement records.
7.3.2 The Problem with Real Life Data
Reliability analysis o f a real-life system requires some simplifications and assumptions so 
that a result can be obtained despite time, financial and data quality constraints. 
Nevertheless, the resulting problem statement should provide high business value in the 
eyes o f the users (i.e. reliability engineers). Reliability engineers perform reliability 
analyses that support some decision-making processes. Examples of these are:
•  What will the reliability function of new system d  be if  component j  is used in it?
• How can the reliability o f system d  be improved?
• How much money should be budgeted for warranty claims & goodwill costs due to 
the unreliability of component p
•  Does component j  from supplier Y show a more reliable behavior in field operation 
than its functional equivalent supplied by company Z?
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7.4 System Description and Assumptions
Now that a system has been, selected, a more detailed analysis o f its structure and 
reliability behavior can be made.
7.4.1 Major Components in a Series System
In this study, components are defined as those parts o f the Charging and Starting System, 
which are replaced as a unit in case of failure. The following components were identified 





A few comments can be made regarding the quantity o f components in the system.
1. Starter (STR)
There’s only one starter in the Charging and Starting System.
2. Alternator (ALT)
There’s only one alternator in the Charging and Starting System.
3. Battery (BAT)
The Battery component actually consists of 4 parallel batteries, where the power drops 
below the required level if  even one of these batteries fails (i.e., batteries are in series 
from a reliability perspective). The driver needs all batteries to be in operational state for 
the system to function as intended. Failure of any one battery will shortly result in service 
activity on the truck.
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Figure 7.1: Logical Diagram of Charging and Starting System
4. Connections (CON)
Several relays are used to direct power to different systems within the truck. Failures to 
such relays are rare. Therefore, they have been lumped with the 16 or so wire connections 
between components, relays and external electrical systems that draw power from the 
Charging and Starting System, making a total o f 20 connections.
7.4.2 Ignored Parts of the System
On some trucks, a cutoff switch isolates the batteries. It is used to prevent the batteries 
from running low when a truck sits idle for several weeks. As it is an uncommon optional 
component that isn’t really part of the Charging and Starting System, and because it 
rarely fails, the switch has been ignored in this analysis.
A control system disconnects power to auxiliary systems in the tractor when battery 
power falls below a certain threshold value. Few failures to this system have been 
registered so far.
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7.4.3 The Operating Environment
As mentioned, the tractor trucks are used for long-distance hauling throughout North 
America. Climatic conditions vary widely on this continent. However, it is assumed that 
these tractors operate in these diverse conditions roughly equal lengths o f time as each 
truck moves around the continent freely and frequently. Therefore, the tractors are 
assumed to operate under comparable climatic conditions. Furthermore, the effect o f the 
driving style of the trucker on the reliability of the Charging and Starting System is 
assumed to be random.
7.4.4 Failure Modes
Major components are subject to several kinds of failure modes. As failure analysis is 
often omitted due to cost constraints, and because diagnostic data are frequently 
incomplete or inconclusive, it is mostly unclear what caused a major component to fail.
1. A starter is a complex system by itself, subject to several different failure modes. 
About 15% of starter failure events display the so-called “spindle milling” failure 
mode. This often occurs when the ignition key is turned while the engine is 
running. One could argue that these failures are due to driver error rather than wear 
of any technical system. However, as such driver behavior is part o f the normal 
operating environment a starter is subjected to, failure events due to spindle milling 
are included into the system life dataset and analyzed in the same manner as failure 
events due to other modes.
2. The alternator is another major component that is a complex technical system in its 
own right. If it fails, a common failure mode is an open or shorted regulator.
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Diagnosis regularly identifies a shorted or grounded stator as the failure mode, as 
well as bridge diode short circuits, open circuits or grounds.
3. Batteries can be drained if  auxiliary systems (e.g. lights, radio) are left on for
extended periods of time after the engine has been shut down.
4. Wire connections fail when they have not been tightened properly. Corrosion 
occurs when water gets between the connecting parts and eventually disrupts the 
connection. Connections might also come loose due to vibration.
7.4.5 Secondary Failures and Dependent Masking
Previously in this research, dependent masking was identified as a complicating factor 
when analyzing masked system life datasets. This phenomenon was observed in the 
analyzed system for some of the major components.
1. Failure analysis on several hundred replaced starters showed that in about 15% of
the identified cases, the starter failed due to low system voltage as a consequence of
failure in one of the other three major components in the Charging and Starting 
System. It is unclear which major component caused the system failure in these 
cases.
2. Alternators do not fail as a consequence of other major component failures.
3. Battery failures can occur as a consequence o f failure of the alternator.
4. Connections do not fail as a result of another major component failure.
Therefore, assuming all failed and no operational parts are replaced upon system failure, 
the following groups of replaced parts, dsj, are expected to appear in the dataset: (ALT, 
BAT}, (ALT, STR}, (BAT, STR}, (CON, STR}, and (ALT, BAT, STR}.
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7.4.6 Imperfect Diagnostics
Another complicating phenomenon, not considered in literature on this topic, is the
occurrence o f imperfect diagnostics, i.e. misdiagnosis.
1. Starter failures can quite easily be identified by the fact that the starter won’t go 
over. Therefore, misdiagnosis isn’t a problem and can be ignored. In a study 
conducted over a period o f two years, diagnosed starter failures were analyzed. In 
less than 2 percent o f the cases, no starter failure was found.
2. Alternator failures are difficult to identify. A failure o f a battery or connector can be 
mistaken for an alternator failure. According to expert opinion and upon review o f 
extensive failure analysis data, incorrect alternator replacement due to misdiagnosis 
occurs in about 30% of all cases. In those cases, battery or connectors are 
considered equally likely to be the system failure cause. Starter failures are never 
mistaken for alternator failures.
3. In expert opinion, about 30% o f all events registered as battery failures are actually 
caused by failure o f the alternator or connectors. A starter failure, however, is not 
mistaken for a battery failure. A small study on replaced batteries conducted by the 
manufacturer in 1997, showed about 65% no fault found cases. The resulting 
improvement efforts are thought to have reduced the misdiagnosis problem to about 
30% o f all cases.
4. Once a wire connection has been identified as failed, it is quite easily repaired. 
Repair is perfect, i.e. wire connections are cleaned and tightened correctly in all 
cases. Wire connections and relays tend to be checked last. Therefore, a system
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failure that is diagnosed to be due to a faulty connection, is assumed to be correctly 
identified and repaired.
Now that the system has been described, the following step described in Section 7.2 
“Approach" can be taken. This step concerns the description of the process that results in 
masked observations.
7.5 The Masking Process
Guess et al. [1991] state that it is important to understand the mechanism causing 
masking to occur. It can be used to verify that assumptions concerning masking 
probabilities are valid and that estimators are consistent. A few comments can be made 
with regards to the masking process observed in this case study. The warranty claim 
process that leads to masking is shown in Figure 7.2.
The truck manufacturer is only aware of those failure events that lead to a warranty 
claim. The warranty period on this particular tractor is three years. Some aspects o f the 
repair and warranty claim process can lead to masking of the cause of failure for some 
observations. They are discussed next.
1. Operation
A failure occurs during operation and is noticed by the driver. He’ll usually visit the 
dealership where the vehicle was purchased or visits a service center to have it corrected. 
Note that the failure might be caused by incorrect operation o f the vehicle. Some drivers 
install a large number of electronic accessories, which might affect the reliability of the 
Charging and Starting System. A driver might misrepresent the failure circumstances to 
the diagnostician to hide an operator error. This complicates the fault-finding process.
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Figure 7.2: Service Process Leading to Masked Data
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2. Diagnosis
The truck is diagnosed, possibly with the help of an expert system. The diagnostic 
equipment that is available at a service center or dealership, is sometimes limited in 
capability. The failure might be hidden and difficult to identify. In addition, the person 
performing the analysis might have limited interest or experience in diagnosis. All the 
while, the customer, who is eager to get back on the road, is expecting a diagnostic result 
that identifies a faulty component. I f  service is done on a truck that’s still under warranty 
coverage, a dealer can only charge the manufacturer for (diagnostic) work performed. He 
cannot charge the driver. These factors put pressure on the diagnostician to state that a 
certain part has failed, though diagnostic information might not be conclusive.
3. Claim Description
Initially, a driver complaint on the truck’s performance is registered. Often, a person 
other than the employee o f the dealership who performed the diagnosis and repair work, 
enters a claim description into the computer system and submits it for refund. As a result, 
claim descriptions tend to be vague and brief. The fault code associated with repair 
activities determines to a large extent which organization (manufacturer, vendor, dealer or 
client) will be responsible for the costs o f the repair work. The dealership or fleet service 
shop enters this information. It receives payment by the truck manufacturer in advance of 
a possible failure analysis o f the removed component.
4. Returned Parts
Some defective items get returned to the vendor that supplied them. It depends on the 
cost o f the part, the shipping costs and vendor policy, whether an item is returned or not. 
In some cases, the wrong part gets returned to the vendor. In other cases, the part gets lost
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and is never received by the vendor. The person who returns a change-out part is not the 
same individual who replaced the part.
5. Failure Analysis
Failure analysis is performed on a sample o f  the failed items only, even on the more 
expensive items, due to time and financial constraints. It is difficult to obtain information 
on the operational environment a major component might have been exposed to. It is 
even more difficult to test the part under simulated operational conditions. As a result, no 
fault might be found during failure analysis although one actually exists (i.e. Type II 
error, see [Iman and Conover, 1983]). In addition, vendors might be motivated to delay 
(reporting of) failure analysis as long as possible if they suspect the analysis would lead 
to a cost to them (i.e. so-called ‘Vendor recovery”).
6. Assigning Responsibility for Costs
Initially, the manufacturer pays the dealership or service center for all approved warranty 
claims. If subsequent failure analysis shows that the vendor was responsible for the costs 
o f a warranty claim, a so-called vendor recovery action is initiated to get the money back 
from the vendor. If  it shows that a non-defective part was replaced, then the dealer must 
return the funds paid for the claim.
7. Warranty Data Analysis
Failure diagnostic and warranty claim data are stored in different databases. They are not 
easily combined or compared. Furthermore, the workload o f reliability engineers 
prohibits a detailed comparison of data entries relating to the same failure event. The 
complexity of the components, their multitude of failure modes and the shortage of
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experts with access to all stored failure data, prohibit a  detailed failure cause analysis 
based on stored data.
7.6 Model and Assumptions
components (on any given day). Therefore, the system fails if  any one of its major 
components fails. This results in the reliability model shown in Equation (107).
use of Maximum Likelihood Estimation functions. The model attempts to estimate the 
parameters o f the 2-parameter Weibull component reliability functions, such that the 
likelihood function L is maximized. The function for the likelihood contribution of a 
particular observation is shown in Equation (108). Here ds[ is the observed set o f 
components diagnosed as causing failure of system i, and DS\, the random subset of 
components diagnosed to have caused failure of system i.
7.6.1 General Assumptions
The general assumptions used in this case study are the same as the ones listed in Section
2.1 “General Assumptions”, with the exception of the fifth, sixth, seventh and ninth 
assumption. These are replaced by the following:
As mentioned, the assumption is made that the system is a series-system of its major
Km=n to ('))°* = (')* *>(')* toM)4 * to «r (107)
The component reliability estimation problem can be expressed mathematically with the
► (108)
= tn DSt = ds,)
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1. For each system, the observed quantities are tf, the realized value of 7/, and dsj, the 
realized value o f DSi cz { 1,2, ..., Jj}, the component diagnosed as causing system 
failure i. Thus, the system TTF is assumed to be a known quantity, while the cause 
of failure is diagnosed and can be known or is uncertain. In addition, it might be 
partially or fully masked. Censored observations are identified by an empty set dsj.
2. Correct identification of system failures, i.e. if a system observation / at time tf has 
a non-empty set dsf, then a system failure has actually occurred at tf. If  set ds[ is 
empty, then the system has not failed at time f/, but was taken out of the test for 
other reasons (i.e. is censored at tf).
3. Set ds{ might contain the true cause o f system failure cf, but that is uncertain. All 
elements o f set dsf actually failed, but another component not part of the set might 
have caused the failure.
4. Systems are observed since new until their first failure or censoring event occurs. 
Upon failure the failing component is replaced and the system is removed from the 
population. Any following replacement activities are ignored if  they occur more 
than 5 weeks after the first claimed replacement activity. Replacements within this 
5 weeks period are considered related through occurrence of misdiagnosis or 
consequential damage.
7.6.2 Specific Assumptions
In addition to these general assumptions, some specific assumptions are made.
1. Component life-lengths are two-parameter Weibull-distributed with shape
parameter /?£ and scale parameter aft, thus Ofr = (ccfc, /?#).
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2. One configuration is tested, D = 1. Vi: Kj = K ,J j = O] = CONSTANT, J'± = O ik
3. P(CT/[c/]= k  \ Ti = tf , DSf = ds{), does not depend on the life distribution 
parameters, nor on the time o f failure. The latter is shown in Equation (109). 
V (x * y ) :P (p T l[c ,\~ k \T l = x ,D S ,= d s ,)  = P(CTl [cl ] = k \T l = y ,D S , = ds,) (109)
4. Replacement of a misdiagnosed part will result in renewed failure of the Charging 
and Starting System within 5 calendar weeks of the replacement occurrence date. If  
no such failure was observed within 5 weeks time, the replaced parts are considered 
to contain the true cause of failure, i.e. no misdiagnosis occurred.
Using the assumption that the probability o f misdiagnosis does not depend on the 
time of the failure event, as shown in Equation (109), above Equation (108)) can be 
simplified to the form shown in Equation (110).
l , * K c r ,[c , ] = * |f l s ,  =<*,)} (n o )
*=i ( *=i J
With these assumptions, data were collected and edited. This created further insight 
into the problem. It led to the estimation approach described later in this chapter.
7.7 Collection and Preprocessing of System Observations
Table 7.1 describes the attributes collected for each observation. Records were collected 
from several databases on the mainframe o f the tractor manufacturer, were matched based 
on serial numbers and exported to a spreadsheet. Note that mileage information is only 
available for trucks on which maintenance activities on the Charging and Starting System 
were claimed during the test period. Therefore, calendar time in field operation is the only 
feasible measure o f use to describe system reliability behavior.
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Table 7.1: Data Collected per Observation
Attribute Description
Serial Number The unique serial number of the Tractor.
Build Date Manufacturing date of the Tractor.
In-Service Date Start of the warranty period. Date that the customer puts 
the tractor into field operation as reported to the warranty 
claims department of the manufacturer.
Mileage Mileage at system failure. This field is blank if no failure 
occurred (mileage of censored observations is unknown).
Failure Failure Occurred (Yes = 1 /  No = 0).
Failed Part Replaced major component. Part was diagnosed as failed 
and might have caused the system failure.
Occurrence Date Occurrence date of the system failure.
Total Paid Total warranty claim paid.19
19 The amounts were modified to protect the manufacturer.
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Each observation in the dataset describes one warranty claim or suspended 
observation. As one failure event can result into several warranty claims, the number of 
observations exceeds the number of trucks of the particular configuration under analysis 
that were manufactured in the period of interest. This difference is also explained by 
multiple failures on some trucks where a misdiagnosis of the failure cause might have 
occurred. Table 7.2 shows the frequency of failure in the dataset.
Table 7.2: Number of Replacements and Warranty Cost Contribution
Component Number o f  
Replacements
Percentage 







Battery 92 24.4 14,515 16.2
Starter 101 26.8 36,200 40.4
Alternator 77 20.4 30,638 34.2
Connections 107 28.4 8,187 9.2
A sample o f the collected data is shown in Table 7.3. The data were reviewed to 
filter out data entry errors or omissions. One observation was deleted due to 
unrecoverable quality problems. Seven others were edited for infeasible mileage at 
failure. A total of 471 observations (i.e. about 12% of the dataset) had no entry for the 
truck’s “In-Service Date”-attribute, i.e. were left-censored. Their value was estimated 
using the assumptions described previously. The resulting dataset contained 3900 
observations. After adjusting the data for multiple failure events in the Charging and 
Starting System of the same tractor, a total of 3832 observations remained. Note that 
about 18% of the trucks that experienced a failure had multiple component replacements, 
signaling that imperfect diagnosis or maintenance probably occurred, as discussed above. 
Some comments regarding the registered values of the date attributes are presented next.
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Table 7.3: Extract From The Collected Dataset
Serial Build- In-Service Failed Occurrence Total
Number Date Date Mileage Failure Part Date Paid (S)
923110 990107 990122 17310 1 ALT 990313 626.85
926450 990105 990118 7 1 CON 990112 65.00
926451 990105 0 0 0.00
926452 990105 990122 0 0 0.00
926453 990105 990118 0 0 0.00
926454 990105 990118 27804 1 STR 990313 769.45
926455 990105 990126 0 0 0.00
926456 990107 990119 0 0 0.00
926457 990115 990203 0 0 0.00
926458 990115 990129 0 0 0.00
926459 990115 990129 0 0 0.00
926460 990115 990129 0 0 0.00
926461 990115 0 0 0.00
926462 990115 990202 0 0 0.00
926463 990115 990203 0 0 0.00
926464 990115 990205 0 0 0.00
926465 990118 990129 0 0 0.00
926466 990118 0 0 0.00
926467 990120 2380 1 STR 990303 851.25
787607 990122 990127 2897 1 CON 990302 70.50
787608 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787609 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787610 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787611 990126 990208 0 0 0.00
787612 990126 990208 0 0 0.00
787613 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787614 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787615 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787616 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787617 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787618 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787619 990126 990203 0 0 0.00
787620 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787621 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787622 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787623 990127 990201 0 0 0.00
787622 990126 990201 0 0 0.00
787624 990127 990202 2721 1 STR 990312 824.05
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7.7.1 Time Between Manufacturing a Truck and Putting it in Service
The warranty period o f a truck begins on the date that the truck starts field operation. This 
date is called the “In-Service Date”. The customer should report the start o f field 
operation to the dealer. This dealer must then immediately report this date to the 
manufacturer, regardless o f whether a claim on this truck was made.
A truck record might have no “In-Service Date” entry in the warranty claims 
database, resulting in left-censored observations (see Table 7.3). This concerns both 
system failure and system censored observations. The omission might be due to any o f 
the following reasons:
•  The truck was built but has not been shipped yet.
•  The truck was shipped but the dealer hasn’t sold it yet.
•  The customer received the truck but is still preparing it for service (e.g. is painting
the company logo on it).
• The truck is in operation but this has not been reported to the dealer and/or
manufacturer yet.
Trucks are shipped from the manufacturing facility between a few hours and about three 
days after rolling off the production line. Delivery takes between one and four days. The 
particular truck configuration analyzed in this case study costs on the order o f magnitude 
o f $100,000 and is built-to-order. Since demand for logistical services has been high in 
recent years, trucks will not likely sit idle on the customer’s lot for long. Truck 
preparation can take anywhere between a day and two months. Therefore, it is safe to 
assume that all trucks produced in the manufacturing period of interest have been put into
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operation by the time the first warranty data were collected, which is at least 3.5 months 
after the latest manufacturing date in the truck population.20
In this case study, values for “In-Service Date” were generated for left-censored 
observations that had none registered. A point estimate of one month between “Build 
Date” and “In-Service Date” was assumed by default. However, where trucks were 
delivered in a batch to the same fleet operator and “In-Service Date”-values were known 
for some of the trucks in that batch, the latest registered date in that batch was assumed 
for all other trucks from that same production run. Furthermore, for trucks with failure of 
the Charging and Starting System, the mileage value was used to improve the estimate of 
the “In-Service Date”-value. Here the reasonable assumption was made that a truck drives 
an average of between 400 and 500 miles per calendar day.
7.7.2 Secondary Failures
Note that the analytical methods presented in Chapter 4 of this research assume that the 
system fails as soon as one, and only one, component fails. The field data were 
preprocessed to address this phenomenon. If replacements matching the groups were 
observed at one failure event or during shortly separated occurrences, the true cause of 
failure was assigned to the primary failure as described in Section 7.4.5 “Secondary 
Failures and Dependent Masking”. All o f the groups mentioned there were indeed 
actually observed in the dataset. In addition, the groups {CON, BAT} and {ALT, CON, 
STR} occurred.
20 Possible exceptions to this rule are demonstration trucks that are kept at the dealership. In addition, a few 
trucks are lost due to wrecks, after which the warranty policy on them is canceled.
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7.7.3 Failure in Advance of Field Operation
Note that trucks might have a warranty claim submitted on them before they have been 
put into service. In this case, the “Occurrence D ate”-value o f an observation falls before 
the “In-Service Date”-value. This occurs because of the way trucks are delivered to the 
dealer and customer. Clients always pick up their truck at a dealership. The manufacturer 
delivers tractor trucks in groups of three: one truck is driven while carrying two others 
along. The truck that is driven might have a failure event on the way to the dealership. 
Such cases are immediately resolved at the nearest dealership and a warranty claim is 
submitted. Observations with a failure event date before the truck’s in-service date, are 
assigned a TTF-value based on the mileage driven till failure. The assumption that trucks 
are driven an average o f400 miles per calendar day is used to determine the TTF-value.
7.7.4 Validation Efforts on System Data
In summary, an extensive review o f the collected records was made. The validation 
activities included:
1. Edited bad observations if the reason for the poor quality could readily be
determined and the problem could be corrected. This concerned e.g. decreasing
mileage values of consecutive failures and impossibly high mileage given the 
number o f days the truck was in service.
2. Removed bad observations that could not be explained or corrected.
3. Determined a date at which the truck was first put in service for left-censored
observations, i.e. those observations without a  database entry of this date.
4. Determined the number of days in service until first failure or censoring event
based upon registered event descriptions and *dates.
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5. Assigned the probable cause o f failure if  several components were replaced
simultaneously or shortly following21 each other. Masking those observations for 
which a combination of registered data, familiarity with the system and reliability 
engineering knowledge did not lead to a consensus on the probable cause o f failure.
7.7.5 Factors Affecting System Data Quality
In summary, the quality o f the date-based values is reduced by the following phenomena:
• Maintenance activities can occur in advance of the truck being reported as put in 
service. A failure can occur (and result in a claim) when the truck is being driven to 
the dealerships or upon first use after it has been sitting idle on the dealer’s or 
customer’s lot for a few weeks.
• Time passes between performing the diagnostic and replacement work and 
reporting it through a claim to the manufacturer.
• The date o f claim submission sometimes is reported as the date the truck was put in 
service for the sake of convenience. This occurs when the claim submitter notices, 
while preparing to submit a claim, that the manufacturer had not been notified 
previously of the fact that the truck is now in operation and the warranty coverage 
period has thus started. The customer has little to no incentive to report this in- 
service date in advance of claiming repair work.
Based on these data and using the assumptions made regarding misdiagnosis, missing
data and secondary failures, a time to failure can be calculated for each system failure and
a probable cause set can be assigned. The preprocessed failure data for a total o f 309
21 The term “shortly following” is quantified here as less than 5 weeks apart.
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trucks are shown in Appendix E. The 3523 preprocessed censored observations are 
omitted for sake o f brevity, but can be obtained from the researcher upon request.
This concludes the description of the data collection and preprocessing step. It 
resulted in a test approach that is described next.
7.8 Analysis of the Dataset
The system observations were analyzed by attempting to remove misdiagnosis from the 
original dataset and analyzing the resulting datasets with the methods presented earlier on 
in this research. A  total o f 100 datasets without misdiagnosed data were generated based 
on the original dataset that is thought to contain misdiagnosed data. The manner in which 
this removal of misdiagnosis was performed is described next.
7.8.1 Generating Datasets Without Misdiagnosis
The failure observations were analyzed to determine which ones occurred within 35 days 
(i.e. 5 calendar weeks) of the date on which data were collected, i.e. the censoring date. 
These observations were marked as possibly misdiagnosed failures by a flag value of 1 in 
the “Misdiagnosis Masking” column (see Appendix E). Thirty such observations could be 
identified. All 276 observations with a flag value of 0 in this column had replacement 
activities that occurred more than 5 weeks before the end o f the test. The trucks 
experienced no further failure occurrences of the Charging and Starting System 
afterwards. Therefore, the diagnosis of failure causes is considered to be correct and no 
masking o f such failures was performed. A flag value of 2 in the “Misdiagnosis Masking” 
column indicates that there were several replacement activities for this truck that could 
not clearly be assigned to a particular component type. Three such observations were
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identified. These observations were masked by adding a randomly selected connection 
component to the replaced components in set dsj in order to form a masking set 05/.
A software program was written to generate 100 datasets with thirty observations
without misdiagnosis based on the observations with a flag value of 1 in the 
“Misdiagnosis Masking” column (see Appendix E). It performed the following routine:
1. Determine the type k  of the component diagnosed to have caused failure in set dsf.
2. Take a random number RAND and compare it with x, the right-hand side value in 
the following equations:
• P(CT, [c, ] *  11 DS,. = {577?}) = 0.15
• P{CTi [c, ] *  2 1 D S,=  {ALT}) = 0.3
• P{CTt [c,. ]* 3 |D S , = [BA T}) = 0.3
• P{CTt [c, ] *  4 1 DS, = {CON}) = 0
3. If RAND > x, then the observation is correctly diagnosed and set OS[ equals set dsj. 
Otherwise, assign a masked set 05/ in the following manner:
• If dsi — {STR}, then set 05 / contains a starter, a battery and a connection 
component.
• If  dsi =  {ALT}, then set 05/ contains a battery and a connection component.
• If ds[ = {BAT}, then set 05/ contains an alternator and a connection component. 
The 3 masked observations, 276 correctly diagnosed failure observations and 3523 
censored observations were then copied into the 100 datasets without misdiagnosis. The 
resulted datasets were analyzed using the UFMD, UMMD, IMLE and IMD methods. The 
findings are discussed next.
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7.8.2 Estimating Parameter Values with the UFMD method
The 100 datasets without misdiagnosed data were analyzed using the UFMD method. 
Results are shown in Table 7.5 and Table 7.6. Note that the parameter estimates for the 
Connector component type aren’t normally distributed as all estimates have the same 
value for the 100 datasets. This phenomenon is caused by the absence of misdiagnosis for 
Connectors. Therefore, the removal of misdiagnosis in the original dataset had no 
influence on the Connector data which are exactly the same in all 100 sets. As a result, 
the estimate for Connector reliability parameters reduces to the MLE of the original 
dataset. For the other three component types, the parameter estimates were affected by 
misdiagnosis. The values of the 95% confidence interval for Weibull distribution 
parameters o f these component types are shown in Table 7.4.





al 88591 90518 92445
P i 0.59344 0.59485 0.59633
«2 1.2417E05 1.3158E05 1.3899E05
P2 0.56474 0.56814 0.57154
1.1058E07 1.2012E07 1.2966E07
P3 0.45731 0.45959 0.46187
It took an average o f about 7 minutes to analyze a dataset, with a standard error of 1 
minute and 10 seconds.
7.8.3 Estimating Parameter Values with the UMMD method
The datasets were analyzed using the UMMD method. The method did not provide 
parameter estimates for any o f the 100 datasets, as it concluded that the assumption of
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Table 7.5: Statistics on UFMD Analysis With Misdiagnosis (1)




<*1 P i a2 P2
Mean 7.0175 90518 0.59485 1.3158E05 0.56814
Standard
Error 1.1710 970.90 7.093 5E-04 3732.3 1.7150E-03
Median 2.2917 87859 0.59612 1.2683E05 0.56726
Standard
Deviation 11.710 9709.0 7.0950E-03 37323 0.017152
Sample
Variance 137.12 9.4265E07 5.0317E-05 1.3930E09 2.9419E-04
Kurtosis 9.7763 0.90086 0.027157 0.080770 -0.36326
Skewness 2.9339 0.87113 -0.53764 0.77749 -0.015584
Range 64.400 44899 0.030514 1.7098E05 0.082718
Minimum 0.300 78142 0.57401 64028 0.53184
Maximum 64.700 1.2304E05 0.60452 2.3501E05 0.61456
Sum 707.75 9.0518E06 59.485 1.3158E07 56.814
C.I. Half- 
Width (95%) 2.3235 1926.5 1.4075E-03 7405.7 3.4033E-03
Table 7.6: Statistics on UFMD Analysis With Misdiagnosis (2)
Parameter /  
Statistic
&3 P3 CC4 P4
Mean 1.2012E07 0.45959 3.2079E10 0.33826
Standard
Error 4.8077E05 1.1497E-03 0 0
Median 1.1502E07 0.45881 3.2079E10 0.33826
Standard
Deviation 4.8077E06 0.011497 0 0
Sample
Variance 2.3114E13 1.3218E-04 0 0
Kurtosis 9.0941 0.41684 Not Applicable -2.0412
Skewness 2.2337 -0.18651 Not Applicable 1.0153
Range 3.2737E07 0.062838 0 0
Minimum 5.3130E06 0.42260 3.2079E10 0.33826
Maximum 3.8050E07 0.48544 3.2079E10 0.33826
Sum 1.2012E09 45.959 3.2079E12 33.826
C. I. Half- 
Width (95%) 9.5395E05 2.2813E-03 0 0
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independent masking was not met for any o f them. This conclusion obviously is correct 
in view o f the problem description. It provides evidence of the correct implementation of 
the UMMD method in the software program.
7.8.4 Estimating Parameter Values with the IMLE method
The IMLE method was used to estimate the parameter values for the observations in the 
first dataset. The stopping criteria were set at the values discussed in Section 5.4 “IMLE 
Method”. The test was stopped after running for 81 hours straight (4861.9 minutes) as the 
method had failed to converge to a solution. In that time, only 6 iterations had been 
completed. The intermediate results for these iterations are shown in Table 7.7 and Table 
7.8. Note that for each of these iterations, the inner loop, i.e. the Gradient Search, was 
automatically halted because Equation (91) had not been met after 50,000 cycles were 
taken! After 50,000 cycles in the 6th iteration, the value of the stopping criterion function
dArwas y
k=1 d a k
dAk N= 0.17762.
dPk
The log-likelihood value A  reaches its maximum at the first iteration. The stopping 
criterion o f the outer loop, Equation (93), was not met after that first iteration and the 
algorithm continued. It produced parameter estimates that actually resulted in a smaller 
log-likelihood value, indicating that the estimates were getting worse! This shows that:
1. the IMLE method is not guaranteed to converge.
2. convergence of the IMLE method might depend on the stopping criteria used in the 
inner and/or outer loop (Equation (91) and Equation (93)).
3. the IMLE method shows anomalous behavior close to the MLE solution.
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Table 7.7: Intermediate Results of the IMLE Method (I)
Iteration /  
Parameters
0 / 2 3
a i 97507 97478 97758 97978
P i 0.58917 0.58920 0.58890 0.58878
«2 2.0019E05 1.2419E05 1.1460E05 1.1095E05
J^ 2 0.54533 0.56929 0.57235 0.57836
2.8026E07 1.9611E07 1.6494E07 1.4831E07
J33 0.43177 0.43867 0.44358 0.44916
ad 3.2067E10 3.0139E10 2.7152E10 2.6526E10
fi4 0.33827 0.33877 0.34033 0.34010
A 22 -2728.4 -2734.6 -2735.2
Table 7.8: Intermediate Results of the IMLE Method (II)
Iteration /  
Parameters
4 5 6
a i 96794 97984 96799
P i 0.58979 0.58878 0.58978
a2 1.1077E05 1.1162E05 1.1025E05
P2 0.57849 0.57788 0.57886
a3 1.3946E07 1.3527E07 1.3512E07
P3 0.45141 0.45256 0.45261
a4 2.6389E10 2.5892E10 2.6360E10
P4 0.34109 0.34143 0.34111
A -2736.4 -2737.1 -2737.1
22 No log-IikeLihood value is calculated here as it would not be comparable to the values obtained in later 
iterations. In iteration 0, the set is modified by the assumption that all masked observations are censored.
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7.8.5 Estimating Parameter Values with the IMD method
The IMD method was used to analyze the 100 datasets without misdiagnosed data. It 
ignores all masked observations and considers them to be censored. Parameters are 
estimated on the separated component type datasets. Results are shown in Table 7.10 and 
Table 7.11. Note that, as for the UFMD analysis, the parameter estimates for the 
Connector component type aren’t normally distributed as all estimates have the same 
value for the 100 datasets. The estimate for Connector reliability parameters reduces to 
the MLE o f the original dataset. For the other three component types, the parameter 
estimates were affected by misdiagnosis. The values of the 95% confidence interval for 
Weibull distribution parameters of these component types are shown in Table 7.9.





a j 88591 90518 92444
P i 0.59345 0.59485 0.59626
CC2 1.85937E05 1.94680E05 2.03423 E05
P2 0.54602 0.54845 0.55088
CC3 2.36217E07 2.51067E07 2.65917E07
P3 0.43458 0.43618 0.43778
It took an average of 2.43 seconds to analyze a dataset, with a standard error of 0.05.
7.8.6 Analysis Assuming No Misdiagnosis
The original dataset can also be analyzed under the simplifying assumption that 
misdiagnosis hardly ever occurs and thus can be ignored. In that case, only three masked 
observations remain. The estimates generated with different methods can be found in 
Table 7.12.
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Table 7.10: Statistics on IMD Analysis With Misdiagnosis (1)




a i P i P2
Mean 0.040450 90518 0.59485 1.9468E05 0.54845
Standard 8.2928E- 7.093 5E-04 4406.2 1.2250E-03
Error 04 970.90
Median 0.033333 87859 0.59612 1.8996E05 0.54900
Standard 8.2928E- 7.093 5E-03 44062 0.012250
Deviation 03 9709.0
Sample 6.8771E- 5.0317E-05 1.9415E09 1.5006E-04
Variance 05 9.4265E07
Kurtosis -1.9571 0.90086 0.027157 0.63410 -0.57953
Skewness 0.28711 0.87113 -0.53786 0.88140 -0.25703
Range 0.016667 44899 0.030514 2.0572E05 0.051346
Minimum 0.033333 78142 0.57401 1.3401E05 0.51796
Maximum 0.05 1.2304E05 0.60452 3.3973E05 0.56930
Sum 4.05 9.0518E06 59.485 1.9468E07 54.845
C.I. Half- 1.6455E-
Width (95%) 03 1926.5 1.4074E-03 8742.9 2.4306E-03
Table 7.11: Statistics on IMD Analysis With Misdiagnosis (2)
Parameter /  
Statistic
as P3 a4 P4
Mean 2.5107E07 0.43618 3.2079E10 0.33826
Standard 74841E05 8.0687E-04 0 0
Error
Median 2.3310E07 0.43704 3.2079E10 0.33826
Standard 7.4841E06 8.0687E-03 0 0
Deviation
Sample 5.6011E13 6.5104E-05 0 0
Variance
Kurtosis 2.6675 -0.29038 Not Applicable -2.0412
Skewness 1.2950 -0.34739 Not Applicable 1.0153
Range 3.7690E07 0.034651 0 0
Minimum 1.5972E07 0.41385 3.2079E10 0.33826
Maximum 5.3662E07 0.44850 3.2079E10 0.33826
Sum 2.5107E08 43.618 3.2079E12 33.826
C. I. Half-
Width (95%) 1.4850E06 1.6010E-03 0 0
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Table 7.12: Point Estimates Assuming No Misdiagnosis
Method 
/  Param.
UFMD UMMD IMLE23 IMLE 
(Maximum A) 24
IMD
a i 78142 78142 77353 78936 78142
P i 0.60452 0.60452 0.59849 0.61055 0.60452
<*2 1.2614E05 1.0915E05 1.1843E05 1.1720E05 1.2223E05
P2 0.56770 0.58174 0.58043 0.56821 0.57454
a3 1.3907E07 1.3907E07 1.5039E07 1.4913E07 1.5972E07
P3 0.45259. 0.45259 0.44441 0.45443 0.44850
CC4 3.2079E10 3.4656E10 3.1076E10 3.1506E10 3.2079E10
P4 0.33826 0.33643 0.33515 0.34202 0.33826
A -3204.1 -3206.1 -2390.3 -2339.9 -3177.3
Time
(Min.)
0.25 0.033333 295 295 0.05
23 This concerns an intermediate result after 350 iterations. The method had failed to converge after running 
for five hours and the analysis was halted.
24 These estimates were obtained in iteration 39. They generated the highest value o f A  from all o f the 350 
tested combinations.
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Some comments can be made with Table 7.12:
1. The MLE for the Starter component type (k  = 1) are the same for the UFMD, 
UMMD and IMD methods because the Starter component does not appear in any 
masked set OSi in the dataset.
2. Although the set contains only 3 masked observations and despite using the 
increased value of s =  0.05 in the Gradient Search stopping criterion (see Equation 
(91)), the IMLE method failed to converge to a solution in almost 5 hours of 
analysis and was halted after 350 iterations. The third column shows the parameter 
estimates and log-likelihood value generated during the last iteration.
3. The parameter estimates that generated the highest log-likelihood value in the 
IMLE analysis were stored and are shown in the fourth column. These estimates 
were obtained in the 39th iteration. Note that the IMLE algorithm was allowed to 
continue for another 311 iterations without converging to a better solution.
4. Due to its known incorrect assumption that all masked observations, i.e. system 
failures with unknown cause, have not failed, estimates generated with the IMD 
algorithm should be considered rough guesses and treated accordingly.
5. The log-likelihood value of the solution generated with the IMD algorithm cannot 
be compared with the log-likelihood value of the solution using the other methods, 
as IMD modifies the dataset in these steps in order to arrive at an initial guess. All 
masked observations are turned into censored observations and MLE is performed 
on the resulting separable component type datasets. The listed log-likelihood value 
is valid for this modified dataset only.
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6. The log-likelihood value o f the IMLE solution cannot be compared with the value 
obtained with the other methods. It is calculated from the masked set, while UFMD 
and UMMD unmask data and then calculate the log-likelihood value for the set.
7. As the UMMD method considers only a subset of all distinct and feasible cause- 
allocation vectors can, the log-likelihood value of its solution is always less than or 
equal to the one obtained with UFMD. In this example, the log-likelihood value of 
the UMMD solution is 0.062% less than the one obtained for the UFMD solution.
8. The UMMD method generates a solution in less time than the UFMD method for 
this dataset. The method succeeds in speeding up the analysis, as intended.
Next to the point estimates o f the parameter values, 90% and 95% confidence 
interval limits are determined by the software modules for each o f the methods. The 
intervals for the UFMD, UMMD and IMD methods are shown in
Table 7.14, Table 7.15 and Table 7.16, respectively. Note that the confidence 
intervals o f the different methods largely overlap for each of the parameters estimated.
The hazard plotting method described in Section 4.7.2 “Plotting Multiply Censored 
Component Type Life Data” was also applied to the original truck data with the 
assumption that misdiagnosis hardly ever occurs and thus can be ignored. Hazard plots 
were developed using the component type hazard plotting data file (i.e. the file with 
extension “.cth”) that is generated by the UFMD software module. The plots show the 
cumulative hazard percentage plotting points against their respective TTF-values in days. 
The Starter, Alternator, Battery and Connector cumulative hazard plots are shown in 
Figure 7.3, Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6, respectively. The parameter estimates 
obtained from these plots are shown in the first column of Table 7.13.
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Table 7.13: Point Estimates Using Hazard Plotting














Time (Min.) 100 400




a i 16248 78142 3.7581E05
P i 0.47976 0.60452 0.76173
a 2 22779 1.2614E05 6.9845E05
P2 0.44890 0.56770 0.71794
a3 9.1102E05 1.3907E07 2.1230E08
P3 0.36060 0.45259 0.56804
a4 7.1163E08 3.2079E10 1.4461E12
P4 0.27901 0.33826 0.41009
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ai 16248 78142 3.7581E05
P i 0.47976 0.60452 0.76173
a2 15102 1.0915E05 7.8886E05
P2 0.46261 0.58174 0.73154
a 3 9.1102E05 1.3907E07 2.1230E08
P3 0.36060 0.45259 0.56804
a4 1.0207E09 3.4658E10 1.1768E12
P4 0.27721 0.33643 0.40830





<*1 16248 78142 3.7581E05
P i 0.47976 0.60452 0.76173
cc2 20901 1.2223E05 7.1485E05
P2 0.45559 0.57454 0.72457
as 1.4884E06 1.5972E07 1.7141E08
P3 0.35661 0.44850 0.56408
a4 7.1163E08 3.2079E10 1.4460E12
P4 0.27901 0.33826 0.41009
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Figure 7.3: Starter Cumulative Hazard Plot - No Misdiagnosis
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Figure 7.4: Alternator Cumulative Hazard Plot - No Misdiagnosis
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Figure 7.5: Battery Cumulative Hazard Plot - No Misdiagnosis
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Figure 7.6: Connector Cumulative Hazard - No Misdiagnosis
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Figure 7.7: System Cumulative Hazard Plot - No Misdiagnosis
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A common simplification in industrial practice is the assumption that the reliability 
behavior o f a  system can be described by a single Weibull distribution. Section 4.7.1 
“Plotting Multiply Censored System Life Data” described a method to plot such data. 
Figure 7.7 shows the cumulative hazard plot of the entire system if no misdiagnosis is 
assumed. It was developed using the system hazard plotting data file (i.e. the file with 
extension “.haz”) that is generated by the UFMD software module.
If  one assumes that the different component types have identically distributed lives, 
Equation (79) can be used to determine cfc for each type k  from an estimate of system 
scale parameter a. From the system cumulative hazard plot the estimate o f /? is 0.51. This 
is also the estimate of /?£ for each component type using this method. The value for a  is 
estimated at 1.38 * 104. Then a j = a2 ~  1.38 * 104, but orj = 2.09 * 10s and a.4 = 3.17 * 
106. These estimates are shown in Table 7.13.
7.9 Model Validation
When the data were collected in June 1999, the manufacturer agreed to perform a 
renewed query o f the warranty claims database in early 2000 in order to collect more 
recent warranty claims on the Charging and Starting System for the same test population. 
After quality review of the dataset, the dataset would then be analyzed in a similar 
fashion as the 1999 set. The resulting parameter estimates could then be compared to 
determine the accuracy of the initial estimates, and thus their predictive power, for each 
o f the presented methods. Unfortunately, the desired data had not yet been received at the 
time this report was published. Therefore, it was not possible to validate the models by 
comparing reliability estimates based on field data collected at different times.
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The following questions were considered in a  validation effort:
1. Is the sample taken from the population o f interest? Will analysis o f the sample 
allow prediction o f  the population or has the population changed?
Warranty claim data were purposely collected on trucks produced after the 
manufacturer switched its alternator supplier. As the manufacturer did not make further 
supplier or product design changes and the operating environment has not changed, 
resulting estimates can be used for predictions o f the reliability o f the Charging and 
Starting System of similar trucks manufactured after the sampling date.
2. Were data obtained by a simple random sampling from the population o f interest? 
Does each set o f N  units have the same chance o f being the chosen sample?
Rather than taking a sample, the entire population o f trucks produced in the three
months immediately following the switch to a new alternator supplier was used.
3. Has failure been defined precisely?
A failure is defined as any event resulting into a warranty claim for replacement 
efforts performed on the Charging and Starting System.
4. Are measurements meaningful and correct?
Although mileage data for all trucks would be a preferred measure o f system use 
over calendar days in service, the unavailability of mileage data for trucks that generated 
censored observations prohibits such an analysis. The data quality o f date entries was 
verified extensively, as previously discussed.
5. Does a probability plot show that the chosen distribution fits the data?
To extract maximum information from multiply censored data, Nelson [1982, p. 
315] suggests the use o f both graphical and MLE methods in practice, as they
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complement each other. Plots are useful for validation o f the distribution assumption and 
data quality, while maximum likelihood analysis generates confidence limits and 
objective estimates. The cumulative hazard plots for the components clearly support the 
assumption that component lives are Weibull distributed. However, they show that two 
failure modes are dominating failure behavior at different component lifetimes. Infant 
mortality occurs within the first two weeks of operation. Failures due to mistakes in 
assembly and in the manufacturing of components cause failures to take place at a 
relatively high rate. The component type demonstrates a different failure behavior after 
surviving the first two weeks o f operation. Then failure behavior results from strain on 
the components during operational use. This second failure mode, also demonstrating 
infant mortality, dominates failure behavior from the third week of operational use 
onwards. The hazard plots show that both failure modes can be described by a 2- 
parameter Weibull distribution.
Note that the results on an analysis might have practical importance, but should not 
be relied upon unless they are also statistically significant [Nelson, 1982, p. 12]. The 
latter assures that results are not caused by random sampling variation, but are based on 
real differences.
7.10 Interpretation of Results
Some manufacturing problems were identified in the quality review o f the original 
dataset, as shown in Appendix E. The component type hazard plots shown previously in 
this chapter confirm this analysis. They clearly show that infant mortality is present in all 
component types, i.e. relatively many failures occur within the first two weeks of 
operation. These failures were induced by the component manufacturing process and the
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assembly and delivery processes, as previously mentioned. If  so desired, parameter 
estimates for the Weibull reliability function describing these early failures can be 
obtained from fitting a straight line to the observations in the lower tail o f the graph. This 
is omitted here as the future reliability behavior o f the components will be determined by 
the second failure mode.
Parameter estimates generated with the analytical methods were based on all 
failure, censored and masked observations, including these early failures. The estimates 
obtained from the hazard plots, on the other hand, ignored the early failures in fitting a 
straight line to the plotting points. As a result, their shape parameter estimates are thought 
to be closer to the values that the truck manufacturer can expect to obtain in future 
analyses of the same sample. If  a renewed data collection effort of the same truck 
population were to be performed and the dataset were analyzed at this time, the presented 
analytical methods would generate shape parameter estimates closer to the ones obtained 
by the hazard plotting methods. This is explained by the fact that at such later time, the 
infant mortality data would form a smaller portion of the collected failure observations 
and would thus have a much smaller influence on the parameter estimates.
The hazard plot of the system data showed a good fit of the Weibull distribution for 
observations made after the infant mortality period. This suggests that a Weibull 
distribution could be fitted to the system life data and resulting estimates could be used to 
estimate frequency of future warranty claims. Since replacement costs are quite different 
for the components in the system, use of this approach to estimate future warranty costs is 
not recommended. Instead, the manufacturer is advised to use the parameter estimates
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obtained at the component type level on the original truck data in combination with 
average component replacement cost data (see Appendix E) to predict warranty costs.
In Chapter 6, tests showed that masked observations can be ignored if they form a 
small portion o f the dataset and/or when the number o f known failure observations is 
large in comparison to the number of masked observations. The generated truck datasets 
with misdiagnosis removed did contain masking levels smaller than 10%. At such a low 
masking level, the EMD method generates accurate estimates quickly. Therefore, the IMD 
point estimates obtained on the datasets with misdiagnosis removed are considered to be 
the best estimates o f the Weibull parameter values.
On the original dataset, the confidence intervals o f the shape and scale parameter 
estimates obtained using the UFMD method show much overlap with those generated 
with the IMD method. Therefore, the estimates are not significantly different at the 95% 
confidence level. The same statement holds for the UMMD estimates on the original 
dataset. The estimates for all three methods on all parameters greatly overlap. This adds 
to the validity o f these methods.
The confidence intervals of the shape and scale parameter estimates that are 
obtained using the EMD method on the original dataset, enclose those obtained using the 
datasets with misdiagnosis removed and their expected values are close. This suggests 
that the estimates are not significantly different. Consequently, analysis o f this problem 
does not require development of a special method and future analyses of the Charging 
and Starting system can be performed on the original data after quality review. Note, 
however, that secondary failure and misdiagnosis cannot be ignored in the quality review 
of the dataset when multiple component replacements occurred shortly following each
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other. For such observations, knowledge o f failure dependencies and misdiagnosis is 
needed to allocate the failure to a certain component type. Nevertheless, this result 
simplifies future component reliability estimates from Charging and Starting system 
observations.
7.11 Conclusion
This chapter presented initial efforts to develop an approach to handle misdiagnosis and 
consequential damage in component reliability estimation from partially masked and 
censored system life data under competing risks. Collection and analysis o f real-life data 
provided insight into practical problems with data collection, the data quality 
(incomplete, incorrect and/or uncertain time and cause information) and masking 
processes. The study highlights a need for improvement of the claims submission 
process, which currently hampers data quality. A telematics solution might be considered, 
where diagnostic data would automatically be submitted by the truck over mobile 
networks once it identifies faulty operation o f any of its monitored systems. It could 
automatically register and report the date the truck first entered field operation as well as 
the occurrence date of failure of its monitored systems. Ideally, this diagnostic unit could 
also be queried without the occurrence of a failure for e.g. mileage information, so that 
such data would be available for all trucks, not just those with claims submitted on them.
Despite data quality issues, the problem could be expressed mathematically and 
estimates were obtained. The practical value of the UFMD, IMD and UMMD methods 
were demonstrated and some shortcomings o f the IMLE method [Usher, 1993; Usher and 
Guess, 1989] were unveiled. The UFMD and IMD methods showed promise in analyzing 
warranty data o f systems subject to misdiagnosis. The research effort provides further
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insight into the reliability behavior o f major components in the truck Charging and 
Starting System. It allows more accurate reliability prediction o f such a system in newly 
designed trucks.
The presented approach has some disadvantages as well. It requires efforts in data 
validation, as well as the generation and analysis of datasets where misdiagnosis is 
removed. In order to develop a feasible and unbiased solution method with general 
applicability, further research efforts are needed.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Three new numerical estimation methods for parameter estimation of IID-Weibull 
distributed component reliability functions from partially masked, and possibly censored, 
series-system life data were developed and characterized in this research. The only other 
method presented in literature on this topic failed to converge on many test datasets that 
contained masked observations.
The new methods produced accurate parameter estimates for Monte Carlo 
simulated data. Their accuracy decreases with increasing fraction of masked observations 
in the dataset and reduced number of observations with known failure causes. They show 
little bias.
The IMD method ignores masked data and treats them as censored observations. It 
works well if  more than 2 known-cause failures of each component type have been 
observed and is particularly useful for analysis of (small or large) datasets with a small 
fraction of masked observations. It provides quick and accurate estimates without 
specifying which component most likely caused each masked system failure.
The UFMD method is recommended when the number of masked observations is 
small, but forms a significant portion of the dataset and/or when the assumption of 
independent masking does not hold. It generates accurate estimates and provides an 
indication of which component most likely caused each masked system failure. However, 
it requires much computation time.
The UMMD method is recommended when the dataset is small but contains a large 
fraction of masked observations and when independent masking is assumed. It is
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recommended whenever it is desired to obtain information on which component type 
most likely caused each masked observation as long as the number o f  masked 
observations in the dataset is small.
This research has shown that masked system life data can be used effectively to 
estimate component life distribution parameters in a situation where such data form a 
large portion of the dataset and few known failures exist. It also demonstrated that a small 
fraction of masked data in a dataset can safely be ignored and can be treated as censored 
observations without much effect on the accuracy of the resulting estimates. These results 
are important as masked system life data are becoming more prevalent in industrial 
production environments.
The implementation o f the newly developed methods in software provides a user- 
friendly software product that can be used to apply the method on simulated or real-life 
data. It lowers the threshold for industrial organizations or researchers to apply the 
method outside o f this research effort.
Component reliability estimates obtained by application o f the methods developed 
in this research will help maintenance engineers determine the effect on the failure 
distribution function o f a  contemplated redesign or new design o f a series system of IID- 
Weibull distributed components. This, in turn, supports the cost /  benefit tradeoffs needed 
to make an informed design decision. A similar argument can be made for situations 
where the maintenance engineer contemplates changes in the maintenance schedule for 
industrial equipment, or in other situations in which component reliability estimates from 
masked and censored system life data are used to base strategic or tactical decisions on. 
The research result can be used to support decisions based on such estimates.
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The research results are gauged to be useful in manufacturing environments where 
equipment is subject to frequently recurring maintenance problems. They will likely 
interest the petrochemical, electronics and automotive industry where masked 
observations are common due to the high rate of (semi-)continuous production and the 
complexity of the manufacturing systems. The electronics and automotive products are 
highly complex themselves. Their lifetime data could be studied using the presented 
methods.
The UFMD and UMMD approaches require extensive computing power and the 
availability of life-length and failure cause information. The required data are commonly 
collected in manufacturing and processing industry. Companies that decide to apply these 
methods would require development of an appropriate query o f their databases and 
development o f quality control filters. The progress in computing technology adds to the 
practical value of numerical approaches such as UFMD and UMMD. Computing power 
has been doubling every 18 months for the last decennium while costs have steadily 
declined. Furthermore, the methods themselves can be simplified somewhat to reduce the 
need for computing power. Suggestions on how to achieve this and other improvements 
are presented next for future research.
8.1 Future Research
New methods for CRE from partially masked datasets under different assumptions should 
be developed. Such assumptions might concern the number or fraction o f masked 
observations, the dependence o f masking probability on failure cause, presence of 
misdiagnosis in the set or specific censoring type. Other future research activities concern 
comparison with COTS software, improvement of methods and software implementation.
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8.1.1 UFMD, IMLE and UMMD Methodology
The UFMD and UMMD algorithms and code could be modified to avoid step 10, i.e. 
generation of the cause-allocation vectors and derivation of the matching cause-indication 
vectors. This is expected to dramatically improve calculation speed, thus enabling the 
handling o f sets with more masked observations than is currently feasible.
In the data generation module, the specific components to enter the masked set are 
determined upon determining the value of MJOSfd- These components are selected based 
on their generated time to failure, tfj. The (MJOSfd-1) components with the smallest 
value o f t\j are entered into the masked set in addition to the component causing the 
system failure. The researchers who developed the IMLE method indicate that they 
randomly select components to enter the masked set. The effect o f this difference in 
creating masked sets should be studied.
The IMLE algorithm cannot be run if any of the component types did not cause the 
minimum required number (here 2 observations) o f known failure observations. The same 
statement holds for the IMD algorithm. In those cases and if  each component type occurs 
in the cause set of at least two masked observations, the UFMD method might be used to 
make the initial parameter estimate and these would then be used as the result o f steps 1 
and 2 o f the IMLE algorithm. With these initial estimates, steps 3 through 5 could be 
taken. Naturally, this is only useful after the IMLE algorithm is modified to avoid its 
convergence problem. Whether this is feasible remains to be determined.
Improvement steps 3-5 of the IMLE algorithm did not converge on the tested 
datasets. Its cause appears to lie in inherent flaws in the algorithm. Discussions with the 
creator o f the IMLE algorithm might resolve this matter.
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8.1.2 Dependent Masking
This research assumed that masking probabilities do not depend on component type. 
However, in industrial environments certain component types might fail in a manner that 
increases the probability that the system failure cause cannot be uniquely identified. For 
example (taken from Lin and Guess [1994]), several component types in a system might 
generate high heat and sear nearby components black when they fail. If a repair scheme 
requires that the entire subsystem is replaced whenever it is blackened, the system is 
subject to dependent masking. The sensitivity of the presented methods to incorrectness 
in the assumption of independent masking should be studied. This could lead to 
adjustments in the method and/or the development o f additional methods.
8.1.3 Handling Misdiagnosis
Initial efforts to develop a method that can handle misdiagnosis should be continued. A 
“Masked Datasets with Misdiagnosis” (MDM) method would support estimation under 
partial misdiagnosis o f failure causes. It could handle incorrectly diagnosed failure 
observations. Note that this excludes observations diagnosed as failure where the system 
never actually failed. Misdiagnosis is a phenomenon that can occur in practical situations 
when complex systems are analyzed, as illustrated by the truck example in Chapter 7. The 
estimation o f component reliabilities from masked and censored system life data under 
competing risks, where failure observations have been misdiagnosed, enhances the 
portability o f the research to process industry or manufacturing environments. In fixture 
research on the influence of misdiagnosis on parameter estimation, the following steps 
could be made:
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1. A Monte Carlo simulation should be made on generated data with known Weibull- 
parameters in order to determine the accuracy of the estimation method under 
different levels of misdiagnosis and consequential damage. A program should be 
written to generate e.g. 100 datasets with misdiagnosis. It would use the parameter 
values obtained with the UFMD method on the datasets with removed 
misdiagnosis. The generated datasets could then be analyzed with the UFMD 
method in a similar manner as done here. The p^-values o f the estimates could then 
be calculated and their sampling distribution derived. The latter could be used to 
determine the accuracy of the estimator and validate the estimates presented here.
2. Improvements to the method and/or code should be based on the simulation results.
3. Investigate the use of graphical analysis to validate the model (e.g. using 
WeibullSmith) or analyze the distribution of log residuals.
4. A renewed attempt should be made to collect warranty claim data on the Charging 
and Starting System of the trucks in the sample. These truck data would be 
processed in a similar manner as described here. The estimates could then be 
compared to the ones generated with the data collected in June 1999 and 
conclusions could be drawn on the validity of the method and the accuracy of the 
estimator.
5. Feedback from the manufacturer should be used to improve the method.
8.1.4 Software Enhancements
The software implementation should be improved with the following features:
1. Addition o f an input format that allows specification o f a quantity o f observations
with the same configuration and occurrence time. This could be useful when
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entering singly or multiply censored data. The current implementation allows 
specification o f batch arrival times and quantities, but does not enable the user to 
specify that all these arrivals are to be censored.
2. Allow generation of multiple datasets and a parameter file based on a saved 
parameter file with a certain similar test setting, ts. The settings o f another 
parameter file could be read in, modified and stored under a different file name and 
the user could be prompted to generate RfS new datasets.
3. Add a function that generates predictions of the reliability of new configurations o f 
the same component types. This function could read the MLE parameter values and 
their estimated variances for the component types from a file and obtain new 
system quantities Otfk as well as start and stop prediction times t from the user. The 
system could then output a reliability prediction with confidence bounds.
8.1.5 COTS Software
Several standard reliability software packages could be used on the generated datasets. 
The accuracy of their estimates on simulated, partially masked data could be determined. 
It would give a frame of reference as to what accuracy is expected in industry. It also 
would allow a comparison with the developed methods.
The WeibullSmith package contains a module called “Bi-WeibullSmith”, which 
estimates the shape and scale parameters o f the two failure modes in a dataset, displays 
the fit graphically and calculates a measure of goodness-of-fit r^. Unfortunately, the user 
manual does not specify how this value is obtained. It merely mentions that correlation 
coefficient r and coefficient of determination r*r are calculated and shown when rank 
regression is used to plot data [Fulton Findings, 1993, paragraph 2.3.2]. The business
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statistics handbook by Iman and Conover [1983, p. 369] defines the coefficient of 
determination as the proportion of variation in Y explained by a sample regression curve 
and determines its value using Equation (111):
i M
r 2 = l - ^ (  - 4  C111)
/
The ReliaSoft software program could be examined in the future. This software 
might be able to estimate reliability parameters from simulated, partially masked datasets. 
To do so would provide insight into its estimation accuracy.
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GLOSSARY
Accelerated Life Tests (ALT)
Tests performed under extreme conditions in order to accelerating the failure processes 
and life of a system. They allow reliability estimates to be made faster and with reduced 
costs as tests under normal field conditions would. The ALT observations need to be 
transformed into observations under normal field conditions through some assumed 
model such that reliability o f the equipment under normal field conditions can be 
estimated.
Asymptotic Efficiency
The asymptotic value o f  the variance o f the mean square deviation divided by the square 
o f the expected value o f the mean square deviation.
Biased
Estimator <9* for 0 is biased if  the mean Ed*  o f its sampling distribution differs from 6. 
Cardinality
Cardinality assigns a specific value to connectivity. It expresses the specific number of 
allowed entity occurrences associated with a single occurrence o f the related entity. 
Cause-Incomplete Data
These are observations o f  system failures without the identification of a matching, unique 
cause o f failure. Some reasons for missing failure cause information are:
•  time required to perform failure analysis,
•  cost of performing failure analysis (both direct and opportunity costs),
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• technical complexity o f the analysis, and
• loss of information in the communication process between diagnostician and 
reliability engineer.
Censored Data
These are observations of a system’s life that did not end in a failure. They are the result 
o f censoring an observation.
Censoring
The activity of marking an observation of a system or component reliability as 
suspended. Reasons for censoring include:
• time allowed for a test has run out without occurrence o f a system failure,
• systems are currently field operational and a reliability test is made after a period o f 
time since market introduction o f the product,
• a subject (or system) has stopped participating in the experiment for other reasons 
than failure.
• one component in a series system failed, causing the life-length observation for all 
other components to be censored
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) software 
A software system that is commercially sold to the general public.
Competing Risks
A system that consists of a series o f components will fail if  any of its components fail. 
Each component represents a risk of causing system failure. The components are said to 
compete to cause the system failure. Therefore, the term “competing risks” is used to
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describe a  situation where a system is operational only when ALL its components are in 
operating state and failure of ANY component will result into immediate system failure. 
Complete Dataset
A sample that contains only observations of system lives ended by failure. All systems 
were observed till failure. However, failure causes might not have been identified for all 
units, resulting in masking.
Component Reliability Estimation (CRE)
A mathematical description of the failure behavior o f components that is based on 
observations o f their lifetimes.
Connectivity
Connectivity describes the classification o f the relationship between entities. 
Classifications include 1:1, l:m, and m:n.
Cumulative (Failure) Distribution Function (CDF)
A function describing the population fraction that has failed at or before a given age. It 
describes the unreliability o f the population.
Cumulative Hazard Function
A function describing the cumulative failure rates at or before a given age. It is a 
continuous function for positive age values that increases with increasing age. The 
function is commonly used for hazard plotting of multiply censored life data.
Diagnostic Probability
The probability given a specified malfunctioning subset, that each of the masked 
components is the defective one.
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Distribution
Systems made and used under the same conditions are supposed to be identical. However, 
they normally have (slightly) different dimensions and strengths, resulting in varying life 
times and performance. A distribution or statistical model describes the inherent 
variability o f performance in such systems.
Entity
Something about which you want to store data; typically, a person, place, thing, concept 
or event.
Entity-Relationship Diagram
A diagram that depicts an ER-model’s entities and relationships. It also displays 
connectivity and cardinality.
Entity-Relationship (ER) Model
A data model developed by Peter Chen in 1975. It describes relationships (1:1, l:m, m:n) 
among entities at the conceptual level with the help of ER-diagrams. ER-modeling is a 
tool commonly used to [Rob and Coronel, 1995, p. 154]:
• Translate different views o f data among managers, users and programmers to fit 
into a common framework,
•  Define data processing requirements and constraints in order to meet various views,
• Help implement the database.
Estimate
The value of a statistic, determined from a particular sample, that approximates an 
unknown population value.
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Estimator
The procedure used to obtain a certain statistic or the sampling distribution of this 
statistic. A random variable calculated from sample data that provides either point 
estimates or interval estimates for some population parameter.
Failure Censored Dataset
If the number of system failures to be observed during the test is determined beforehand 
and the test duration is a random variable, the dataset is called failure censored. The test 
is stopped when the specified number of failures has been observed. Such datasets are 
referred to as Type II censored.
(Instantaneous) Failure Rate
A system’s failure rate at a given age is the proportion o f  the system population that 
reaches the given age and then fails instantly. It is also called hazard rate and is described 
by the hazard function. Failure rates can be:
• constant, i.e. the intensity o f  failure remains constant with age. Exponential
distributions describe a population with a constant failure rate. Weibull
distributions with a shape parameter (3 of 1, describe this behavior.
• decreasing, i.e. the intensity of failure reduces with age. Weibull distributions with 
a shape parameter P smaller than 1, describe this behavior. It concerns bum-in type 
of behavior. This is commonly referred to as DFR.
• increasing, i.e. the intensity o f failure increases with age. Normal distributions
describe such behavior. Weibull distributions with a shape parameter (3 above 1, 
also describe this behavior. It concerns wear-out type behavior, referred to as IFR.
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Fully Masked Observation
A registered system failure where all components are suspect o f causing the failure. No 
information is available on which components certainly did not cause the failure.
Group Technology
A manufacturing philosophy in which similar parts are grouped together to take 
advantage o f their similarities in manufacturing and design. It has been successfully 
applied for years in the discrete parts manufacturing industry.
Hazard (Distribution) Function
A function describing the instantaneous failure rate at a given age, i.e. the proportion that 




A proposed statement on the value(s) o f one or more distribution parameters, also called 
the “null hypothesis”. It is a statement that the true model is a special hypothetical case of 
the general model, i.e. has certain parameter values.
Incomplete Dataset
A sample that contains at least one censored observation, i.e. where the unit failure (time) 
has not been observed.
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Infant Mortality
The phenomenon that a large number of failures occur in the early operating period o f the 
system, is called “infant mortality”. This is often observed amongst electronic equipment. 
It concerns behavior that can be described with a decreasing failure rate function. 
Left-Censored Observation
An observation of system life where the end of a system’s life due to a failure, was 
discovered an unknown number of time units after the event occurred. The system was no 
longer functioning reliably at the time of inspection. As the failure time of the system is 
known only to be before a certain time, the observation is said to be censored on the left, 
or left-censored. Left-censored observations were not considered as part o f this research. 
Level of a Test
The probability o f rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true. Also called the a.-Ievel. 
Masked Data
Several instances of masked observations are collectively called “masked data”.
Masked Observation
A registered system failure where the component causing the failure could not be 
identified uniquely. See also “Cause-Incomplete Data”.
Masked Set
The combination of components that could not be eliminated from consideration for 
causing a particular masked observation /. A masked set contains more than one 
component. Different masked sets, i.e. for various masked observations, can contain the 
same combination of components.
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Masking
When a system malfunction occurs, diagnostic efforts can restrict the cause to some 
subset o f the components o f  the system. If  that subset contains more than one component, 
the phenomenon is termed masking and the resulting system life observation is called a 
masked observation.
Masking Group
A masking group is a combination o f components that could not be eliminated from 
consideration for causing one or more masked observations in the first stage, i.e. upon 
initial diagnosis once system failure was discovered. Different masking groups cannot 
contain exactly the same components, although they can have some in common. In 
contrast to the term “masked set”, the term “masking group” is used outside o f the 
context o f a particular system observation i.
Masking Level
The (observed) masking level is the fraction o f masked system observations in a dataset. 
Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLEs)
MLEs are parameter estimates obtained using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
approach.
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
MLE is a parameter estimation method used in a competing risks situation. It considers 
the likelihood of an observation of a system failure to be the product o f the probability 
density function of the component that failed and the reliability function of all surviving 
components. This can also be interpreted by observing that at a system failure time, a
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failure time is generated for the failing component and censoring times for all other 
components in the system (Usher et al., 1991, p. 210).
Mean Square Deviation
A measure o f scatter calculated as
Multiply Censored Data (Sets)
Systems can start operation, i.e. enter the (test) population, at different times and be taken 
out of service at various times. Consequently, a  multiply censored dataset is collected, 
which has (right-)censored observations at miscellaneous running times intermixed with 
failure times. Such datasets are common in industrial practice. They can result from:
• removal of systems from use in advance o f their failure, e.g. due to scheduled 
preventive replacement,
• loss or failure o f units due to extraneous causes, or
• data collection at a time when some systems are still in operational state.
Multiply censored data are also referred to as “arbitrarily”, “progressively” or “hyper­
censored”.
Non-Parametric Estimation
Estimation of probabilities of failure and percentiles based on a non-parametric fit or 
numerical estimation. In such estimations, no particular mathematical form o f the 
cumulative failure, reliability or probability density distribution is assumed. 
Non-Parametric Fit
Some datasets do not plot as a straight line on available papers. Then a smooth curve 
might be drawn through the plot and probabilities o f  failure and percentiles might be
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estimated from it. Such a fit is referred to as a nonparametric fit, as no particular 
mathematical form of the fitted distribution is assumed. Non-parametric tests are valid for 
all populations regardless of its underlying distribution.
Outlier
An outlier is an observation that is extremely out o f line with the other observations in a 
dataset. Such points should be reviewed for correctness, as they often indicate low data 
quality and can have a large impact on the accuracy o f parameter estimates.
Parallel Configuration / System
A system that has all components logically connected in parallel. The system will 
function as long as at least one component is in operational state. System failure requires 
both components to fail.
Parametric Estimation
Under parametric estimation, system or component lifetimes are described assuming a 
specific statistical distribution. The parameter values o f these distributions are estimated. 
Partially Masked Observation
A masked observation that has at least one component identified as operational at the 
time of system failure, 7/. Observations for which the cause of failure is narrowed to a 
subset of components are referred to as “partially masked observations”, because the true 
cause of failure is partially masked from our knowledge.
Point Estimate
A point estimate is a single number that is used as an estimate of a population parameter 
or population characteristic.
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Population
Technically similar systems whose performance can be described by the same statistical 
model are said to come from the same population.
Practically Significant
An observed difference in a statistic that is important in a real life environment. 
Probability Density Function
A (continuous) function describing the population fraction that fails at a given ag-e. 
Reliability
The likelihood that a system or component remains in operational condition a t  a given 
time since new.
Reliability Function / Distribution
A reliability function describes the probability of surviving beyond a given age. It gives 
the population fraction surviving past a certain age.
Right-Censored Observation
An observation o f system life where, instead of observing the end of a system’s: life due 
to a failure, the unit was still functioning reliably at the time the data were collected and 
the system left the population for other reasons. As the failure time o f the system is 
known only to be beyond its current running time, the observation is said to be censored 
on the right, or right-censored.
Sample
A sample is a set o f units from a population of systems that have the same statistical 
model. A sample is generally taken to obtain information on the underlying population 
distribution. It can be used to predict future data from the population.
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Sampling Distribution of a Statistic
When many samples are taken from the same population and for each sample a certain 
statistic is obtained, then their values would differ from sample to sample and have a 
distribution. This is referred to as the sampling distribution of the statistic. An estimation 
method is judged by its sampling distribution, which should be centered on the true value 
and have a small spread.
Series system
A system that has all components logically connected in series. The components each 
have potential times to failure that are statistically independent. The first component that 
fails causes a system failure. This is also referred to as a “competing risks” situation. 
Significance Level
In hypothesis testing, the significance level is the exact percentage of a null distribution,
i.e. the distribution under the null hypothesis, beyond the observed statistic.
Singly (right-)censored dataset
If all right-censored systems have a common running time and all failure times are 
earlier, the dataset is called singly censored on the right, or singly right-censored. Singly 
censored datasets result from tests in which all systems are started on test together and 
the data are analyzed before all units fail.
Standard Error
Usually, the spread o f an estimator is measured by the distribution variance Var(<7'). 
Alternatively, its square root, standard deviation can be used. It is called the
standard error o f the estimator.
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Statistic
A numerical value that was determined from a sample and is a function o f the data 
values. This term is also used to describe the procedure used to determine a statistic 




An observed difference in the value o f a statistic is statistically significant if it is larger 
than can be expected due to chance variation and thus indicates a real difference. This 
means that the difference is large in comparison to the uncertainty in the data.
Stopping Criterion
An iterative technique to solve a parameter estimation problem continues until the 
stopping criterion is satisfied. The stopping criterion indicates that the procedure has 
converged and a satisfactory solution has been obtained. Stopping criteria use values 
obtained in the current and previous iteration and compare them with a predetermined 
stopping value. An example o f a stopping criterion can be found in (Usher & Guess, 
1989, p. 260).
Stopping Value
A predetermined, fixed value evaluated against in the stopping criterion in order to 
determine whether to stop an iterative algorithm.
Suspended Data
Those observations o f a system’s reliability that have not run till completion, i.e. no 
failures have occurred. These observations are also called censored data.
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System Life Data
These are field observations o f system life that were ended by the occurrence of a system 
failure (system failure data) or a censoring event that caused a functioning system to be 
taken out o f the population (censored or suspended data). Next to the time of the event, a 
set o f possible causes is registered. This set is empty when no failure occurred.
Time Censored Dataset
If the test duration is fixed beforehand and the number of system failures in that fixed 
period is random, the dataset is called time censored. Such datasets are referred to as 
Type I censored.
Time To Failure (TTF)
The lifetime of a system is called its time to failure. This is the duration from the point in 
time it was put into operational use until it failed or was censored. It is expressed in an 
appropriate unit of use (e.g. hours, miles, or cycles) that relates to its failure behavior. 
Type I Censored Dataset 
See “Time Censored Dataset”.
Type II Censored Dataset 
See “Failure Censored Dataset”.
Unbiased
Estimator 6T  for 0is unbiased if  the mean Ed*  of its sampling distribution equals 0. 
Unmasking
The process o f allocating one cause to each masked system failure observation in a given 
masked dataset. This is done by assigning a component type k  found in set 0 5 / as the
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cause for failure of system /, where observation i was masked. It results in a vector of 
cause allocations, where the number o f elements in the vector matches the number of 
masked observations in the set. This process is followed by a goodness-of-flt test of a 
specific vector of assumed parameter values. The unmasking step is repeated for a given 
assumed parameter vector, until all unique vectors of cause allocations for the given 
dataset have been considered.
Vendor Recovery
A situation where the vendor pays the manufacturer back for a warranty claim that was 
determined, through failure analysis, to be due to a manufacturing error.
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APPENDIX A. ITERATIVE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD 
ESTIMATION
The iterative maximum likelihood estimation method proposed by Usher [1993] for
masked datasets contains the following steps:
1. Create a “revised” dataset with all masked system failures treated as censored.
2. Find the MLE, c t k (0), f itk  (0)> k  = 1, 2 ,..., K, for this revised dataset. They are the 
“starting-point MLE” found by maximizing Equation (23)25 over all k  separately. 
The number between parenthesis and in superscript denotes the iteration number x.
3. Find improved estimates, c t te), fitk  k =  \, 2 ,..., K, by maximizing Equation 
(22), the corrected version of Usher’s Equation (21). For masked system failure 
observations, use c t i  (x~^\ f i t1 for tek. Thus, for components from other types 
masked with components of type k, use the parameter estimates obtained in the 
previous iteration.
4. Calculate the overall log-likelihood for the Xth iteration using Eqs. (15) and (18).
5. Check whether the procedure has converged by comparing the log-likelihood value
with the one obtained in the previous iteration. If |ylw - < e (a small number),
then stop the procedure by going to Step 6 . Else continue with Step 3.
6 . The MLE are the values c t f t k ^  obtained in the last iteration for all types k.
25 This equation is a modification o f  the one shown in Usher [1993]. The changes were the result o f  
(misprints or) incorrectness o f the equation.
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APPENDIX B. FULLY MASKED DATA
This appendix describes the methodological development efforts exerted, as part of this 
research, on the problem of CRE on fully masked, but uncensored, datasets. The analyzed 
system consists of two components connected in series. Since no failure cause 
information is available for any observation, such a simple system configuration already 
presents a complex CRE problem, as the following sections will illustrate.
Note that the main report describes research on the problem of CRE o f partially 
masked and censored datasets, in line with the research objectives. The current appendix 
serves the purpose o f demonstrating the dramatic impact that missing cause information 
has on the complexity and accuracy of component reliability estimation. It describes the 
initial research that lead to the focus on partially masked and censored datasets.
B .l The Masking Process
When a technical system can fail because o f several competing risks, the observation of 
the system time to failure can be the result of failure o f any one o f its series-connected 
components. In some operational situations, e.g. in a continuous production environment 
as normally found in the chemical industry, mission-critical systems are commonly 
replaced immediately upon failure. Because of high opportunity costs per hour of 
downtime, online diagnosis o f the cause o f system failure might very well be omitted. 
Once offline, the failure event might be registered, but the failed systems might also not 
be analyzed further. This could be the result of e.g. the costs o f such an analysis, its 
complexity, or absence o f the required skill set or tools. Alternatively, the replaced
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systems might have been analyzed offline, but the diagnosis is not available to the analyst 
(e.g. in case the system is routinely returned to the vendor and diagnosis is performed 
there without feedback). In such cases, a dataset of fully masked system life data results.
For reasons described in Section 3.1 “Importance, Complexity and Trends”, and in 
Chapter 1, it can be desirable to detect the distinct failure modes (i.e. component 
distribution functions) that act on a system from a dataset, even if it contains only fully 
masked observations. In order to make CRE from fully masked datasets, several methods 
were developed as part o f this research effort and they have been tested on some 
simulated datasets (see [Arts et al., 1997]). The assumptions used in this research were 
shown in Section 2.5.1 “Assumptions”. The methods and results are presented next.
B.2 Implementation of the MLE Method
The Maximum Log-likelihood Estimation (MLE) method, described on page 50, was 
considered as one of the methods to perform component reliability estimates from frilly 
masked system failure data. A program was written in the C language that uses the MLE 
approach to obtain Weibull-parameter estimates for frilly masked and uncensored datasets 
from a series system of two components. It maximizes the value o f A  by fitting different 
combinations of assumed scale and shape parameter values (of],  ftf], c t 2 , f i t2) to the 
dataset. The applied algorithm is shown in the next section.
B.2.1 Maximum Log-likelihood Estimation Method for Fully Masked Sets 
The algorithm has the following steps:
1. Use WeibullSmith software to find an estimate of ft, called ft] MAX, from the 
masked data. This is a COTS-software by Fulton Findings [Fulton Findings, 1993].
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2. Select initial values for /?/, or/, and a2• Select the maximum values to be 
considered for parameters a / ,  oq and /?2 (called ay max, «2max and /?2max)
the step size for /?/, a / ,  (*2, and /?2- Set ylmax to a large negative number. Set /?2 
equal to >5/MAX.
3. Allocate causes to the masked system failure observations. Find A.
4. If A  > ylmax, update ylmax and save the values of /?/, aj ,  a2 and /?2 as current best
estimates (called best/?/,besto:/,best <22 and best/?2).
5. Increase /?2 by one step size.
6 . If  P2 > /?2max, then set @2 to /?/MAX and increase «2 by one step size. Proceed 
with Step 7. Else continue at Step 3.
7. If  a.2 > «2max, then set <X2 to its initial value, increase <27 by one step size and 
proceed with Step 8 . Else continue at Step 3.
8 . If  a i > a/m ax, then set a j  to its initial value, increase P i by one step size and 
proceed with Step 9. Else continue at Step 3.
9. If  P i > P i MAX, then proceed with Step 10. Else continue at Step 3.
10. Stop. The values stored in variables best/?/, best a / ,  bestcr? and best/?, are the best
estimates of the scale and shape parameters o f the two component type 
distributions, ylmax is the maximum log-likelihood value for the dataset.
B.2.2 Description of the Maximum Log-likelihood Estimation Method
One can fit a Weibull distribution to simulated system life data in the WeibullSmith
software program. The resulting shape parameter estimate is referred to as piM A X  in this
research. As datasets are created through Monte Carlo simulation, it is known for each
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observation which failure mode occurred / component type failed. Therefore, system 
failure observations can be separated into two subsets and a Weibull function can be 
fitted to these subsets. The resulting component type distribution shape parameters were 
found to always lie on opposite sides o f fiiMAX. Thus, /T / < f t  {M AX  < f T j  (see Figure 
B .l). This observation was used to limit the search space for the shape parameters of the 
component type distributions in the software implementation of the MLE method.
The maximum value for the scale parameter to be considered in the MLE method 
was chosen after inspection o f the observations in the datasets. The MLE estimate of the 
scale parameters will not exceed the highest Time to Failure (7TF)-value in the dataset. 
Therefore, the software implementation of the method set the upper limit o f the search 
space for the two scale parameters equal to the highest observed TTF.
The number of observations allocated to the first dataset and the quantity thought to 
come from the second dataset were recorded. This was done in order to determine 
whether the MLE method allocates a small number o f outliers in one set and the majority 
o f  observations in the other. If  this were the case, the component type distributions might 
well be similar and fitting two distributions to the masked data might be a case o f over 
fitting.
B.3 Tests of the MLE Method
In order to test the MLE method as implemented in this research, several datasets were 
created. These datasets were analyzed using the WeibullSmith software and consequently 
used to test other methods developed as part of this research. Analysis o f the same sets 
allows easier comparison o f the accuracy of the resulting estimates.
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& M A X
a
Figure B.l: System and Mode Shape Parameter Estimates on Weibull Paper
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B.3.1 Input Data Generation
A Monte Carlo simulation o f a series system of two components was used to generate test 
datasets. The scale and shape parameter values of the reliability distributions of the two 
Weibull component types were set as follows:
A. (j3j = 1, f$2 = 1-8, a i  = 1000, = 600), and
B. (J3i = 0.5, p2 = 0.9, a i  = 1400, = 700).
Twenty masked system datasets were generated for each setting with different sample 
sizes N. The masked datasets were named by concatenating a sequential number to the 
setting letter, e.g. “A01”. Actual failure causes for each observation were noted during 
generation of the masked sets. A copy of these data was stored separated by failure mode. 
The failure mode dataset names were formed by putting the failure mode number 1 or 2 
in front of the masked dataset name, e.g. “2B01” stores V/e{“B01”}, where C7/[c/] = k. 
For setting A, the number o f system failure observations due to failure mode 1 averaged 
32 with a range of 12. The average number of failures due to failure mode 2 was 53, also 
with a range of 12 observations.
The 40 masked datasets were analyzed using WeibullSmith (WS) software. Its numerical 
output is shown in Table B.l and Table B.2. The masked datasets were analyzed using 
the Bi-Weibull (BW) module in the WeibullSmith package. This module determines first 
whether the dataset is actually the result of a competing risks situation o f two failure 
modes and requires fitting o f two distributions to properly describe the dataset. If so, then 
it estimates the shape and scale parameters of the two failure modes in a dataset, displays 
the fit graphically and calculates a measure of confidence r^. If  not, it will indicate that
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Table B .l: WeibullSmith (WS) Analysis with Setting A
Setting A Aa
A01 1.809 446.3 0.986
A02 1.197 383.5 0.983
A03 1.474 443.51 0.991
A04 1.365 507 0.988
A05 1.344 457.6 0.965
A06 1.294 443.2 0.982
A07 1.533 404.6 0.987
A08 1.241 415.7 0.994
A09 0.991 407.8 0.896
A10 1.304 449.2 0.984
A ll 1.065 448.6 0.959
A12 1.305 414.4 0.984
A13 1.342 440.7 0.988
A14 1.48 452.6 0.986
A15 1.025 381.3 0.936
A16 1.328 4251 0.963
A17 1.026 393.4 0.962
A18 1.477 429.2 0.992
A19 1.418 430.5 0.977
A20 1.488 490.4 0.967
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Table B.2: WS Analysis with Setting B
Setting B Aa P
B01 0.862 334.9 0.989
B02 0.595 260.8 0.981
B03 0.716 447.6 0.989
B04 0.649 364.6 0.965
B05 0.663 337.4 0.984
B06 0.637 287.3 0.99
B07 0.688 301.1 0.991
B08 0.567 332.5 0.948
B09 0.518 336.8 0.973
BIO 0.664 291.4 0.982
B ll 0.677 316.6 0.99
B12 0.54 366.4 0.92
B13 0.638 287.6 0.978
B14 0.538 266.1 0.964
B15 0.736 362.1 0.992
B16 0.672 333.8 0.975
B17 0.679 357.5 0.983
B18 0.529 296.8 0.971
B19 0.686 402.2 0.979
B20 0.668 272.3 0.991
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Bi-Weibull fitting does not provide the best fit to the dataset. The resulting estimates are 
shown in Table B.3 and Table B.4. Note that in 8 out o f 20 datasets in Table B.3 Bi- 
Weibull is determined not to be the best fit. The same incorrect conclusion was drawn in 
6 out o f 20 datasets in Table B.4.
B.3.2 A Minimum Fraction of Observations per Allocated Set
Based on initial test results, it was decided to modify the Maximum Log-likelihood 
Estimation (MLE) Method as described on page 50 in its software implementation. The 
modification concerned the introduction of a threshold value for the number of masked 
observations allocated to each failure mode. Each component type dataset would have at 
least a certain fraction of N, the number of fully masked system failure observations, 
allocated to them. If this minimum fraction is not achieved for an assumed combination 
of scale and shape parameter values (oCj, /?*/, o f 2? ft* 2) ■> then the combination will be 
rejected. This is intended to prevent over fitting o f a distribution to a few outliers, which 
was observed in initial tests.
This modification to the MLE method creates a need to register the number of 
observations that were determined to come from each component type distribution, Qfc. 
This takes place in Step 3 of the algorithm shown in Section B.2.1 on page 222. Step 4 
also changes. If  Vk, Q k^ i f r  * N), then the A -value found in Step 3 would be compared to 
a second Maximum Log-likelihood variable, yfirmax. Newly introduced variables 
bestir/?/, bestir a / ,  bestir #2 and bestfr/?2 would store the best parameter values found for 
this case. Else, A  would be compared to ylmax and best/?/, best a / ,  bestc^ and best/?, 
would store the best values for parameter combinations that create component type sets
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Table B.3: Bi-Weibull (BW) Analysis with Setting A
Setting A A
r / \  /\ r\p  2 a. 1 a  2 r2
A01 Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
A02 Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
AOS Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
A04 0.98 1.6357 1728.1 643.35 0.9887
A05 0.8815 2.3735 1274.2 595.46 0.991
A06 0.4015 1.4084 2E+06 454.85 0.9906
A07 Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
A08 Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
A09 0.4144 1.6673 28551 460.85 0.9912
A10 0.98 1.9867 935.81 654.63 0.9912
A ll 0.7548 2.3759 1074.5 668.62 0.9917
A12 0.4281 1.3768 1E+06 427.01 0.9909
A13 Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
A14 Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
A15 0.616 2.0569 1970.4 502.5 0.9878
A16 0.4226 1.5338 543780 439.69 0.9867
A17 0.6193 1.546 2807.4 510.1 0.9889
A18 Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
A19 0.2657 1.5961 3.036*108 439.96 0.98613
A20 0.9703 2.0403 1619.5 602.27 0.9831
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Table B.4: BW Analysis with Setting B
Setting B 0 2  & I Aa  2 "  r*
B01 Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
B02 0.57871 6 271.17 2528.1 0.98137
B03 0.69276 4.0816 473.75 2339 0.99117
B04 0.50545 1.49704 920.77 860.22 0.98801
B05 0.55866 1.02 744.82 1018.7 0.98835
BO 6 0.57838 1.39051 397.7 1302.2 0.99472
B07 Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
B08 0.35003 1.02 6408 550.49 0.99166
B09 0.42182 1.32632 821.96 1091.7 0.99308
BIO 0.62299 1.308 347.01 2197.2 0.98245
B ll Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
B12 0.2822 1.07028 34670 528.77 0.99327
B13 Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
B14 0.41066 1.02 1030.4 726.86 0.98257
B15 0.70321 1.30172 415.47 2656 0.99293
B16 0.46395 1.05222 2356.1 581.76 0.99416
B17 Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
B18 0.4111 1.02 1067.2 844.4 0.98908
B19 0.50492 1.04027 1926.2 767.85 0.99164
B20 Bi-Weibull Not Best Fit
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which do not meet the minimum fraction criterion. Changes in following steps in the 
algorithm are intuitive and are not discussed here.
B.3.3 Test Results Using the MLE Method
The MLE method described above was tested on 6 o f the datasets with parameter setting
A. The value of f r  was set at 10% in one program run for each of these 6 datasets. The 
results are shown in Table B.5.
Table B.5: MLE Analysis with fr  at 10% and Setting A
Setting A P i P 2
A  
c t I
Aa  2 Qi Q2 A ESS
A01 0.35 2.009 2200 500 9 76 -619.68 1.03464
A02 0.8 2.997 350 1050 75 10 -604.11 0.72272
A03 0.6 1.924 2500 500 9 76 -606.45 1.81533
A04 0.9 2.065 2500 600 9 76 -616.89 2.36942
A05 0.85 2.194 2500 500 9 76 -597.29 2.26552
A06 1.05 2.994 500 1000 76 9 -607.3 1.09664
Table B.6 shows the resulting parameter estimates and number of observations allocated 
to each set when f r  is set at 0%.
Table B.6: MLE Analysis with f r  at 0% and Setting A
Setting A P i P 2
Aa  i Aa  2 Qi o 2 A ESS
A01 0.8 2.159 3000 550 5 80 -600.37 2.04013
A02 1 2.997 400 1050 79 6 -599.97 0.44041
A03 0.95 1.874 2450 500 5 80 -601.04 1.2673
A04 1.35 2.965 500 2500 85 0 -598.42 0.10014
A05 1.3 2.994 450 2500 85 0 -586.9 0.17727
A06 1.25 2.994 450 2500 85 0 -590.27 0.05222
First of all, notice that the Maximum Log-likelihood values in Table B.6 are all 
higher than their corresponding values in Table B.5. This finding indicates that the 
algorithm tends to group in excess of 90% of the observations in one dataset. Secondly,
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the shape and scale parameters in the optimal parameter set often are at the extremes o f 
the search space. The maximum value considered for /3k was 3, while the maximum value 
for ak  was 3000 or 2500, depending on the dataset. This suggests that a better fit (in 
terms of the Maximum Log-likelihood value) could have been found if  a wider range of 
values for the scale and shape parameters had been analyzed. The fact that in Table B.5 
the number o f observations in each subset, Qk, is at the specified limits o f 10% or 90% of 
N, also indicates that the method tends to allocate masked data to one failure mode only. 
Since this concerns Monte Carlo simulated datasets, the actual number o f masked failures 
caused by each component type is known. The tabulated values do not approach the 
actual parameter settings. Finally, it is clear that the algorithm produced parameter 
estimates that are highly inaccurate for the tested datasets.
B.4 Modified Maximum Log-likelihood Estimation (MMLE) Method 
The MLE method uses likelihood values to allocate causes to masked observations. This 
was changed in the Modified MLE (MMLE) method. Instead of scaling the failure 
density value for an observation by the reliability o f the other failure mode distribution at 
the system failure time (see Equation (12)), the absolute values of the failure densities 
were used to determine whether a failure was due to mode 1 or 2. The observation was 
always said to come from the distribution that gave the higher failure density value, fkfti), 
rather than the highest hazard rate value, hk(tj), as in the MLE method (see Equation 
(13)). Therefore, classification is performed as follows:
1. Iffi(tj)  > f2 (t0 , then assume failure mode 1 occurred.
2. Else, assume failure mode 2 occurred.
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B.5 Implementation and Test of the MMLE Method
The modification to the MLE method concerns the allocation of causes to masked system 
failure data, which is part o f the third step in the algorithm on page 222. It is the only 
effect this modification has on the algorithm.
Initial tests o f the MMLE method imply that there is no need to specify a minimum 
fraction o f data allocated to each failure mode (see Table B.7, Table B.8 and Table B.9). 
Test results show that the method will find the highest value o f A  without separating a 
couple o f outliers into one dataset. In that sense, results with this method are promising.
Note in Table B.7, Table B.8 and Table B.9 that in all optimal parameter estimate 
combinations found, the shape parameter of the first distribution set is at its maximum 
possible value in the interval searched. The shape parameter of the second distribution is 
also at the highest value considered for most o f the analyzed datasets. The method is 
flawed due to the fact that it will always assign observations to the dataset that gives the 
highest probability o f failure, under assumed parameter vectors 8fc, at the point in time at 
which the evaluation is made, the evaluation point (see Figure B.2 and Figure B.3). This 
indicates that under the MMLE method, all masked system observations whose lifetime 
did not exceed time t*, the first point at which the failure density functions intersect, are 
allocated to the same specific failure mode. Let’s label the distributions such that this is 
failure mode 1, as shown in Figure B.2. Observations whose lifetimes exceed t* will all 
be allocated to the other failure mode, component type 2, as shown in Figure B.2. If the 
failure mode distributions intersect a second time at time t**, then masked observations 
that exceed time /**, will again all be allocated to the first failure mode (see Figure B.3).
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Table B.7: MMLE Analysis with fr at 20% and Setting A
Setting A A 0"2
Aa  / Aa  2 Q, Q2 A ESS
A01 1.8 2.959 250 700 48 37 -540.52 0.54143
A02 1.15 2.847 150 750 47 38 -538.99 0.63212
A03 1.45 2.974 200 650 39 46 -541.51 0.32252
A04 1.35 2.965 150 700 31 54 -549.22 0.37871
A05 1.3 2.994 150 600 30 55 -541.2 0.38372
A06 1.25 2.894 200 700 43 42 -546.61 0.517
Table B.8: MMLE Analysis with fr at 10% and Setting A
Setting A f t
Aa  i Aa  2 Qr 02 A ESS
A01 1.8 2.909 250 650 46 39 -540.95 0.44849
A02 1.15 2.897 150 750 47 38 -538.99 0.64962
A03 1.45 2.974 200 700 40 45 -542.25 0.56143
A04 1.35 2.615 150 700 31 54 -549.94 0.38616
A05 1.3 2.844 150 600 30 55 -541.59 0.3841
A06 1.25 2.944 200 700 43 42 -546.61 0.52262
Table B.9: MMLE Analysis with fr at 0% and Setting A
Setting A f t 0 "2
Aa  i Aa  2 Qi Q2 A ESS
A01 1.8 2.959 250 650 46 39 -541 0.44137
A02 1.15 2.947 150 750 47 38 -539.01 0.66784
A03 1.45 2.874 200 700 40 45 -542.46 0.54051
A04 1.35 2.965 150 750 31 54 -549.97 0.61163
A0 5 1.3 2.994 200 600 36 49 -541.6 0.32146
A06 1.25 2.994 200 700 43 42 -546.64 0.5293
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Figure B.3: Allocating Observations to Modes Using the MMLE Method (2)
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This behavior o f exclusive allocation to a particular mode during certain intervals 
does not mirror actual equipment failure behavior. That invalidates the MMLE method. 
However, this finding led to the MINES S method, which is described in the next section. 
B.6 MINESS method
Instead of allocating an observation to a dataset based on the maximum value of the 
failure density from the two distributions under assumed parameter vectors &k, the 
relative magnitude o f  the failure densities, rfk(tj), is used in this method (Equation (112)).
/ kQ l )
£ ( /* ( ', ) )
*=> ( 112) 
A random number, RN, is generated and its value compared with rfk(tj). In the two 
component case, if RN < rfk(ti), then the observation is thought to come from the first 
observation. Otherwise, it is assumed to come from the other one.
By making this change in the allocation of failure modes to observations, a need 
arises for a new criterion to determine the goodness-of-fit o f a certain combination o f 
shape and scale parameters. The log-likelihood value under assumption of failure cause k, 
Lifc, should not be used here because of two reasons:
1. the MINESS method uses relative PDF values to allocate cause, while the MLE 
method applies the highest value o f the hazard rates as its criterion, and
2. the MINESS method allows an observation to be allocated to a dataset even though 
it has a lower PDF-value than if  it were assigned to the other set.
This new criterion is the Error Sum of Squares (ESS) o f the resulting reliability functions. 
Equation (113) shows a general ESS function for a system life dataset without masking.
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ESS = -z(R(0-f(,t ,)J
(1 1 3 )
That combination of assumed parameter vectors for all k  that gives the MINimum 
Error Sum o f Squares (MINESS) is considered optimal for the given dataset. The Error 
Sum of Squares calculation requires determination of the values o f both the actual 
reliability (under the assumed parameter vector) and that of the estimated reliability. The 
latter can be determined as in Equation (114) for a component type distribution.
In this equation, variable Qk represents the total number of fully masked observations i 
allocated to failure mode (component type) k. Variable Qk(t) indicates the cumulative 
number o f fully masked observations i allocated to failure mode (component type) k  at or 
before time t, the evaluation point. It assumes that observations are arranged by ascending
fraction o f system failures allocated to component type k  that occurred after time t. The 
reliability estimates and actual values for a component type, under assumed parameter 
vectors, are calculated at the midpoint between two consecutive system failure 
observations allocated to this failure mode k. This is shown in Figure B.4, where X 
indicates the time value used in calculating the squared error of observation qfc. Note that 
this evaluation time always lies after the time that the actual failure was observed, 
TTFlqfc]. For this reason, a set of Qic allocated failures will generate (jQic~ 1) different 
squared error calculations summed in ESSfc, the Error Sum of Squares for the component 
type k. The value o f ESSfc is determined as shown in Equation (115).
(114)
order o f their time till failure tj. Therefore, reliability estimate fc(t) is calculated as the
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T T F [qt]  T TF [qk+ l ]
Figure B.4: Error Sum of Squares of Reliability Functions
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Qt - 1
ESSk =  2
?t=l
Rk (^ TTF[qk] + TTF[gk +1]  ^_ & - & G
TTFlqk] + TTF[qk + 1]
a
(1 1 5 )
The objective is to minixnize ESS, the sum o f all ESS fa, for the fully masked dataset of 
system failure observations. That combination of assumed parameter vectors Ofc that 
results in the lowest value of ESS has reliability functions that match the observed 
reliabilities closest. Therefore, the parameter values in these vectors should give estimates 
close to the actual shape and scale parameters. The value o f ESS can be determined from 
Equation (116).
K  Qt -1 
q t =l
772^  + 777^ + 1^ & - & 0
TTF[qk ] + TTF[qk +1]
a
(116)
An example might help clarify the calculation method. Suppose that a subset o f ten 
masked system failure observations out o f a total of 29 observations, is allocated to the 
first failure mode, i.e. Qj = 10, N—29, Q2 = 19. The subset contains the following 10 
observations (/, tf): {(1, 74), (3, 94), (4, 100), (5, 108), (7, 118), (9, 127), (12, 143), (14, 
170), (19, 202), (24, 267)}. The parameters to be fitted are c t \  = 300 and / = 1.2. Then 
the first observation, q i = 1, would be made at time 0.5*(7TF[1] + 7TF[2]) = 0.5*(74 + 
94) = 84 and the second one at time 0.5*(94 + 100) = 97. The contribution o f the third 
observation, q i = 3, to ESS] can be calculated as shown in Equation (117).
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ESS, =
V l= 3
*,(100 + l° V
10
? = ie
-(121)^ f l O - 3




Note that the absolute value of the contribution o f the third observation has little 
meaning. It indicates how well the assumed parameter vector fits for this particular 
observation. Its relative contribution to the value of ESS, which needs to be minimized, is 
more important, as the unknown parameter vector needs to provide the best fit for the 
entire dataset.
B.7 Implementation and Test of the MINESS Method
The MINESS method was used to estimate the parameters in several datasets with 
parameter Setting A (see Table B.10).
Table B.10: MINESS Analysis with Setting A
Setting A f t f 2
Aa  i Acc 2 Qt o 2 ESS
A01 1.7 1.809 550 400 38 47 0.08812
A02 1.1 1.247 450 350 41 44 0.08007
A03 1.25 1.724 450 450 39 46 0.06588
A04 1.3 1.465 550 500 43 42 0.14544
A05 1.1 2.094 400 500 39 46 0.1831
A06 1.15 1.544 450 450 40 45 0.10732
The resulting estimates were reasonably close to the actual values used to generate 
the datasets. Nevertheless, some problems were identified. First o f  all, the search method 
is slow, even though relatively large step sizes were selected. On a Pentium 66MHz, it 
took an average of 50 minutes to run a dataset of 85 fully masked observations. Secondly, 
the randomness introduced in the allocation o f observations to modes, introduces a lack 
o f replicability of the results. The ESS calculated for a certain combination of parameters
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on a given dataset would be different each time it is calculated as different random 
numbers are used in the cause allocation step! This creates uncertainty in the results and a 
lack o f replicability. These drawbacks lead to the development o f the MINES S+ method.
B.8 MEVESS+ Method
The runtime of the parameter estimation process can be reduced if  fewer combinations of 
shape and scale parameters are included. The Golden Section Search method was used as 
a modification to the MINESS method. The new method was named the “MINESS+” 
method. Golden Section Search assumes unimodality o f the objective function over a 
given interval. It calculates values of the objective function for certain independent values 
that lie within the remaining interval o f uncertainty, compares these values and reduces 
the interval. It continues to reduce the remaining interval o f uncertainty until it is less 
than a specified width. The stopping value used in our experiments is a difference o f 0.01 
for the shape parameter and 10 for the scale parameter in consecutive iterations.
The objective function will not be unimodal if the variability in the calculation of 
ESS is large due to the use of random numbers in allocating causes to masked 
observations. Therefore, replications were introduced into the algorithm. Rather than 
calculating the value of ESS for a given combination o f shape and scale parameters on ly  
once, this was performed 20 times and the average value o f ESS taken as the function 
value for that combination of parameter vectors (0j ,  6j ).
B.9 Implementation and Test of the MINESS+ Method
The MINESS+ method was tested on the 40 datasets generated with Settings A and B. 
The results are shown in Table B .ll  and Table B.12. Note in Table B.12 that at least 87%
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Table B .ll:  MINESS+ Analysis with 20 Replications and Setting A
Setting A f t
Aa  , Aa  2 Qi q 2 ESS
A01 0.95413 2.54504 544.864 3728.07 82 3 1.36401
A02 0.05918 1.21142 2472.38 368.908 0 85 0.09035
A03 0.86168 1.61134 2296.43 408.898 11 74 1.39105
A04 0.07893 1.42059 2472.38 528.868 2 83 0.08517
A05 0.77723 1.57253 2696.33 456.886 11 74 1.46243
A06 0.81879 1.48507 912.522 360.91 16 69 1.07498
A07 0.96649 2.43961 416.896 3912.02 81 4 1.01359
A08 0.71696 1.26211 88.978 408.898 0 85 0.01863
A09 0.88561 1.44503 1304.67 352.912 18 67 1.19099
A10 0.75477 1.40237 48.988 456.886 0 85 0.02426
A ll 0.05406 1.37073 1528.62 456.886 0 85 0.10688
A12 0.71515 1.36263 48.988 416.896 0 85 0.04234
A13 0.51512 1.34532 8.998 448.888 0 85 0.03204
A14 1.27122 1.70192 1304.67 384.904 18 67 1.56854
A15 0.88265 1.4911 1928.52 328.918 12 73 1.4066
A16 0.91137 1.57211 2024.49 360.91 19 66 1.31462
A17 0.56533 1.78007 224.944 496.876 30 55 0.35218
A18 0.85197 1.48005 48.988 40.89 0 85 0.02321
A19 0.9091 2.39568 504.874 3912.02 80 5 1.46582
A20 1.27805 1.70875 1304.67 416.896 19 66 1.74136
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Table B.12: MINESS+ Analysis with 20 Replications and Setting B
Setting B Pi P2 Aa  i Aa  2 Qi q 2 ESS
B01 0.74345 0.90476 1304.67 272.932 10 95 0.17602
B02 0.43586 0.59981 2280.43 216.946 11 94 0.4285
B03 0.379 0.74341 2728.31 408.898 7 98 0.39974
B04 0.05599 0.72423 1440.64 368.908 2 103 0.07442
B05 0.05736 0.69104 2472.38 328.918 1 104 0.08667
B06 0.05704 0.66063 896.776 296.926 0 105 0.06732
B07 0.29372 0.69262 1440.64 288.928 1 104 0.03663
B08 0.05517 0.70325 1080.73 320.921 1 104 0.0626
B09 0.05562 0.60239 2112.47 360.91 2 103 0.10637
BIO 0.06351 0.66867 2368.41 296.926 2 103 0.05111
B ll 0.64189 0.68165 1920.52 264.934 11 94 0.21399
B12 0.07744 0.77616 3472.13 360.91 2 103 0.10292
B13 0.41338 0.66634 2112.47 224.944 8 97 0.26149
B14 0.42283 0.56754 1528.62 208.948 13 92 0.33231
B15 0.72091 0.79034 1528.62 312.922 8 97 0.18363
B16 0.05622 0.76978 1912.52* 320.92 1 104 0.06268
B17 0.07013 0.68364 2472.38 360.91 2 103 0.12482
B18 0.3192 0.55865 2608.35 272.938 0 105 0.09035
B19 0.05636 0.73691 1528.62 408.898 3 102 0.06091
B20 0.63339 0.71464 1720.57 216.946 13 92 0.30413
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of the observations were assigned to the second failure mode in every dataset that was 
tested. Tests on. datasets with Setting A also indicate that the MINES S+ method tends to 
allocate a  few outliers to one failure mode and the bulk o f the observations to the other. 
This over fitting could be prevented by the introduction of a m inim um  fraction f r  o f the 
fully masked dataset to be allocated to each component type, as described earlier on in 
this appendix (see page 229). It forces the method to only consider those parameter vector 
combinations (0j, 62) that do not result into an extreme value for any Qk-
In conclusion, the method performed poorly on the tested datasets. This poor 
performance is believed to be the result o f incorrectness in the assumption of unimodal 
behavior o f the ESS-function. That might be a result o f remaining variability in the ESS- 
value at the low number o f replications that were made. Another possible explanation is 
that the assumption o f unimodality is simply mathematically incorrect for given 
parameter vector combinations.
The MINESS method (with replications) and MLE Method could now be tested on 
the datasets to verify the suggested multimodality of the isS'S-function when evaluated 
using the MINESS or MINESS+ approach. Alternatively, the MINESS+ method could be 
tested with a much larger number of replications. The latter approach was taken.
Two datasets with Setting A were tested with the MINESS+ method using 200 
replications. Results are shown in Table B.13. These results indicate that the number of 
replications was probably not the reason for the poor estimates obtained using this 
method. The method still tends to assign a large majority o f observations into one dataset 
and puts at least one of the parameters at its extreme value specified for the test. These
245
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preliminary results give support to the notion that Golden Section Search should not be 
applied to the ESS-function, since it is not unimodal on the intervals searched.
Table B.13: MINESS+ Analysis with 200 Replications and Setting A
Setting A A 2
Aa  / Aa  2 Qi Qz ESS
A01 0.98227 2.54504 520.87 3992 82 3 1.37088
A02 0.05229 1.21503 2512.37 384.904 2 83 0.11061
B.10 State of Affairs
The MINESS method is the most promising one o f the methods that were developed and 
tested in research efforts on CRE on fully masked, but uncensored, datasets, [t seems to 
be an improvement over the MLE method for fully masked datasets, at least as measured 
by the accuracy of the resulting parameter estimates.
B.10.1 MINESS Method
Although initial tests indicated that the method could provide reasonably accurate 
parameter estimates, several shortcomings remain:
1. No measure of goodness-of-fit has been developed yet. Therefore, this preliminary 
conclusion is based on the results of limited experimentation only. A performance 
measure that indicates the accuracy o f parameter estimates is needed.
2. Due to the randomness included in the MINESS method, the resulting parameter 
estimates are not replicable. Different random number seeds will lead to different 
results. The method could be adjusted to correct this feature by using replications.
3. The method was developed with the objective to increase the accuracy of parameter 
estimates of the component reliability distributions. This, however, does not mean 
that the resulting estimates will allow the user to minimize the maintenance costs
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during the remaining life o f the system. Such an objective would require significant 
modification o f the MINESS method or development o f an entirely new method. 
No cost models have been included in the research to date.
4. The method has not been tested on small datasets. Such sets might require a 
different approach from the one used in the MINESS method.
5. Though the MINESS method separates masked system data in two data subsets, it
does not relate each subset to a particular failure mode. Thus, the engineer is left to 
determine which one o f the parameter vectors belongs to a specific component type.
6. The speed o f the method leaves ample room for improvement. The direct search 
algorithm needs to be modified to improve the speed o f convergence.
7. No user-friendly information system has been developed for this new method.
8. The method has not been tested on industrial data.
9. The method does not handle censored system or component observations.
A large portion o f the failures, that would occur if  a component type could be 
observed by itself, is hidden (i.e. censored) in a competing risk situation. Only the lower 
tail o f the more reliable failure mode distribution will be observed under competing risks. 
A failure of a series system o f components will result into censored observations for the 
non-failed components. This fact is ignored in the method and causes a bias in the 
estimates.
B.10.2 Other Methods
The MMLE method allocates failure causes to masked system life data based on a 
comparison o f the PDF-values o f the two failure mode distributions at the time o f failure.
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These PDF-values are calculated using assumed parameter vectors and the failure 
mode with the highest PDF-value is thought to have caused the system failure. This leads 
to exclusive allocations to certain failure modes during consecutive intervals in time, 
which does not correspond well with observed failure behavior o f industrial equipment. 
Therefore, there seems little reason to continue exploring the MMLE method in future 
research efforts on fully masked datasets.
The following can be said with MLE Equations (13) and (14) on page 51:
1. A value for equation Lifc can only be determined after vectors (Tk- = (o f / fk )  are 
assumed for all component types k.
2. The MLE method always assigns the cause o f a masked system failure to the one 
component type with the highest L/yf value under assumed Weibull parameter set.
Earlier implementation efforts ignored the fact that a failure allocated to one component 
type results into a censored observation o f the other component type under competing 
risks. This introduced a systematic bias towards lower scale parameter estimates, as 
mentioned. The implementation did not handle censored systems life observations either. 
The functions described in Section 4.4.1 “Estimation of Weibull parameter vector 
could be used to handle such observations. They could be used to correct the MLE 
implementation in future research on fully masked data. Finally, better implementations 
of the MLE method could well exist and be available as COTS software.
B.10.3 COTS Software
Some reliability software packages available today claim to have the capability of solving 
the component reliability estimation problem from masked system life data under some
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special circumstances. Some form o f Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is 
generally used to perform parametric estimation of component reliabilities. Limited initial 
experience with some o f these packages indicates that their results are questionable.
Examples o f reliability software packages are: 1) BiWeibullSMITH, 2) Y-bath, and 
3) the Mixed Weibull (MW) option in Weibull++. BiWeibullSMITH is part o f 
WinSMITH Weibull, a module o f the SUPERSMITH software package developed by 
Fulton Findings [Fulton Findings, 1993]. Y-bath is developed by Bathtub Software from 
CarlTarum, and is also integrated into the SUPERSMITH package. ReliaSoft Corporation 
developed Weibull++ [ReliaSoft Corporation, 1997].
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APPENDIX C. DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS FOR DATA 
GENERATION
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APPENDIX D. EXAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES
This appendix shows some related sample files used in the research efforts. The file 
shown in Section D. 1 concerns the parameter file generated with test setting ts = 5 o f the 
tests generating a low failure fraction (see Section 6.2.1). The file shown in Section D.2 is 
one of the 100 datasets that were generated with this setting. The observations were 
sorted by lifetime and are shown in the format d  7/ {OS'/}”. Section D.3 shows the 
output file generated by a UFMD analysis of this dataset. For the sake o f brevity, only the 
output for component type k=\ is shown. The output for component types 2 and 3 has a 
similar structure and is omitted here. The output generated by a UMMD analysis on the 
same dataset is shown in Section D.4. In this section, output for types k  = 2 and k  = 3 is 
omitted. Finally, Section D.5 shows the matching output generated with the IMD analysis 
again for type 1 only. Independent researchers are invited to use these files to replicate 
the experimental results.
D .l Example Parameter File 
Datasets with setting ts05 are specified as:
InOutFormat 4, showing i, d, Ti, {OSi}
Number of Configurations, D, 2 
Number of Component Types, K, 3 
Number of Systems (Observations), N, 100 
Masking type 1, i.e. ml, which equals 0.4 
Observations output is sorted by increasing life time Ti
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A total o f  100 data sets were generated with this setting.
/***End High Level Dataset Description***/
Configuration 1 is specified as:
Type 1: fireq. 1, shape 0.8, scale 650000
Type 2: freq. 3, shape 1.3, scale 375000
Type 3: freq. 1, shape 2, scale 200000
All configurations have independent masking level 0.4
The total number of components in configuration 1, JOd, is 5
The total number of observations of configuration 1, Nd, is 40
Masked observations have random set sizes
It has multiple time right-censored data (I). Units enter the population 
randomly between times 0 and Ted, 1000. Test duration, TDd, is 30000 
Configuration 2 is specified as:
Type 1: freq. 2, shape 0.8, scale 650000
Type 2: freq. 1, shape 1.3, scale 375000
Type 3: freq. 3, shape 2, scale 200000
All configurations have independent masking level 0.4
The total number of components in configuration 2, JOd, is 6
The total number of observations o f configuration 2, Nd, is 60
Masked observations have random set sizes
It has multiple time right-censored data (I). Units enter the population 
randomly between times 0 and Ted, 10000. Test duration, TDd, is 50000 
/***End Configuration Level Dataset Description***/
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D.2 Example Observation File
24 1 2358.03 {3}
95 2 3812.96 {3}
47 2 4021.07 {3}
54 2 5525.41 {6 1 4}
53 2 5762.4 {2}
9 1 7012.29 {1}
78 2 7888.53 {1 5}
11 1 10828.3 {1}
44 2 13319.2 {6}
21 1 14080.1 {5 2 3 4}
73 2 14644.4 {1 6 43  5}
25 1 14729.7 {1 5 3 4}
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27  1 14851 .9  {1  5 }
20 1 15713.6 {1 5 4 3}
13 1 18961.3 {1}
51 2 19883.7 {3 5 1}
6 I 19998.9 {5 12 4}
82 2 20424.7 {3 4 6 1} 
42 2 21983 {3 6 5 42} 
62 2 24999.9 {5}
23 1 27651.6 {1 3 24 5 }  
61 2 28790 {5}
35 1 28824.8 {4}
15 1 29131.9 {}
32 1 29133.4 {}
37 1 29221.1 {}
40 1 29223.6 {}
26 1 29245.3 {}
29 1 29246.8 {}
2 1 29308.8 {}
16 1 29332.9 {}
5 1 29375.5 {}
14 1 29389 {}
36 1 29408.3 {}
1 1 29428.5 {}
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7 1 29484.5 {}
39 1 29514.7 {}
3 1 29585.8 {}
34 1 29639.6 {}
38 1 29693.7 {}
31 1 29754.8 {}
28 1 29770.6 {}
19 1 29791.7 {}
18 1 29822.4 {}
8 1 29843.3 {}
17 1 29883.5 {}
10 1 29892.5 {}
22 1 29894.4 {}
12 1 29905.6 {}
4 1 29924 {}
33 1 29944.9 {}
30 1 29953.3 {}
69 2 32306.3 {1}
79 2 34139.9 {5 4}
85 2 35953.8 {5}
46 2 37179.2 {5}
96 2 37762.7 {3 5 4  1 6}
83 2 39363 (5 6 4}
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70 2 40317.1 {}
97 2 40766 {}
84 2 40969.3 {}
50 2 41062.2 {1}
52 2 41219.8 {}
75 2 41594 {}
87 2 41810.4 {}
63 2 42067 {}
60 2 42577.9 {}
89 2 43022.6 {}
93 2 43453.2 {}
71 2 43585.3 {}
94 2 43587.8 {}
81 2 43671.1 {3}
41 2 43705.7 {5 6 2  1 43}
88 2 43730.6 {}
65 2 43895.7 {}
59 2 43912.8 {}
100 2 44009.8 {}
66 2 44572.6 {}
64 2 45029.1 {}
49 2 45058.7 {}
55 2 45202.2 {}
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80 2  4 5 5 0 4 .3  { }
56 2 45630.4 {6 5}
91 2 46007.6 {}
92 2 46148.9 {}
72 2 46228.2 {}
98 2 46651.8 {}
43 2 47042.8 {}
86 2 47162.7 {}
45 2 47649.8 {}
99 2 47991.3 {}
58 2 48337.4 {}
48 2 48685 {}
67 2 48843.7 {}
77 2 48896.1 {}
76 2 49261.5 {}
74 2 49401.5 {}
90 2 49432.1 {}
68 2 49735.4 {}
57 2 49875.8 {}
D.3 Example UFMD Output File










[/General Statistics on Data Set]





[/General Statistics on UFMD Method] 
[Unmasked Data Set] 
ca_a=l
i=54 Ti=5525.41 cause_k=l 
i=78 Ti=7888.53 cause_k=l 
i=21 Ti=14080.1 cause_k=2 
i=73 Ti=14644.4 cause_k=l 
i=25 Ti=14729.7 cause_k=l 
i=27 Ti=14851.9 cause_k=l 
i=20 T i= l5713.6 cause_k=l 
i=51 Ti=19883.7 cause_k=l 
i=6 T i= l9998.9 cause k=l
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i—82 Ti=20424.7 cause_k=l 
i=42 Ti=21983 cause_k=l 
i=23 Ti=27651.6 cause_k=l 
i=79 Ti=34139.9 cause_k=3 
i=96 Ti=37762.7 cause_k=l 
i=83 Ti=39363 cause_k=3 
i=41 Ti=43705.7 cause_k=l 
i=56 Ti=45630.4 cause_k=3 
[/Unmasked Data Set]
[Statistics on Component Types]
[k=l]











[/Parameter Estimates and Confidence Intervals]
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[/Statistics on Optimal Cause Indication Vector]








[/Statistics Using True Parameter Values]
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Lo wer_9 5 %_t_36.8=61883.1 
Lower_90%_t_36.8=67930.9
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[/Distribution Percentiles and Confidence Intervals]









Upper_90%_Rk( 10)= 1 
Upper_95%_Rk( 10)= 1 
Lower_95%_Rk(l 00)=0.99775
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Lower_95%_Rk(l 0A4)=0.9423 71 
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Upper_95%_Rk( 10 A6)=0.312528 
[/Reliability Estimates at Specified Life Times] 
[/k=l]
[/Statistics on Component Types]
D.4 Example UMMD Output File








[/General Statistics on Data Set]






[/General Statistics on UMMD Method] 
[Unmasked Data Set]
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ca_a=891649
i=54 Ti=5525.41 cause_k=l 
i=78 Ti=7888.53 cause_k=l 
i=21 Ti=14080.1 cause_k=2 
i=73 T i= l4644.4 cause_k=l 
1=25 T i= l4729.7 cause_k=l 
i=27 Ti=14851.9 cause_k=l 
i=20 Ti=15713.6 cause_k=l 
i=51 Ti=19883.7 cause_k=l 
i=6 T i= l9998.9 cause_k=2 
i=82 Ti=20424.7 cause_k=2 
i=42 Ti=21983 cause_k=2 
i=23 Ti=27651.6 cause_k=2 
i=79 Ti=34139.9 cause_k=3 
i=96 Ti=37762.7 cause_k=3 
i=83 Ti=39363 cause_k=3 
i=41 Ti=43705.7 cause_k=3 
i=56 Ti=45630.4 cause_k=3 
[/Unmasked Data Set]
[Statistics on Component Types]
[k=l]
[Parameter Estimates and Confidence Intervals] 
Lower_95%_alpha_k=327876
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U pper_9 5 %_beta_k=1.62507 
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SQk=13
[/Statistics on Optimal Cause Indication Vector]








[/Statistics Using True Parameter Values]
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Upper_95%_t_63.2=679503 




















[/Distribution Percentiles and Confidence Intervals]
[Reliability Estimates at Specified Life Times]
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Upper_90%_Rk(l )= 1 
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Upper_90%_Rk(10A4)=0.99386 
Upper_95%_Rk(10A4)=0.995278 






Lower_90%_Rk(l 0A6)=0.023 8881 
Rk(l0A6)=0.127291 
Upper_90%_Rk( 10 A6)=0.320531 
Upper_95%_Rk( 10A6)=0.362257 
[/Reliability Estimates at Specified Life Times] 
[/k=l]
[/Statistics on Component Types]
D.S Example IMD Output File
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K=3
ml=0.17
[/General Statistics on Data Set]
[General Statistics on IMD Method]
L—237.74 
T_imd=0 minutes
[/General Statistics on IMD Method]
[Statistics on Component Types]
[k=l]



















[Statistics on Optimal Solution]
Lk=-88.4721
Sk=6
[/Statistics on Optimal Solution]








[/Statistics Using True Parameter Values]























































Lo wer_9 5%_t_99=1.37244e+006 
Lower_90%_t_99=l .58298e+006
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[/Distribution Percentiles and Confidence Intervals] 
[Reliability Estimates at Specified Life Times]
Lo wer_95%_Rk( 1 )=0.999554 
Lo wer_90%_Rk(1 )=0.999846 
Rk(l)=0.999999 
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Upper_90%_Rk(l 000)=0.99993 8 
Upper_95%_Rk(1000)=0.999963 
Lower_95%_Rk( 10A4)=0.92959 
Lo wer_90%_Rk( 10A4)=0.948403 
Rk( 10 A4)=0.990128 
Upper_90%_Rk( 10A4)=0.998144 
Upper_95%_Rk(10A4)=0.998653 








Upper_90%_Rk(10A6)=0.3 803 66 
Upper_95%_Rk(10A6)=0.400613 
[/Reliability Estimates at Specified Life Times] 
[/k=l]
[/Statistics on Component Types]
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APPENDIX E. CHARGING AND STARTING SYSTEM FAILURES
This appendix contains only the edited maintenance data for trucks that experienced a
failure o f the Charging and Starting system. The additional 3523 censored observations in
the dataset are omitted here. The following table shows the 309 system failure
observations. Its column headings and content are:
1. Serno: Serial number o f the Tractor
2. Blddate'. The manufacturing date o f the Tractor (format: YYMMDD).
3. Insvcdate: Start o f the warranty period. Date that the customer puts the tractor into 
field operation. Bold Insvcdate values indicate they are estimates to correct for 
missing entries.
4. Mileage: Mileage at system failure. Italic mileage values indicate correct mileage 
entries.
5. Failpart: The replaced major component(s). Part was diagnosed as failed and might 
have caused the system failure.
6. Occurdate: The occurrence date o f the system failure.
7. Totpaid: The total warranty claim paid (values modified to protect sensitive data).
8. Time: The number of days in field operation till failure or censoring event occurred.
9. d s f  The observed subset o f the components that were diagnosed to have caused 
system failure.
10. Misdiagnosis Masking: I f  the last replacement activity on a truck occurred less than 
5 weeks before the end o f the test, i.e. the censoring time, then the entry is a
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candidate for masking due to misdiagnosis, indicated by value 1. This assumes that 
a misdiagnosed failure will demonstrate itself by renewed system failure within 5 
weeks o f first failure! A value o f 2 indicates that there were several replacement 
activities for this truck that could not be assigned. Thus, it should be fully masked.
11. Result o f  Validation'. This column contains a brief description of the corrections 
made to the original data as obtained from the warranty claims database. If  the 
claim was reported before the truck was put into service, the time till failure was 
assigned using the mileage value. The assumption was made that trucks drive on 
average about 400 miles per calendar day.
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Serna BldJate Insvcdate M ileage Failpart Occurdate Totpaid Time dSj
M is-diagnasis 
A'tasking Result o f Validation
787607 990122 990127 2897 CON 990302 70,5 34 7 0
787624 990127 990202 2721 STR 990312 824.05 38 0
837314 990112 990218 174 ALT 990117 1086.325 I 2 0
923110 990107 990122 17310 ALT 990313 626.85 50 2 0
926450 990105 990118 7 CON 990112 65 13 0
926454 990105 990118 27804 STR 990313 769.45 54 0
926467 990120 990225 2380 STR 990303 851.25 6 0 Adjusted date
926470 990126 990212 19084 STR 990409 837.925 56 0
946331 99011[ 990121 41160 STR 990521 895.875 120 I
958162 990215 990410 9666 BAT 990505 494.45 25 3 0 Adjusted date
962973 990114 990209 31362 STR 990511 505.775 91 I 0
963274 990108 990215 13189 CON 990317 126.5 30 10 0
963276 990108 990209 19076 ALT 990315 1213.875 34 2 0
965507 990202 990213 10 STR 990313 1057.7 I 0 Set time to one day.
969447 990104 990108 42748 BAT 990314 78.75 65 5 0
969454 990106 990117 12447 BAT 990213 440.3 27 3 0
969459 990106 990117 38839 STR 990322 1082,125 64 I 0
969477 990113 990117 516 CON 990124 173,25 2 23 0 Set time to two days.
969484 990114 990118 32928 BAT 990314 435.575 55 6 0
969487 990114 990126 48918 BAT 990425 435.575 89 5 0
969490 990119 990131 11 ALT 990208 1113.575 2 0 Set time to one day.
969504 990123 990129 44939 BAT 990505 462.8 96 4 0
969511 990123 990129 6 ALT 990129 1116,325 2 0
969514 990123 990129 31599 ALT.BAT 990507 1203.875 98 2.4 0
Corrected date to first occurrence, 
assign to alternator, i.e  21
969516 990123 990125 39200 BAT.STR 990415 475 80 6.1 0 Assign to battery, i.e. 6'
969521 990123 990207 43416 BAT.STR 990425 462.8 77 6.1 0 Assign to battery, i.e. 6!
969524 990125 990209 18 STR 990210 187.5 I I 0 Adjusted date
969527 990125 990203 7018 CON.STR 990228 137 25 13.1 0
Corrected date to first occurrence, 
assign to connection, i.e. 18!
969532 990125 990203 33921 BAT 990331 78,75 56 5 0
969533 990125 990207 20471 BAT 990407 78.75 59 3 0
969536 990125 990203 23335 ALT.BAT.STR 990320 78.175 45 2,5.6. t 0
Corrected date to first occurrence, 
assign to alternator, i.e. 2!
969540 990201 990205 12 BAT 990210 105 I 5 0 Set time to one day.
969553 990202 990209 31403 BAT 990408 254,2 58 4 0
969556 990202 990209 9201 BAT 990313 541.5 32 3.5 0
Battery replaced twice. Possibly due 
to bad maintenance /  usage?
969561 990203 990214 22113 BAT 990403 435.575 48 3.4 0
Battery replaced twice possibly due 
to bad maintenance /  usage?
970263 990113 990120 1102 CON 990119 211.725 5 16 0
970267 990113 990120 32830 BAT 990331 78.75 70 3 0
970268 990113 990121 21861 ALT 990331 1006.6 69 2 0
970271 990113 990118 355 CON 990I2I 90 1 14 0 Set time to one day.
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970275 990114 990(19 49853 ALT.BAT 990423 1173,625 94 2,6 0
Alternator replaced twice; 4 weeks 
apart, bad maintenance /  operation? 
Battery failure as secondary failure 
due to alternator failure, i.e. 2!
970280 990114 990120 19098 BAT 990304 673.95 43 4 0
970283 990114 990120 25440 BAT 990301 440.3 40 5 4 0
Battery replacement twice, 
misdiagnosis?
970289 990209 990217 38538 STR 990520 1430.75 92 I I
970295 990209 990215 27253 BAT 990420 59.975 64 3 0
981864 990104 990113 1863 CON 990115 31.5 2 24 0
981867 990111 990127 3000 BAT 990224 51505 28 4 0
985264 990226 990307 3.6 BAT 990308 987.3 5 0 Adjusted date
986939 990118 990129 51259 STR 990517 824,95 108 I I
987878 990106 990126 22905 CON 990327 145 60 2341 0
Connection adjusted twice. 
misdiagnosis9
987879 990106 990128 25213 CON 990408 22845 70 10 0
987883 990108 990208 1820 BAT 990127 793.5 5 5 0 Set time to five days
987886 990113 990201 19375 CON 990406 228.55 64 24 0
987887 990113 990203 800 CON 990120 288.75 2 21 0 Set time to two days.
987888 990115 990215 20039 CON 990414 228,55 58 17 0
987889 990115 990205 25168 CON 990412 228.55 66 13 0
987890 990116 990208 25668 CON 990418 228,55 69 7 0
Suspect assembly problem in this 
batch, because consecutive SerialNrs 
all have connection problems!
987893 9901 IS 990209 26322 CON 990428 235.1 78 8 0
987898 990121 990209 23870 STR 990504 956,025 84 I 0
AO 1563 990215 990329 50574 ALT 990527 1187,375 59 2 I
AO 1565 990222 990401 9 STR 990304 81 I I 0 Set time to one day
A06391 990301 990406 2200 CON 990412 76.25 6 14 0 Adjusted date
A I0447 990115 990302 6326 BAT 990124 504.65 8 5 0
A10746 990126 990203 2589 STR 990210 498.425 7 I 0 Adjusted date
A 14272 990111 990II9 250 CON 990119 57.85 1 9 0
A14428 990222 990310 28431 STR 990514 853.825 65 I
A1S961 990120 990129 38572 CON.STR 990427 134 as 10.1 0 Assign to connection, i.e. 10'
A16397 990216 990303 162 BAT 990304 96 1 5 0 Adjusted date
A16460 990218 990427 1 BAT 990310 186 1 3 0 Set time to one day.
A16701 990212 990303 55011 STR 990526 824.95 84 1
A I67I8 990225 990315 24416 ALT 990417 766.7 33 2 0
A 16889 990107 990208 1641,6 CON 990204 I75J25 1 26 0 Set time to one day
A17391 990104 990219 15 CON 990120 144 1 IS 0 Set time to one day.
A 17926 990109 990329 10 CON 990330 117 1 9 0 Adjusted date
A24806 990106 990129 23400 BAT.CON 990415 150.125 76 5.7 0
Connection error probably due (o 
imperfect maintenance when battery 
was replaced, i.e. allocate cause to 5!
A24818 990111 990124 7063 CON 990304 178.75 39 7 0
A2482I 990111 990120 10 STR 990312 579,05 1 1 0
Two entries at same time for starter 
replacement. Likely reason is 
incomplete first record. Set time to 
one day.
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A24832 990t11 990129 13618 STR 990405 830,825 66 0
A276I4 990202 990207 205.2 STR 990208 1723.075 1 0 Adjusted date
A27618 990222 990408 322.8 CON 990304 117.6 I 14 0 Set time to one day
A28807 990105 990120 784 BAT 990114 63 2 4 0
Battery replacement two activities 
claimed on same day. Set time to 
two days.
A31569 990111 990323 16915 CON 990506 72.5 44 17 0
A35552 990113 990119 22256 BAT 990222 413.075 34 3 0
A35553 990115 990121 55096 BAT 990523 462,8 122 5 I
A35554 990115 990120 68003 BAT 990507 513.375 107 6 0
Three consecutive ScrialNrs with 
Battery failure. Manufacturing 
problem?
A35556 990115 990129 19208 CON 990331 88.725 61 18 0
A3 5564 990115 990128 30928 BAT 990404 462.8 66 6 0
A35565 990115 990202 116 ALT.BAT 990204 474.05 2.5.4 2
Alternator replaced twice, 
misdiagnosis? Battery failure as 
secondary failure due to alternator 
failure also occurred twice, i c. 2! 
Set to one day
A35573 990204 990215 5547 CON.STR 990225 137.575 10 19,1 0
Two starter entries on same day! 
Probable reason is incomplete first 
record. Assign to connection, i.e. 19!
A35578 990204 990215 5962 ALT 990401 115.5 45 2 0
A35587 990208 990226 58557 BAT 990525 462.8 88 6 1
A35840 990105 990123 39136 ALT, STR 990419 1179,125 86 2,1 0 Assign to alternator, i.e. 2!
A37906 990111 990121 2042 CON 990131 132,75 10 19 0
A37914 990203 990210 20380 CON 990323 97.5 41 10 0
A38737 990113 990123 75181 ALT 990604 915,75 132 2 I
A40607 990130 990215 2663 BAT 990317 217.875 30 5 0
A4060S 990130 990215 15942 STR 990420 911.55 64 I 0
A4I722 990212 990322 13189 STR 990412 579.05 21 1 0
A42824 990109 990219 89375 ALT 990420 1179.125 60 2 0
Mileage seems too high/Insvcdate 
too la te
A42830 990119 990221 6 CON 990129 67.5 I 20 0 Set time to one day
A42843 990120 990228 53794 ALT 990601 1202,5 93 2 I
A42853 990205 990325 56689 ALT 990525 1142,55 61 2 1
A44286 990201 990226 27 CON 990213 482,8 1 16.14 0 Set time to one day.
A44679 990127 990217 40033 ALT 990527 1115,375 99 2 I
A44684 990127 990217 6361 STR 990223 812.5 6 I 0
Three starter entries on same day* 
Possible reasons are incomplete first 
record, bad maintenance or fraud.
A44690 990128 990212 1955 BAT 990218 67.5 4 6 0
Note corrected InsvcOate from 
990217 to 990213
A44701 990128 990225 6 CON 990214 262.85 1 8 0 Set time to one day.
A44705 990128 990225 13439 BAT 990407 318,575 41 6 0
A4471I 990205 990228 32068 ALT 990522 682,5 83 2 2
Alternator replaced twice, 
misdiagnosis o r bad maintenance?
A447I2 990208 990225 1805 CON 990223 81 14 19.22 0
Twice connection adjustment. but at 
a  much later time.
A44715 990226 990329 19575 STR 990517 835,55 49 I
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A44741 990227 990329 5 CON 990317 135 23 0 Set time to one day
A44745 990227 990402 226 CON 990318 135 17 0 Set time to one day
A4475I 990227 990402 23985 STR 990605 835.55 64 1
A46114 990208 990304 8380 CON 990406 263.5 33 13 0
A46I28 990209 990309 450 CON 990220 118 2 24 0 Set time to two days.
A46789 990112 990204 2 BAT 990129 157,5 5 0 Set time to one day.
A473I6 990219 990225 2300 CON 990310 423 13 21 0
A47326 990222 990228 38050 BAT 990524 462,8 85 3 I
A47327 990222 990226 35858 BAT 990423 1339.725 56 4 0
Suspect manufacturing problem in 
this batch, because several SerialNrs 
closely following each other all have 
battery problems?
A47338 990222 990303 437 BAT 990301 440.3 2 3 0 Set time to two days
A4734S 990223 990301 2732 BAT 990316 204.75 15 6.3 0
Twice replaced battery, although 7 
weeks apart! Misdiagnosis?
A47371 990225 990314 6361 ALT 990410 1165.375 27 2 0
A47372 990225 990316 10904 BAT 990406 462,8 21 6 0
A47376 990225 990310 1105 BAT 990317 440.3 7 6 0
A47380 990225 990314 14668 BAT 990505 78,75 52 6 0
Suspect manufacturing problem in 
this batch, because several SerialNrs 
closely following each other all have 
battery problems?
A47384 990226 990315 22765 CON 990425 320 41 26 0
A47401 990301 990311 30385 BAT 990501 462.8 51 5.6 2
Twice replaced battery, although 2 
weeks apart! Misdiagnosis or 
manufacturing problem?
A50380 990127 990218 8 CON 990210 81,25 1 25 0 Set time to one day
A50382 990127 990204 19144 STR 990315 1137.825 39 I 0 Adjusted date
A503S5 990208 990301 55 CON 990221 336 1 17 0 Set time to one day
A50387 990208 990301 553 STR 990222 1353,7 2 I 0 Set time to two days.
A50389 990208 990315 296 STR 990312 779,45 I I 0
Two starter entries on same day. 
Probable reason is incomplete first 
record. Set time to one day.
A50674 990201 990212 6 CON.BAT 990215 113.75 I 9,4 0
Might have left a light /  circuit on 
while truck is sitting idle, i.e assign 
to 9! (Forgot to use cutoff switch). 
Set time to one day.
A50686 990203 990307 4720 ALT 990319 924.875 12 2 0 Adjusted date
AS0693 990204 990222 8 CON 990223 162.5 1 16 0 Adjusted date
A50702 990209 990402 9 CON 990225 43.35 I 11 0 Set time to one day
A50706 990209 990301 15243 CON 990409 132.75 39 24 0
A50707 990209 990305 24227 STR 990516 782,05 72 I 1
A50716 990209 990226 8654 CON 990427 72.5 60 11 0
A50731 990212 990312 5026 ALT 990505 993.875 54 2 0
A50736 990213 990310 3761 CON 990504 185.025 55 22 0
A54331 990104 990131 1054,2 CON 990202 127,5 2 23 0
A54431 990105 990124 21140 ALT, STR 990309 777,8 44 2.1 0
Alternator replaced 4 weeks after 
starter, assign to alternator, i.e. 2!
A54433 990109 990124 7 CON 990124 53,75 1 26 0
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A54434 990109 990124 601 CO S 990124 53.75 2 26 0 Set time to two days.
AS4436 990109 990124 581 CON 990124 53.75 2 19 0
Suspect assembly problem as three 
connection adjustments occurred on 
consecutive SerialNrs. Set time to 
two days.
A54446 990109 990125 18220 ALT 990405 1173.625 77 2 0
A54837 990211 990225 11332 STR 990415 864.05 49 I 0
A54840 990211 990225 5660 ALT 990403 943.25 37 2 0
A55320 990204 990310 I t ALT.BAT 990209 163.625 1 2.4 0
Alternator replaced twice. 5 weeks 
apart. Misdiagnosis or bad 
maintenance? Battery failure as 
secondary failure due to alternator 
failure, i.e. 2! Set time to one day.
AS5330 990224 990315 1561 CON 990318 1450.725 3 14 0
A55336 990224 990315 8737 ALT 990421 751.35 37 2 0
A55343 990226 990315 20349 ALT 990518 1752.725 64 2 I
A57786 990111 990122 6153 CON 990302 472,5 39 12 0
A58744 990106 990126 29106 ALT 990418 1265.55 51 2 0
Twice replaced alternator one day 
apart! Probable reason is bad 
maintenance o r bad replacement 
part.
A58773 990109 990127 16115 ALT 990312 1275.85 44 2 0
AS8778 990111 990202 21548 ALT 990412 1696,475 69 2 0
A58803 990113 990203 924 STR 990126 334.625 3 I 0
Two starter entries on same day! 
Probable reason is incomplete first 
record. Assign to connection, i.e  19! 
Set time to three days.
A5S805 990113 990202 25 BAT 990126 237.5 I 4 0 Set time to one day
A58807 990113 990205 14447 ALT 990302 1165 25 2 0
A58813 990114 990206 6387 STR 990210 1229.625 4 I 0
Did not adjust high mileage while 
truck might have been driven to 
dealer lot. Mileage seems too 
high/Irtsvcdate too late
A58819 990114 990203 37429 STR 990514 1167.125 100 I
A58820 990114 990204 34678 STR 990419 1229.625 74 1 0
A58821 990114 990205 21211 STR 990409 225 63 1 0
Two starter replacements one week 
apart! Probable reason is bad 
maintenance o r  replacement part.
A58822 990115 990204 31856 STR 990310 878.3 34 I 0
Suspect manufacturing problem in 
this batch, because several SerialNrs 
closely following each other all have 
starter problems*
A58825 990115 990205 23926 CON 990428 117.85 82 12 0
AS8830 990118 990205 29027 CON 990316 126,5 39 23 0
A58838 990118 990206 42547 ALT 990519 1165 102 2
A58854 990120 990209 6149 STR 990226 840,3 17 I 0
A5885S 990120 990206 7318 STR 990309 1125 31 1 0
Three starter entries one day apart! 
Possible reasons are bad replacement 
part, bad maintenance o r fraud.
AS8870 990122 990211 32591 STR 990330 1589.525 47 1 0
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A58S78 990122 990210 3349 ALT 990331 1165 49 2 0
A58885 990123 990210 50035 ALT 990412 1255.7 61 2 0
A58904 990127 990213 65328 STR 990512 814,45 83 1 0
A5S915 990128 990213 27(19 ALT 990502 1165 78 2 0
A58949 990202' 990224 2957 CON.STR 990302 1753,2 6 7.1 0 Assign to connection, i.e. 7'
A58951 990202 990220 8 BAT 990215 216 6 0 Set time to one day.
A59036 990211 990304 27368 BAT 990515 811.4 72 3 1
A59039 990212 990304 12856 ALT 990427 1165 54 2 0
A59046 990215 990304 1500 STR 990318 1167.125 14 I 0
A59064 990217 990309 1325 ALT 990321 1165 12 2 0
A59240 990220 990313 17324 ALT 990512 360.75 60 2 0
A62507 990125 990228 26243 ALT 990504 710,75 65 2 0 Adjusted date
A62522 990126 990320 21991 ALT 990514 198,95 55 2 I Adjusted date
A62530 990126 990321 26820 ALT 990527 883.625 67 2 I Adjusted date
A63039 990122 990216 50585 STR 990508 794.35 81 I 0
A659SO 990122 990205 2259 STR 990219 730.45 14 I 0
Twice replacement activity on starter 
on same day! Likely reason is an 
incomplete first record.
A68046 990213 990228 12146 BAT 990428 293.125 59 4 0
A68295 990112 990219 5811 CON 990219 165 37 14 0
Did not correct database entry of 
Insvcdate, although seems too late.
A6887I 990104 990115 15 ALT 990108 176 I 2 0 Set time to one day.
A68874 990201 990219 6858 STR.BAT 990221 306.775 19 1.5 0
Three starter replacements activities 
(2 replacements) and a battery 
replacement. 5 weeks after first 
battery replacement. Assign to 
starter, i.e. 1*
A68877 990201 990219 1229 CON 990301 224.175 10 8 0
A68930 990104 990115 25792 STR 990422 883,05 97 I 0
A7I341 990105 990118 50919 ALT 990517 1179.125 119 2 I
A71345 990105 990120 21722 CON 990323 531.375 62 20 0
A75756 990118 990226 12654 CON 990409 120 42 8 0
A7S77I 990226 990331 40 CON 990407 228.55 1 7 0 Set time to one day
A7G217 990203 990301 15 ALT 990215 176 I 2 0 Set time to one day.
A76331 990122 990215 26228 CON 990509 109.725 83 25 0
A7828I 990119 990412 62,4 BAT 990414 1059.8 1 3 0 Set time to one day.
A78283 990215 990414 1318.8 STR 990420 1978,4 6 I 0
A79589 990129 990401 10 CON 990312 61,6 1 12 0 Set time to one day.
A79590 990129 990401 12 CON 990318 266.475 1 12 0 Set time to one day.
A79592 990129 990401 848 CON 990330 100.625 3 18 0 Set time to three days.
A79594 990129 990401 9 CON 990312 115 1 20 0
Suspect assembly problem in this 
batch, because several SerialNrs 
closely following each other all have 
connector problems! Set time to one 
day.
A79596 990129 990401 25 BAT 990315 950.25 I 3 0 Set time to one day.
A796GO 990201 990401 20 BAT 990317 294,2 1 6 0 Set time to one day
A79602 990201 990401 20 CON 990326 32,85 1 23 0 Set time to one day.
A80S22 990119 990205 18578 ALT 990323 69.7 46 2 0
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A80527 990120 990209 7 ALT 990211 861.625 2 0 Set time to one day.
A80S29 990120 990208 9811 STR 990311 764.575 31 0
A80548 990122 990201 8662 STR 990228 764.575 27 0
A8055S 990125 990209 60 ALT.STR 990209 807,45 2.1 0 Assign to alternator, i.e. 2!
AS0560 990125 990209 6522 STR 990318 807.45 37 0
A80S67 990126 990217 5406 ALT 990316 885.125 27 2 0
A83468 990126 990302 9 CON 990302 94,5 21 0
A87293 990210 990312 1238 ALT 990315 883.625 3 2 0 Adjusted date
A8730I 990224 990324 21317 BAT 990510 634.25 47 4 0 Adjusted date
A8931S 990206 990219 59 STR 990215 883.05 1 0 Set time to one day.
A89321 990206 990219 832 ALT 990304 1090,075 3 2 0 Set time to three days.
A9053I 990211 990317 25 ALT 990309 1168,125 2 0 Set time to one day
A90537 990217 990310 167 STR 990225 1418 I 0 Set time to one day
A90539 990217 990310 2 STR 990302 294.875 I 0 Set time to one day.
A90545 990219 990317 4 CON.ALT.STR 990305 461,85 1 16.2,1 0
Scarter failed 9 weeks later, thus 
assign to connection or alternator, 
i.e. 16 o r 2. Masked. Set time to one 
day.
A90550 990219 990318 5 ALT 990305 1168,125 2 0 Set time to one day
A90S53 990219 990323 7691 STR 990426 903.7 34 I 0
A90566 990219 990330 5 ALT 990309 1168,125 I 2 0 Set time to one day.
A90572 990225 990401 179 CON 990422 314 1 II 0 Set time to one day
A90576 990225 990406 189 CON 990427 42 I 21 0 Set time to one day
A90577 990225 990418 2357 CON 990427 42 6 16 0 Set time to six days.
A91994 990107 990208 2625 CON 990211 775.825 3 16 0
A91996 990107 990204 6 STR 990120 1426.95 I I 0 Set time to one day
A920I0 990226 990306 3282 CON 990315 256 9 25 0 Adjusted date
B16I67 990I2I 990303 615 ALT.CON 990307 883.625 2 2,21 0
Alternator replaced twice. I week 
apart. Misdiagnosis? Masked, i.e. 2 
or 21! Set time to two days.
Three replacement activities on 
starter on same day! Possible reasons 
are incomplete first record, bad 
maintenance or fraud. Unlikely to 
have replacement starter fail 
immediately. Alternator replaced 9 
weeks later. Misdiagnosis? Assign to
B 18956 990222 990407 1349 STR 990306 906,8 4 2.1 0 2. Set time to four days.
B18957 990222 990310 17293 STR 990405 785.55 26 I 0
B2II07 990206 990416 1738.2 ALT 990424 1438,225 8 2 0
B2II09 990206 990421 10128 CON 990514 1275 23 9 I
B25838 990201 990222 21760.8 STR 990426 13194 63 I 0
B26I89 990129 990212 3678 CON 990313 70.5 29 18 0
B26I99 990130 990217 350 BAT 990222 295,825 4 0 Set time to one day.
B26200 990130 990215 36417 BAT 990514 290.575 88 5 I
B35978 990105 990206 2447 CON.BAT 990212 1086.75 6 14.5 0
Might have left a light t  circuit on /  
teak while truck is sitting idle. i.e. 
assign to 14!
B35979 990105 990128 41682 STR 990415 824.95 77 I 0
B359SS 990112 990119 782 BAT 990121 63 2 6 0 Adjusted date
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B35996 990118 990222 10670 BAT 990313 1234.175 19 5 0
B360I2 990129 990225 19812 CON 990405 175 39 21 0
B36014 990129 990306 13012 STR 990331 535.5 25 0
B48321 990125 990209 50132 BAT 990521 243.75 10! 4 1 Adjusted date
B48322 990127 990320 12550 CON 990415 99 26 19 0 Adjusted date
B4S330 990127 990214 780 BAT 990216 630 2 3 0 Adjusted date
B48334 990203 990215 26330 STR 990409 936.95 53 0 Adjusted date
B48344 990216 990404 4754 ALT.CON.STR 990415 99 21 2.18.1 0
First connection problem then starlet 
and 5 weeks later alternator failure. 
Assign to alternator, i.e. 2! Also, 
adjusted date
B483S3 990216 990304 4 CON. BAT 990305 31.5 14.5 0
Assign to connection, r e  14' 
Adjusted date.
B48354 990216 990322 12 BAT 990315 204.75 4 0 Set time to one day
B48363 990217 990317 7 BAT 990310 531.375 4.6 0
Twice replaced battery' 
Misdiagnosis or 
manufacturing/maintenance 
problem? Set time to one day
B48366 990217 990413 7 CON 990406 189 10 0 Set time to one day.
B48367 990217 990413 3659 BAT 990331 78.75 41 5 0 Adjusted date
B4S36S 990217 990317 7 BAT 990310 531.375 1 3 0 Set time to one day.
B4837I 990217 990317 1073 BAT 990412 78.75 3 5.4 0
Twice replaced battery* 
Misdiagnosis or 
manufacturing/maintenance 
problem? Set lime to three days.
B48373 990217 990309 8 BAT 990310 204.75 I 5 0 Adjusted date
B48376 990217 990413 12 CON 990406 78.75 I 11 0 Set time to one day





















Set time to one day
Two entries for one starter change-
out.
B58663 990123 990207 27617 BAT.STR 990323 554.75 44 4.1 0 Assign to battery, i.e. 4'
B5S670 990127 990214 37818 BAT 990516 78.75 91 3 I
BS8671 990127 990207 51235 STR 990504 984,05 86 I 0
B58674 990127 990214 26087 STR 990326 824.15 40 I 0
BS868S 990128 990204 36636 ALT 990515 1179.125 100 2 1
BS8706 990224 990226 3355 STR 990323 883.05 25 1 0
B58712 990224 990302 2161H.4 ALT 990501 1184.625 60 2 0
B60822 990126 990323 718.2 CON 990325 141.75 2 15 0 Adjusted date
B67753 990129 990305 IS STR 990204 176 I 1 0 Set time to one day
B70932 990113 990202 1792 CON 990201 216 5 23 0 Set time to five days
B70935 990119 990405 210 ALT 990130 25 1 2 0
Two entries for one alternator 
change-out. Set time to one day.
B70936 990119 990207 36 BAT 990216 778.725 I 3 0 Set time to one day
B70942 990119 990203 31092 STR 990603 904,425 120 1 I
B70946 990119 990202 19 BAT 990225 778.725 1 4 0 Set time to one day.
B76066 990111 990123 65912 ALT 990518 1329,125 110 2 I
B76070 990111 990203 3S326 ALT 990506 991,35 92 2 0
B76200 990109 990211 53 CON 990121 53.75 I 17 0 Set time to one day
B76231 990123 990218 18053 ALT 990426 7 I2 J5 67 2 0
B76236 990123 990215 11545 CON, STR 990407 108.225 51 26.1 0 Allocate to connection, i.e. 26!
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Sem o Blddate Insvcdate M ileage Failpart Occurdate Totpaid Time dSi
hfis-diagnasis
M asking R esult o f  Validation
B78664 990218 990313 7 BAT 990304 502.05 I 6 0 Set time to one day.
B85807 990212 990310 7807 CON 990321 124,7 11 22 0
B8S9I0 990114 990204 47070 STR 990424 2087.35 79 I 0
B859I2 990114 990218 6.6 ALT 990126 2074,525 1 2 0 Set lime to one day.
B85922 990125 990218 34107 STR 990416 848,925 57 I 0
B86325 990212 990407 2423 BAT 990412 551.225 5 5 0 Adjusted date
B867I0 990206 990329 52 CON 990224 53.75 I 13 0 Set time to one day.
B86939 990204 990218 6870 CON 990403 268.75 44 10 0
B86968 990204 990331 601 CON 990223 53.75 *» 20 0 Set time to two days.
B90077 990129 990424 1600 CON 990428 169.95 4 16 0 Adjusted date
FI2I42 990225 990319 7970 CON 990408 175 20 8 0 Adjusted date
FI3202 99012! 990130 1948 CON 990204 83.925 5 20 0 Adjusted date
FI3267 990125 990422 1970 BAT 990427 856.275 5 6 0 Adjusted date
FI 5541 990122 990211 17 CON 990207 78.625 1 17 0 Set time to one day
F 15542 990122 990225 17 CON 990208 201.125 I 9 0 Set time to one day
F3226I 990217 990315 56 CON 990304 53.75 I 25 0 Set time to one day.
F32272 99021! 990331 50 CON 990225 53.75 I 9 0 Set time to  one day.
F36083 990223 990318 2074 STR 990415 1782,05 28 1 0
F361I5 990224 990323 8 CON 990323 54,1 I 25 0
F36548 990217 990225 32 CON 99040! 674 I 20 0 Set time to  one day.
F3655I 990217 990226 721 ALT 990223 525 2 2 0
Two alternator replacements after 








F47252 990128 990223 1234!



















Set time to one day
Two starter replacements 5 weeks 
apart. Misdiagnosis?
Set time to  two days.____________
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